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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In the past few decades a considerable body of material has 
accumulated related to the nature and causes of juvenile delinquency. 
An increasing amount of this data describes or theorizes about the 
nature of delinquency among lower class street-corner groups. It is 
generally agreed in most of these studies that the preponderance of 
juvenile delinquency is found among the children of the lower classes. 
Barron concedes that delingp.ency is a gang operation a.'T!long the lower 
classes, that most delin~ency is committed in the company of others, 
and that even when we find a solitary 9ffender, he is often impelled 
by an outlook and habits derived from gang associations.1 Cohen states, 
nAlmost all statistical analyses of juvenile delinquency agree that 
delinquency in general is predominantly a working c_lass phenomenon.lt2 
Shaw ap.d McKay effectively dem.onstrated that delinquency was concentrated 
in lower class areas of Chicago and other large urban areas.3 
.
1Milton L. Barron, The Juvenile Delinquent in Delinquent Socia 
(New York! Alfred A. Knopf, 195 , P• 157. 
2A1bert K. Cohen, Delinquent Boys (Glencoe, Illinois: The Free 
Press, 1955), p.84. 
-3Clifford R. Shaw, Delinquency Areas (Chicago! University--of 
Chicago Press, 1929). Also, Clifford R. ·Shaw and Henry· D. McKay, ·-
Juvenile· Delinquency and Uroim Areas (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1942). · 
1 
2 
Despite this general consensus, comparatively little research 
has been devoted to an ethnographic or descriptive explanation o~ the 
gang or the subcultural milieu ~rom which it derives. There is great 
need ~or basic ethnographic description o~ the daily li~e o~ the boys who 
inhabit these so-called Bdelinquency areas~ in large American cities. 
Since Thrasher 1 s classic study o~ 1927 there has been extremely little 
written about observed daily behavior in these lower class residential 
areas.1 The anthropological method has been largely ignored in the study 
o~ delinquency since Thrasher. Thereby one o~ the great advantages o~ 
participant observation has been lost--the opportunity to observe 
delinquent behavior in its intricate interrelationsnip with the other 
social ~acts o~ which it is a part. Most research in the past thirty 
years has ~ocused its atten:tion predominantly either upon individual 
delinquents plucked out o~ their enVironment, o~ upon study variables, 
devised by middle class social scientists, applied to matched samples o~ 
delinquents and non-delinqp.ents. There . is nothing basically wrong with 
this latter approach; it is scientific in nature. It does not.-, however, 
bring to bear the .fqll weight o~ soc-iological concepts and techniques 
upon the base data--the lower class subculture and the street-corner 
gang. Reliance upon q_lestionnaires and schedules administered to 
matched samples o~ delinqlents and non-delinquents places excessive 
i'ai th in verbal behavior with its .many biases. More data are needed on 
the actual every day behavior o~ gang boys. 
lFrederi~k L. Thrasher, Th-e Gang (Chicago:: University o~ Chicago 
Press, 1927) • 
3 
Within these lower class urban areas there is usually consid-
erable variation in delinquen~ rates among street-comer groups. 
Thrasher makes the observation that 52 out of' 1313 gangs he studied were 
essentially law-abiding.1 Since all the corner groups he studied re-
sided in high delinquen~ areas, this raises the interesting question as 
to why the customary behavior of' some street-comer groups involves a 
relatively high proportion of' law-violating activity, and others a 
relatively low proportion. 
A similar situation has been encountered in a high delinquency 
area of' Boston known as Roxbury. Among the approximately ~ to 30 known 
street-comer groups in Roxbury, there were two called the ~outlaws~ and 
the nBandits,~ which were characterized by markedly dif'f'ering rates of' 
delinquency. 2 The Bandits were a highly delinquent group, one segment of' 
which acquired the dubious distinction of' sending 53% of' its members to 
juvenile and adult correctional institutions. The Outlaws were only a 
moderately delinquent group.3 These two groups were well known to each 
other, both were predominantly Irish Catholic, and possessed a similar 
inf'ormal organization of' f'our age segments! Seniors, ages 19 and up; 
Intermediates, ages 16 to 18; Juniors, ages L4 to 16; and M1dgets, ages 
sub-teens. This study will be limited to the comparison of' the Junior 
1Ibid., P• 386. 
2These are pseudonyms. 
3The data on delinquency rates will be presented and discussed 
more fully in Chapter IV. 
4 
and Intermediate segments of the respective street-comer aggregates.l 
If such a difference in incidence of delinquency were to-occur 
among groups residing in different areas, it could be attributed to 
deficiencies in·enviromnent or neighborhood conditions. A significant 
difference, however, occurring between two groups residing in similar 
sections of Roxbury calls for an explanation in terms of other factors. 
It is believed that this difference in rates can be explained in part by 
postulating that members of these groups achieve status and prestige by 
? 
orienting differentially to subcultural focal concerns.-
It is generally accepted that members of all groups attempt to 
achieve status and prestige through so.me set of available alternative 
means.· For the purposes of this study it is assumed that prestige 
achievement ~11 provide a cogent tool by which to illuminate the dif-
ferences between the two sets of street-corner groups, although it is 
recognized that other factors enter into the situation. 
The Choices one makes among the available means to prestige are 
determined by a complex interrelation of social and individual factors, 
but the achievement of valued states, conditions, and concerns in lower 
class society can be conceptualized as the result of differential 
utilization of the available subcultural alternatives to status and 
lsince the Intermediate Bandits and Outlaws will be referred to 
as 0 Seniorsn by Walter B. Miller in his forthcoming book, An Experiment 
in Changing Gang Behavior, it was felt that, for the sake of consistency 
and brevity, the same practice would be adhered to here. 
2Focal concerns will be defined as nareas or issues -which command 
widespread and consistent attention and a high degree of emotional in-
volvement • .n Walter B. Miller, '"Lower Class Culture as a Generating 
Milieu of Gang Ilelinquency, n The Jiournal of Social Issues, XIV, 
No. 3 (1958), P• 6. 
prestige. Restating this problem in more researchable form we derive 
the major hypothesis of this study. Differential participation in 
delinquent behavior by lower class street-comer groups is the result of 
differential utilization of available alternative avenues to status and 
prestige. 
'When this hypothesis is examined in·more detail a number of im-
plications are suggested. First, it suggests that differential behavior 
among lower class street-comer groups is more influenced by the immediate 
reference groups, significant others, and group norms than by percep-
tually or culturally distant ones. -It seems logical that individuals 
-would be more likely to engage in law-abiding or law-violating behavior 
~ich is supported by the groups with whom they are in continuous in-
terrelationship. If an individual lived and interacted intensively with 
a fairly restricted group of boys, he would have little choice but to 
conform to the standards and norms supported by that group. Norms and 
patterns of behavior of individuals, or groups "Which were culturally dis-
tant, or with ~om there was little interaction on a consistent and 
intensive basis, would be less influential as a source of motivation of 
behavior. The influence of such individuals or institutions would not, 
of course, be entirely eliminated, but the impingement of the norms 
supported by such culturally distant groups would be less impelling. 
The norms of such groups would exert force only under very specific con-
ditions, such as in a school situation. 
On the other hand, if the local face-to-face group with "Which 
the boy was interacting meant anything to him, he would have little choice 
but to conform to its standards, if he wished to remain a member in good 
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standing of' that group. The standards of' that group would be very com-
pelling f'or a wide variety o:f behaV'ior # from involvement in law-
violating behavior to opinions about politics. 
This suggests three sub-hypo.theses o:f the main hypothesis t 
Sub-hypothesis 1: the more i'requent and intense the interaction 
~th a group of' individuals, the greater the tendency to select members 
o:f that group as objects or sources o:f prestige and status. 
Sub-hypothesis 2: the more frequent and intense the interaction 
'With a group of' individuals, the greater the tendency to adhere to the 
norms and standards o:f that group as. the bases of' prestige and status. 
Sub-hypothesis 3: the more socially and culturally distant the 
group or institution, the less i:he tendency to adhere to· the norms and 
standards of' that group or institution as the bases of' prestige and 
status. 
Th.e Plan o:f this Study · 
Chapter II will present a revi~ o:f the current sociological 
theories ~ich have a bearing on th~$ research. The major concepts of' 
the authors w.ill be discussed and evaluated in terms o:f their contribu-
tion to delinquency -theocy in general, and to this study in particular. 
Th~ origin o:f Special Youth Proje·ct, -the soUrce o:f the data of' 
this study, will be pre_sented ht Qhapter III. This s~ection will also 
illolude a discussion o:f the circumstances under 'Which the data were 
oolle_c't;ed, the nature o:f the material~ limitations of' the data, de:fini--
tions of' some special terminology, S!ld a brief' outline of' the._ content 
-analysis process employed by Special Youth. Pr0j_ect :Research. 
Chapter IV will present statistical and descriptive data on 
relevant asp_ects of Boston, Roxbury, the· Special Youth Project area, 
and the two neighborhoods _oJ~ the Bandits and Outlaws. These five geo-
graphical areas will be compared in terms of suchvariaples as per cent 
home owners, per cent dilapidated dwellings, and ave:rage rent. In 
addition, the comparable brother segments of the Bandits and Outlaws 
will be assessed in terms of how well they were matched for, age, eth-
nicity, and religion, and how i:hey differed on delinquency, ~ducational 
attainment, and social class origin. 
The method of analysis wi 11 be ·treated in Qhapter V. Prestige, 
the principal conceptual tool., -will be discussed and clarified. A more 
detailed description of the methodological-procedure, including the use 
of IIM processes, will also be presented at this time. This will include 
an exposition of lower class focal concerns, the derivation and explana-
. . 
tion of middle class focal concerns, and how both s~ts of focal concerns 
will be treated in relation to the subdivisions of the coding system. 
The latter system will be explained also. Finally Chapter V will give 
particulars on the size of the universe of prestige oriented behavior., 
how the sample was selected, and now the coding was checked for reliabil-
ity. 
Chapters VI and 'VII will present the findings and ·interpretation 
of the data on the Senior and Junior age groups• TU~-groups will be 
compared in terms of differential selection of targets of prestige. For 
example., do more delinquent groups select middle class status· incumbents 
as targets of disapproval more frequently than less delinquent groups? 
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The principal method ~11 be the use of rank order comparisons. 
The relative priority of lower class, middle class, and adolescent 
culture in influencing the behavior of high and low delinquent street-
corner groups ~11 be determined by comparing the orientations of the 
groups to categories of behavior defined as supporting those subcultures. 
The principal device will be the use of rank difference correlation, 
supplemented by an analysis of the qualitative data from Which the 
orientations were derived. Whenever possible, statistical devices ~11 
be utilized to substantiate analytical conclusions. 
Finally, the detailed behavior categories will be reassembled 
in terms of focal concerns, both lower class and middle class, to deter-
mine the differential adherence of the groups to those more abstract 
conceptual schema. 
The concluding chapter will summarize the principal findings, 
discuss the implications of the.m, and delineate additional needed re-
search. 
CRA.PTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON DELINQUJ!:NCY 
Review of Major Theories of Delinquency 
Sociological research in delinquency has. :for the most part. 
neglected to investigate the lower class subculture in ~ich most delin-
quents live. Thrasher was the :first to describe gang culture and struc-
ture within the frame of reference of modern sociology.l He describes 
gang life as being an outcome of community disorganization and of culture 
conflict. Now it is kno'WD. that neither of these explanations is tenable; 
some slums have been found to be well-organized, and gangs have persisted 
into an era when immigration has been red1.1ced to a· mere trickle. 2 Since 
Thrasher's study of Chicago gangs, very little research has been con-
ducted among gang me.mbers to test the many hypotheses he suggested in his 
work. Instead. sociologists have concentrated either on ecological 
studies or upon the testing of such variables as social maturation, 
1
.9.12.. cit. 
Pwillia.m F. Whyte, Street Corner Socia (Chicago~ University of 
Chicago Press, 2nd edition, 1955 • CUlture conflict, in the sense 
used by Sellin and others, has also been largely discarded _as _a 
pr~mary motivating_factor in gang delinquency. See Thorsten Sell1n, 
Oul tUre Conflict and Crime (New York;- Social SCience Re·search Coun-
cil, 1<;138) ~ -
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ethical belief'13 1 and parent-child relationships.l 
Shaw and McKay, among those of' ecological bent, have been very 
successful in indicating the subcultural locus of' juvenile delinquency. 
By means of' maps, tables and charts, this school of' thought has demon-
strated that delinquency is concentrated in certain areas of' large urban 
cities. However, Cohen has pointed out that this only r~states the 
problem. 2 To say that delinquency is concentrated in these areas be-
cause of' lack of' community organization and that an absence of' adequate 
adult control, community spirit, and solidarity :foments delinquency, 
serves only to raise other problems. If' there is an absence of' effective 
constraints to delinquency, in these areas, "Why must the response be 
delinquency or crime? Why not some form of' psychosis or neurosis? 
Since it has already been demonstrated that many slums cannot be con-
stdered disorganized, some basic assumptions of ecological theory have 
been considerably undermined. In addition, as Selvin points out, group 
data as determined by ecological studies, do not elaborate on the char-
acteristics nor on the form of social interaction.3 It is in social 
lrrving E. Mitchell, ~tThe Maturity of Delinquent and Non-Delin-
quent Adolescents as Defined by.the Developmental Task Conceptn (unpub-
lished Ph.D. dissertation, Boston University, 1957); George E. Hill, 
:uThe Ethical Knowledge of Delinquent and Non-Delinquent Boys, m Journal of 
Social Psychology, VI ( 1935) , pp. 107 -11+; R. G. Andry, ~Fa.ul ty Paternal 
and Maternal Child Relationships, Af'f'ection, and Delinquency, n The British 
Journal of Delinquencz, VII, No. 1 (July, 1957), pp. 34-48; and Edwin 
Powers and Helen Witmer, An Ex eriment in the Prevention of Delinquenc 
(New York: Columbia. University Press, 1951 • 
2cohen, ~· cit., P• 32f. 
3&man G. Salvin, ;uDurkhe:im t s Suicide and Problems of Empirical 
Research, ~11The American Journal or Sociology, LXIII, No. 6 (May, 1958), 
PP• 615-616. 
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interaction in a given environment that we must search for conditions and 
causes of behavior; they are not to be found in group statistics. 
Another more recent work involving more sophisticated techniques 
is that of Landerts study of Balti:ffiore.l He discounts ecolo~'s basic 
tenet of disorganization and finds anomi~_(social instability)s as 
measured by per cent of home-owner-occupied dwellings .and per cent of 
non-~ites, to be the principal determinant of delinquency in Baltimore.2 
While Lander departs from traditional ecology, his explanation remains 
essentially »disorganization~ focused~ His use of anow~e postulates 
explicitly a lack of social control and stability, which is disorganiza-
tion by another name, as a primary causative factor.3 It is obvious that 
the ecological school of thought has not come to grips ~th the real 
dilemma. It has- indicated the locus of delinquency but has failed to 
tell us mat transpires in lower class subculture, and its offspring, · 
the street-comer group, to produce successfully misbehaving youngsters 
year after year. 
Other sociological explanations of delinquency have maintained 
a middle class outlook, :for the most part, tovm..rds delinquency. For 
w.any years the :r1broken home~ was investigated as a primary causative 
factor. It was abandoned because so many contrary results were un-
earthed. Such non-sociological investigators as the Gluecks, however, 
1JBernard Lander, Towards an Understanding of Juvenile Delin-
quency (New York: Columbia University Press, 1954). 
2 . 
Ibld., P• 59· 
3Ibid., PP• 89-90. 
still treat it as part of the etiology of delinquency.l The widdle 
class bias of the Gluecks is apparent when they use such words as 
Hdeleterious~ and ~lack of cultural refinement~ in describing and com-
paring home conditions of delinquents and non-delinquents.2 
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Reckless et al. assert that the internalization of the self as a 
ugood boy':U or :11bad boyl!t is the main component in ninsulating"1 or impelling 
early teen-age boys away from or towards law-violation in high delinquency 
areas.3 They found that '*good boys~ both defined themselves as 'trgood, 111 
and were so defined by their mothers. Conversely, the nbad boys9x were 
defined as 11badlt by their mothers; the boys then defined themselves as 
u:bad)lt also. This is an important finding, but there is some question 
as to whether this is the main component in steering a boy away from or 
to~~rd law-violating behavior. For one thing, there is no discrimination 
in their sample of boys between gang and non-gang members. It is highly 
probable that gang-motivated delinquency is one of the greatest single 
contributors to law-violation; their study does not throw much light on 
the differential self-concepts of gang and non-gang boys. This would 
appear to be a crucial question which has not been answered as yet. 
Wattenberg·and Balistrieri have written an article about gang 
lsheldon and Eleanor Glueck, Unraveling Delinquency (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Rar:Vard University Press, 1950). 
2Ibid., P• 282. 
3w. c. Reckless, s. Dinitz, and E. Murray, )11Self Concept as an 
Insulator Against Delinqu~cy,n American Sociological Review, XXI, 
No. 6 (Decembl9r, 1956), PP• 744-746; and W. C. Reckless, S. Dinitz, and 
B. Kay, "The Self Component in Potential Delinquency and Potential 
Non-Delinquency,:u American Sociological Review, XXII, No. 5 (October, 
1957), PP• 566-570. 
membership and delinquency, but nowhere do they discuss the behavior 
patterns, belief's or focal concerns of gang members.l Other research, 
'Which has been done, is similar to these already cited. One Va.riable, 
presumed to_ be causal in nature, is selected and tested in two matched 
samples of delincpents. and non-delinquents and found to be significant or 
not, in differentiating or predicting delinquency. There is nothing 
wrong with this approach, but it eliminates, ~o a great extent, the 
study of interaction wi. thin street-comer groups and the highly important 
area of what constitutes prestigeful behavior. None of the so far men-
tioned studies can make anything but comm.on£lace statements as to how 
street-comer boys gain status within their groups; Thrasher 1 s is an 
exception. 
Cohen 1 s recent work alleges to study lower class subculture and 
the street-comer group. 2 He theorizes that status discontent, motivated 
by class-linked opportunities for achieve.ment, which are generally closed 
to the working class population, induces frustration in the working class 
boy; he reacts by displacing his frustration through aggressive behavior.3 
Cohen 1 s argument rests mainly on the assumption that the working class 
boy is socialized under the aegis of' middle class norms and must ~1come 
lWilliam w. Wattenberg and James J. Balistrieri, ~qang Mem-
bership and Juvenile Misconduct,~ American Sociological Review, XV 
(December, 1950}, PP• 644-752. 
2cohen, £E.. cit. 
to termsn with these norms.1 The norms, according to Cohen, mean some~ 
thing to working class boys. 'When they encounter a middle class agency, 
such as the school, and are rejected by it because the boys do not 
measure up to its standards o~ neatness, tameness, and achievement 
orientation, they reject these norms, turn them upside dovm, and devise 
the ~~peculiar content;H of tbe delinquent gang. 2 
Although Cohen states that middle class norms are internalized 
by working class boys during the process. of socialization, he does not 
prove this anyWhere. Little concrete evidence is advanced to substan-
tiate the position he takes. Yet his vrhole argument rests on this 
assumption. He has completely overlooked the evidence gleaned over the 
years by .sociologists of the ,~peculiar content,'" as Cohen puts it, of 
the .ndelinquent suboul ture. w Thirty years ago Thrasher graphically 
described the eve~day life of delingQent boys; Woods described similar 
boys' gangs and street-comer life in 1898; Shaw, in several volumes., 
gave us an intimate glimpse into the delinquent boy's li~e.3 In addition, 
Warner and Hollingshead have presented similar- material from two 
smaller cities; this has given us a ~ar. di~ferent picture of lower 
1Ibid., P• 87. 
2Ibid., PP• 23., 33· 
3TI:trasher, ~· cit.; Robert A. Woods, Tb.e City Wildarne·ss 
(Boston! Roughton,_ Mifflin and Company, 1898); -Clifford R. Shaw, 
Brother:s in. Crime . (Chicago: U:niv_ersity_ of Chicago Press, 1938); The 
Jack Roller (Chicago:- University o:f Chica~go Press, 1930); The -_-
Natural History of a Delinquent (Chicago:: Un.iversi ty of Ch,_icago Press, 
1931). " 
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class subculture than Cohen has presented.1 
A recent and more sophisticated approach to delinquency is made 
by Cloward and Ohlin. 2 Th~ accept the Merton-Durkheim nillicit meansz 
theory but extend it by :formulating what they call the 't!illegitimate 
opportunityn structure.3 Th~ accept Merton's assumption, and Cohen's 
assumption also, that all Americans internalize the nsuccess goalm of' 
the ~dominant culture~; there:fore they must cope with the pressures it 
exerts on the group and its members. Since the legitimate avenues to 
the most prestigeful and high income-producing occupations are almost 
closed to the lower classes, the inhabitants o:f the '~ost disadvantaged~ 
urban areas select ~illegitimate means« to achieve the status symbols. 
The argument supporting this point is like Cohen's essentially, but 
Cloward and Ohlin now diverge and try to explain how llidelinquent impulses"" 
lead to various types of' responses. 
They :first di:f:feren tiate between ~integrated~~ and "\mintegrated 
areas.~4 An integrated area is one in which there are adult carriers of' 
both '~1crimina11l and :nconventionalllf values; there is an integration o:f 
lw. Lloyd Warner and Paul s. Lunt, The Social Li:fe o:f a Modern 
Community (New Haven: Yale University Press, I, 1941); August B. Hollings-
head, Elmtovvn' s Youth (New York:· John W. Wiley and Sons, 1949). 
2Jtichard A. Cloward and L:hoyd E. Ohlin, New Perspectives on 
Juvenile Delinquency, New York School of' Social Work, Columbia University 
(1959). (Mimeographed.) _'!::o lle ~~lished as Delinquency and Opportunity::: 
A Theory p:f Gangs. 
3Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure, rev. ed. 
(Glencoe, Illinois! The Free Press, 1957), PP• 131-194. 
4rbid., p. 20-21. This concept is perhaps someWhat misleading. 
It retains too much o:f the old organization-disorganization approach which 
was :found to be untenable. 
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different age-levels of offenders in the area also. The integration of 
adult carriers of criminal and conventional values is a fUnctional pre-
requisite for the existence of a stable '111criminal opportunity structure'n; 
the integration of different age-levels of offender~ is a functional pre-
requisite for the existence of a stable ~criminal-learning environment.~l 
The ufe~ce~M junk dealer, or racketeer has his feet in conventional and 
crtminal culture; he provides a ugraded opportunity-structure differen-
tiated in accord ~th the capacities of individuals at varying ages.n2 
It is essential for delinquents who wish to make their activities a 
profitable venture, to get to know them and other adult carriers of 
criminal and conventional values. It is tmportant for boys bent on crime 
to have available to them successful adult criminals who ~11 provide the 
appropriate role-models. There will be an integration of age-levels of 
offenders as an outcome; thus, techniques can be passed on. Given such 
an integrated area, limited access to success-goals by legitimate means, 
incomplete winternalizati on of institutional norms, .J> and relative 
accessibility of success-goals by illegitimate means, Cloward and Ohlin 
hypothesize that "Delinquency will tend to be more or less rational and 
disciplined, oriented toward a criminal career. When such means are 
unavailab~e, it will take the form of 'conflict'.w3 The first alternative 
is what Cloward and Ohlin label as the ''criminal pattern w and the second 
1Ibid., P• 21. 
2Ibid., P• 106. 
3rbid., P• 89. 
i-
the- .uconf'lict pattern. 'U Boys "Who live in an integrated area and meet 
the criteria above and who fe~l lllstatus discontent, 1t will engage in a 
sufficient amount o.f delinquency, will gain basic crinlinal skills, and 
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-will adopt criJ.IJ.inal role-models in order to qualify for the '«illegitimate 
opportunity structure. ll. Once they have gaineO. the attenti,on of local 
r&cketeers and have convinced the latter that ~hey are qualified students 
of crime, tha racketeers will then exert pressures on the initiates to 
cease and desist -their '«unorganized:u criminal activity and comply with 
the directives of ~organized crime-:. ~1 Orgariized crime is not interested 
in attracting ihe attention of law enforcement agencies so they discour-
age desultory individ,ual- criminal exploits. Thus, according to Cloward 
and Ohlin, integrated areas w.ill exhibit a minimum of nunauthorizedtt 
violative and conflict-oriented behavior. Organized crime ~d adult 
in-between men attempt to maximize profits by minimizing police inter-
ference.l 
When boys of a similar type live in an uunintegratedM area, that 
is, one v.h.ere adult carriers of conventional and criminal values and di:f-
ferent age-levels of' offenders is lacking:, we find the nconf'lict pattern 11 
as exhibited in the classic "•bopping~tt (fighting) type gang.2 Boys in 
these areas tend to be cut off from pathways to both legitimate and 
illegitimate opportunity structuxes, 
Precisely when status frustrations are maximized, patterns of 
social control are weakenEld, for the unintegrated area is in-
capable of generating regulatory devices and social norms 
lrbid., PP• 8, 20, 99, 104-108. 
2Ibid., PP• 9-10. 
Which effectively counteract pressures toward deviance among 
the young.1 
Delinquency in such ~disorganizedltl areas# according to Cloward and 
Ohlin# tends to be 1~ld and ~tntrammeled.~2 There are no ~controls~ 
from any group. According to the authors the immediate aim is to 
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acquire a lltrep.u for toughness, physical strength, and masculinity. The 
highest value becomes ·~earttr or not :nchickening out11 in the face of 
danger and insult. The adult world is seen as ~eak,~ indifferent, and 
insincere. The conflict group ~seeks to coerce the attention and oppor-
tunities (they) neither receive nor can otherwise induce.~3 
The Cloward and Ohlin theory has considerable merit. It accounts 
for different types of subcultural responses which Cohen's and other 
theories do not do. A great deal of knowledge about crime and delinquency 
are subsumed very neatly by the theory. Much of it, however, rests on 
two basic assumptions:. l) that the success-goal is universal and is in-
ternalized by all strata of society; 2) that residents of integrated and 
unintegrated areas do not fully internalize the institutional norms which 
would insulate them from ~zdeviant:l.( solutions to their status-discontent. 
Neither of these assumptions has been substantiated by the authors. No 
one really knows if all lower class people internalize the success-goal 
and fail to indoctrinate their Children with the institutional norms. 
libid • .1 P• 113. 
2Ibid. 
3Ibid., PP• 9-10. Cloward and Ohlin also posit a third type of 
~1deviant:u response to subcultural pre.ssures--the :wretreatist« or drug 
addict pattern, but this is of little concern to this research.· See 
ibid.# PP• 10-11. 
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If evidence is unearthed -which throws doubt on these assumptions, then 
both Cohen's and Cloward and Ohlin's theories will need considerable re-
formulation since their arguments stand or fall on these assumptions. 
Another criticism of the Cloward and Ohlin theory is that it seems 
to retain much of the earlier ..,disorganization« theories. Their discourse 
is sprinkled liberally with unsubstantiated statements that conflict pat-
tern areas are ... disorganized.» It may well be that certain areas of 
large cities are disorganized, but it behooves Cloward and Ohlin to de-
fine the concept, and denote the criteria of judgment more systematically 
so that others may decide for themselves. Disorganization theory ~as 
been found to be sadly lacking in the past; unless Cloward and Ohlin 
can demonstrate a more rigorous scientific usage of the concept than 
their predecessors, they cannot expect the present generation of sociol-
ogists to accept it without some protest. Evidence will be presented 
later which will thrOWI.additional doubt on the disorganization theory 
approach. Other data will be presented vfuich will provide needed in-
formation on the pervasiveness of the middle class success-goals. 
A new theory by Bloch and Niederhoffer attempts to explain delin-
quency as a result of unfulfilled adolescent strivings for adult status.l 
It postulates that adolescence is a critical phase of striving for the 
attainment of adult status in all cultures; the phase produces experiences 
and needs which are much the same everywhere. 
When a society does not make adequate preparation, formal or other-
wise, for the induction of its adolescents to the adult status, 
~erbert A. Bloch and Arthur Niederhoffer, The Ganf A Study of 
Adolescent Behavior (New York: Philosophical Library, 1958 • 
equivalent forms of behavior arise spontaneously among adoles-
cents themse~ves, reinforced. by their own group .structure, 
"Which seemingly provides the same psychological content and 
function as the more formalized rituals found in other 
societies.l 
In our ovm society there are few institutionalized rituals for helping 
the adolescent through this critical phase and to assist him in orienting 
to adult responsibility. In fact, it would appear that adults fear the 
economic and sexual competition of the young and strive to maintain them 
in a dependent position for as long as possible. The adolescent, say 
Bloch and Niederhoffer, retreats from these barriers to adult status 
into a *type of life wherein symbolic appearances and evidences of 
maturity assume more importance than reality. It is predominantly with-
in the gang framework that this • substi tute• ideology holds sway .1lt2 
Th~ believe that gang activity is a ~structured outlet for (the gang 
boy's) hostility to the adult social world" Which has denied them adult 
status.3 Since the gang boy has been denied permission to become an 
adult at physical maturity, he engages in such symbolic and ~nlyu be-
havior as fighting, acting tough, getting a _'8 rep, u visiting a whore house, 
entering the pool room, getting dnmlc, smoking and gambling, or getting 
a car.4 They present considerable cross-cultural data which demon-
strates parallels between the behavior of American gang boys and puberty 
rites in primitive societies, but many of these analogies are purely 
libid., P• 17. 
2rbid., P• 133. 
3Ibid., P• 138. 
~bid., P• 163. 
conjectural. Delinquency, to Bloch and Niederhoffer, appears to be 
only an aspect, and a minor one at that, of behavior within a larger 
frame of reference--adolescent role disjunction. 
This theory is intriguing and thought-provoking, but there a:re 
many loopholes in it. Their equating of middle class and lower class 
gangs, for instance, runs counter to generally known facts and is not 
merely a question of ndegree, lt as they put it.l Citing evidence that 
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college boys and girls admit to committing many offenses does not prove 
that they are as delinquent as lower class gang boys. No one has ever 
given a sample of lower class boys and girls of the same age range a 
similar questionnaire to determine how many offenses they would admit te 
having committed. Without such data Bloch and Niederhoffer have little 
ground for stating that middle and lower class gangs are equally delin-
quent. 
Like Cohen and Cloward and Ohlin, Bloch and Niederhoffer accept 
the view that lower class boys abs·orb the middle class success-goals but, 
finding them unattainable, frequently take a 1~egative course~ and re-
pudiate middle class values by engaging in violative behavior. 2 They 
contradict themselves later when they say that gang life is not a nrebel-
lion against society~•; and when they say that gang boys have similar 
goals, such as security, recognition, love, family, and happiness, like 
1 The discussion on page l indicated that there is a general con-
sensus among sociologists that the bulk of delinquency is found among 
the lower classes. 
2:rbid., p. 109. 
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the rest of society •1 
In general, Bloch and Niederhofferts. book leaves much to be de-
sired. From the viewpoint o:f this research in particular, they are re-
miss in leaving many questions unanswered about the internal dynamics of 
gangs. It is very dif:ficult to accept their· assertion that middle class 
gangs are the same as lower class ones,.S:hd.tthat both have essentially 
similar problems to solve; it is difficult especially When such sl~ 
evidence is offered in support of their statements. 
A recent i:heory of delinquency Which has been proposed is that of 
Yablonsky.2 He claims that gangs are neither real groups nor mobs but 
something in-between--near groups. He postulates that they are charao-
terized by diffuse role definition, limited cohesion, and minimal con-
sensus of norms.' The element which coalesces these ephemeral conglom-
erations of boys is a few strong-willed emotionally disturbed boys. These 
leaders satisfy their feelings of inadequacy by controlling hordes of 
sheep-like followers whenever the spirit moves the.m. The followers join 
in because they are unable to relate to others in a socially responsible 
manner, and use the group as a vehicle for expressing their continuing and 
momentary needs for hostility and aggression.4 
This theoretical approach is strongly reminiscent of many psycho-
.libid., p.· 172. 
2Lewis Yablonsky, "The Delinquent Gang as a Near Group, n Social 
Problems, VII, No. 2 (1959), PP• 108-117• 
3Ibid., P• 109. 
4rbid., P• 115. 
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dynamic theories o~ delinquency. 1 Yablonsky, like most p~chiatrically-
oriented theorists, views delinquency as a ~orm o:f emotional nsickn.ess. tt 
No doubt some delinquents are emotionally disturbed, but no one has 
established in a definitive way that it is as widespread as Yablonsky and 
others claim • 
.An approach to the study o~ delinquency, which bears both on 
Yablonsky's theory and the writer's approach, is that done by Holton, 
a probation o~:ficer in Los Angeles County. In a statement to a Senate 
Subcommittee, Holton declared that there were two types o:f gangs in 
Los Angeles; these were the ~area gang~ and the ~self-organized gang.~2 
He :found that the area gang was more typical and persistent. Tiley were 
usually named :for and identified with some geographic locality, and mem-
bership usually resulted more :from coincidence o:f address than :from :free 
choice. He :found that there were several age levels usually with other 
related :female auxiliaries. Their delinquent activities consisted mostly 
o:f o:f:fenses related directly or indirectly to intergroup conflicts, chance 
meetings, territorial raids, and incidents occurring at social events 
such as dances, parties or weddings. Yictims were from rival gangs 
usually; harm to others was ·incidental or coincidental. In Los Angeles 
the racial composition o:f this type of gang was mostly Mexican-American. 
lFor example, see Franz Alexander and Hugo Staub, The Criminal, 
The Jud e, arid the Public: A P cholo ical Anal sis (New York: The Mac-
Millan Co., 195 ; August Aichorn, Wayward Youth New Yorb Viking Press, 
1925); Lucien Bovat, P chiatric As ects o:f Juvenile Delinquenc (Palais 
des Nations, Geneva: World Health Organization, 1951 • 
2rr. s. Congress, Senate, Hearings Before the Subcommittee to In-
vestigate JuveniLe Delinquency o:f the Committee on the Judiciar_y, Part 5, 
86th Congress, 1st Session, 1959, PP• 886:87. 
The similarities between Rol~on'J:i area gang and the Bandits and 
. -
Outlaws are remarkable. The Bandits_ and Ou:Uaws possessed the same type 
. - . -
of gang structure;- they were recruited by geographic coincidence, and were 
engaged in simi-lar:.. delinq1ent activity aris~ng from nearly identical 
causes. Even the victims were other gang members rather than strangers. 
The major difference between the groups discussed here and Holton's area 
gangs was that the Senior Bandits engaged in more highly organized shop-
lifting and ~1 seriousllll crime. 
Rolton•s self-organized gangs were not generally -r,ased on connnon 
geographical residence. The allegiance and affiliation responsibilities 
were not as inherited by coinci denc~ of a,ddr~ss; group form13.tion was more 
spontaneous and affiliation was more by choiee and initiation of members. 
Delinquent activities were directly mostly at noninvolved and non-gang 
victims. Offep.ses included strongarming for school lunch money, group 
rapes, burglary, petty theft, ~uggmg,.u and purse snatching. Member-
ship in such gangs mcluded Negroes usually; occasionally Anglos were in-
eluded. According to Holton, these gangs were smaller, had no age-graded 
subgroups, were of shorter duration, but were becoming more numerous. 
The parallels between Holton•s self-organized gangs and Yablonsky•s 
~ear groups~ are apparent at once. In all probability, the groups 
Yablonsky studied in New York were of this s13lf-organized type. His 
gangs were mainly Negro in racial composition, ephemeral, had no sub-
groups, and attacked seemingly innocent victims.1 Self-organized gangs 
are also found in Boston. One of the gangs -with which Special Youth 
1Yablonsky, ~· cit., PP• 108-117. 
Project -worked was o:f this type. Like Holton 1 s and Yablonsky 1 s gangs, 
this self-organized group was also Negro, ephemeral, and organized about 
one boy. Th.is suggests that the area and self-organized gangs are two 
widespread ~pes which deserve :further study and differentiation.} 
This study will elaborate on the system of prestige orientation in the 
area ~pe gang. 
Sociological Treatment of Prestige-Systems 
Within Gangs 
In view of the fact that most sociological research has not been 
o:f the participant observer type, there is very little in the literature 
about the bases o:f prestige among street-comer groups from the viewpoint 
ofl the boys themselves. When statements about prestige among gangs are 
made, they are usually rather cryptic and generally repeat Thrasherrs 
observations. According to Thrasher a gang boy raised his status in the 
group mainly by acquiring a court record and being committed to an in-
stitution.2 Th.rasher was aware of the importance o:f high status in the 
corner group to the gang boy but did not discuss it in great detail or 
subject it to rigorous analysis as a subject worthy of study in itself. 
He was more interested in presented a kaleidoscopic overview of gang 
lThere is also a large boqy of psychiatric material on delin-
quency Which was reviewed by the writer in his prospectus. InaG.much as 
these psychiatric theories are o:f little relevance ~o this study, they 
were omitted in this review o:f literature. For an excellent critique 
o:f the psychiatric approach to delinquency, the reader is referred to 
~cha.el Hakeem, ~ Critique of the Psychiatric Approach to Crime and 
Correction, u Law and Contemporary Problems, XXIII, No. 4 (.Autumn, 1958), 
PP• 650-82. 
2Th.rasher, ~· cit., PP• 332, 503. 
li~e. 
An examination o~ Cohen's Delinquent Boys reveals considerable 
hypothetical speculation about the operation o~ prestige ~actors, but 
there are no data to support his position. He is well aware that much 
more substa.nti ve data are needed in the study of the bases of status 
among gangs vmen. he says! 
Research Should investigate syste.matically the orlgln and dis-
solution of those groups, their status systems, their spirit and 
ideologies, their systems for ·control and maintenance of morals 
and their attitudes toward and interaction with other agencies 
and groups in the wider community.l 
Cloward and Ohlin make only brie~ re~erences to the bases o~ 
status in gangs. They specify that in the conflict group there is a 
high premium on a "repm for toughness, physical strength, masculinity, 
and 111heart.u2 They do not mention specifically -what the bases of high 
status are in the criminal gang but one can assume from their discourse 
that ~'right guysll' are rewarded :for being loyal, honest, and trustworthy 
~th the in-group.3 Such an attenuated description of the prestige-
status ~stems of gangs is certainly inadequate :for understanding such 
complicated behavior as motivations towards the raising of status within 
street-comer groups. 
Other research is similar .to the preceding ones in using widely 
prevalent terms to describe the prestige systems of street-comer groups. 
Crawford, Malamud, and Dumpson had available to them the process records 
lcohen, ~· cit., PP• 173-74. 
2clowa.rd and Ohlin, ~· cit., P• 9. 
3cloward and Ohlin, ibid. 
of several detached street-comer workers; they describe only the prestige 
system of Harlem boys in the usual general terms.l They speak of the 
gang 1 s 't'rep·a for toughness and ability to fight as being all-important, 
exploiting girls sexually as being prestigeful~ and that the boys admired 
people who took advantage of others and wconned suckers.u2 This is an 
extremely meager description of the prestige factor among Negro gangs; 
such gangs are lmown to possess a highly colorful and rich subculture. 
Their prestige system could not help but be similarly rich and complex. 
Obviously Crawford at al. were interested in other factors or they would 
not have overlooked such an important one. 
Bloch and Niederhoffer join the other theorists in using conven-
tional terms to describe the status-striving of lower class gangs. They 
ii;tclude such things as getting· a 1'repllt for tougbness and bravado, pulling 
a ~job,~ participating in gang nshags,llt being adult or grown-up, having 
a car, serving time~ visiting a house of prostitution, getting drunk, 
smoking, gambling, fighting, and becoming a core member of a highly success-
ful gang of thieves.3 These facts ha"Ve been lmown for a long time, but 
none of ihe above writers has noted that much o:f the behavior speci:fied 
as being prestigeful among street-comer boys is also prestigeful among 
other age-grades and classes under specific conditions. The important 
distinction which has not been made is: what distinguishes this behavior. 
1 Paul L. Crawford, Daniel I. Malamud, James R. Dump son, Working 
~th Teen-Age Gangs, Welfare Council of New York Ci~J (1950). 
2Ibid., PP• 14, 16, 18. 
3Bloch and Niederhoffer~ ~· cit.~ pp. 163, 164, 165, fOOff. 
among adolescent gang boys :from. the s_a.m.e behavior among other groups? 
This can be determined only by a careful methodical analysis, social 
class by social class, of the relationsgip of this behavior to the rest 
of the subcultural complex. llie first such attempt at formulating a 
theory o:f this type has been delineated by Miller.l This theory will now 
be discussed in considerable detail. 
Miller's major premise in studying gang delinqp.ency is based on 
that o:f ihe standard anthropological approach. Behavior which is :found 
to be widespread, customary, patterned, and entrenched is assumed to be 
responsive to the adaptive neegs of' individuals and to the viability of' 
the culture. Gang delinquency certainly :fits these criteria. It is 
certainly kno-wn in every large urban area.; ~ ts- essential f'eatures have 
been reported f'or at least 100 years in va.ri~us sources a.s expected be-
havior; much gang behavior is repetitive and varies little, f'eatuie f'or 
- . 
f'eature, f'rom one generation to another; it has been f'ound to be extremely 
dif'f'icult to change or eradicate. 
Another of' Miller 1 s basic premises .is that social class is be-
coming a more co gent principle f'or: di:fferentiating and analyzing behavior 
than race or e.thnicity. According to Miller, e_ach of the major class 
divisions--upper, middle, and lower--is becoming more distinctive and 
demarcated from the other. This d,oes not mean that there are not 
similarities o:f behavior and much shared culture be-tween classes; ob-
viously, this is quite apparent. ··But. what Mrller calls attention to is 
lwalter B. Miller, lltJ:,ower Class Culture as. a Ge11erating Milieu,..., 
loe;,- cit.--
that similar behavior--say ~ighting--receives fti~~e~ential ranking and 
priority depending on the class and age-grade. Thus .. where a lower class 
adolescent street-come~ poy places high value on toughness and the 
ability to ~ight .. it is o~ lesser priority among lower class male adults _ 
and o~ still less significance to middle or upper class adolescents. 
The all-important fact is the differential rank order and weighting o~ 
similar kinds of behavior in the various classes as seen ~thin a total 
pattern_of behavior or way of life. 
Miller r s third major premise is that: 
Motivation o~ behavior ••• can be approached most productively by 
attempting to Understand the nature o~ cultural ~orces impinging· 
on the acting individual as they are perceived by the actor himself--
although by no means only that segment of these forces of Which the 
actor is consciously aware--rather than as they are perceived and 
evaluated ~rom the reference position of another cultural syste.m.l 
--
Where Cohen and others perceive lower class street-comer boys as commit-
ting violative acts in defiance of middle class norms, Miller attempts to 
-show that these boys are not so much negating middle class values as they 
are attempting to adhere to pat~erns of behavior and achieve states and 
conditions -whiCh are valued within lower class conrrnuni ties. 
![iller's ~ourth major premise is that the lower class way of life 
is historically quite old and contains a ;tJdistinctively patterned tradi-
tion with an integrity of its ovm~-rather than a so-called 1 delinquent 
subculture' -which has arisen through conflict with middle class culture 
and is oriented to the deliberate violation of ~ddle class norms.~2 
This being the case, lower class subculture becomes a legitimate object 
1rb· • ~- .. P• 5· 
2Ibid., PP• 5-6. 
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of study in its own right. 
As a primary concept for factoring out the distinctive patterns 
of lower class life, Miller uses "focal concerns~ instead of values. To 
reiterate, focal.concerns are nareas or issues ~ich command widespread 
and persistent attention and a high degree of emotional involve.ment.~1 
Focal concern is used by ~~ller instead of value because it is more 
readily derivable from direct field observation; it is descriptively 
neutral, and does not tend to wash out intracultt~al differences since 
it is less influenced by ~idealn values. A description of the focal con-
cerns and.their relationship to the research, will be presented in 
Chapter V, along with the middle class focal concerns. 
Miller's theoretical framework seems to present the most cogent 
approach to the stuqy of lower class gang delinquency. Its assumptions 
appear to be more justifiable than Cohen's, Cloward and Ohlin's, or 
Bloch's. In a word, it seems to ~~""make sense. !lt It see.ms far more cred-
ible to assume that gang boys are attempting to achieve certain desired 
states and conditions rather than th~ are acting in assumed opposition 
to a set of values and norms which may have little meaning to them. It 
seems more natural to assume i:hat these boys are behaving in certain ways 
because their immediate reference groups are-supporting conformity to and 
penalizing deviance from a specific .set of ibehavioral norms. While 
opposition to middle class norms undoubtedly plays some role in certain 
kinds of delinquent behavior, it seems very unlikely that large blocks of' 
youths are seething with such frustration, ~status discontent,u and 
1Ibid., P• 6. 
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unhappiness that all, or even a more major portion of them, must lash 
out at agencies, individuals, or symbols which appear to be denying their 
middle class status longings. 
CHAPTER III 
1HE CIRCD"NJ.STANCES OF THE DATA COLLECTION 
Background of' Special Youth Project 
In 1950, citizens of' Boston.were becoming increasingly alarmed 
about juvenile delinquency and about gang violence in particular. E.f'.f'orts 
were made by interested public and private youth-concerned agencies to 
formulate a program of delinquency prevention, hl:lt w.i..de differences con-
earning the etiology of delinquency prevented implementation of a pro-
gram. In January, 1953, an event occurred "Which galvanized the commun-
ity into action. A proiP..inent Jewish clergyman was robbed and murdered in 
Roxbury, allegedly by a Negro teen-age gang.l This aroused the Je>vish 
comunity; the Negro community, in turn, was aroused because of assumed 
anti-Negro sentiment on the part of the Jews. Other public and private 
agencies added their pressures to those of' the Jews and Negroes. The 
creation of the Greater Boston Council for Youth, in March, 1953, was 
an outgrowth of this public concern. 2 
lThis crime is still unsolved and to date only one person has 
been held on suspicion. 
2For more details on various aspects of these projects and the 
events leading up to fuem, see: Frederick B. Taylor and Albert Morris,. 
~A Special Program for Youth,~ (Boston: United Community Services of 
Boston, August 14, 1953), (Mimeographed.); Walter B. Miller, "The Impact 
o£ a Community Group ~ark Program on Delinquent Corner Groups,~ The 
Social Service Review, XXXI, No. 4 (December, 1957), PP• 390-91; Walter 
B. Miller, IJinter-Insti tutional Conflict as a Major Impediment to Delin-
quency Prevention, llt Human. Organization, XVII, No. 3 (1958), pp. aJ-23. 
The latter also presents details of vfuat happens "When a number of 
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This council vvas composed of representativ_es from over 100 
Metropolitan Boston public ~d private agencies concerned with yo'!ltp.. 
This central agency deliberated on the 9es~method of-approaching the 
problem of gang motivated delinquency. bu:t, due to the multiplicity of 
causation theories held by the mambers~ .no concrete steps were taken. 
Finally, in June, 1953, Professor il..lbert Morris, a sociologist with wide 
theoretical and research experience in the field of criminology and de-
linquency, was persuaded to accept respQnsibility for formulating a course 
of action. Under his guidance, a subcommittee was formed from among the 
local leaders of Roxbury--the community chosen as the locus of the delin-
quency prevention project--and professionals from outside Roxbury. The 
Roxbury members included social workers, religious representatives, prom-
inent businessmen, policemen, and recreation leaders. 
This subcommittee met a number of times in the Roxbury Neighbor-
hood Rouse in order to exchange ideas and pool knowledge about the target 
area.l Each -of the representatives contributed factua:l knowledge about 
neighborhood conditions, problems encountered by official agencies in 
dealing with Roxbury youth and parents. patterns of juvenile delinquency. 
the social structure of the area, and the liRe. On the basis of this 
exchange of views and experiences among people familiar 'With the area, 
the subcommittee formulated a three year pilot project and prepared a 
budget. This proposal was submitted to the Executive Conmrl.ttee of the 
interested agencies attempt to formulate a delin~ency prevention program. 
1 This settlement house is located in a block Which is contiguous 
· with the Bandits t neighborhood. See the map on page 46. 
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Greater Boston Council for Youth and was approved in October·, 1953. The 
Council also accepted responsibility for raising the money to support the 
project •. 
The proposed approach envisaged five courses of action: 1) iden-
tification of Roxbury youth Who were delinquent, potentially delinquent, 
or socially maladjusted; 2) direct intensive work--utilizing professional 
group leaders--with ~ard-to-rea.ch'lj or J!.ldelinquent gangsJ1 in the Roxbury 
area.; 3) casework with a. selected group of families and individuals not 
accustomed to using existing community counseling or treatment services; 
4) a program of research which would evaluate the effectiveness of the 
street-comer work program, identify causal factors in delinquency, study 
leisure-time needs of youth in the project area, and furnish ~nformation 
on the nature of the social structure and culture of the target commun-
ity; 5) a community organization project which would facilitate the 
organization of local oitizensr. organizations, strengthen existing ones, 
and promote cooperation of existing community welfare agencies so that 
services instituted by the overall program could be continued under local 
autonomy after the termination of the project. 
The research aspect proved to be one of the most important feat-
ures of this proposal. This portion ~s not at first universally accepted 
by all m~bers of the Greater Boston Council for Youth. There were objec-
tions 'that it was superfluous, and that the service aspects should not be 
jeopardized at the expense o~ research• Professor Morris, however, per-
sisted and eventually won. approval for the research from the chairman of 
the Council, "Who, in turn, persuaded the rest of the m~bers. Provision 
was made for a.mploying a research director, and in March, 1955, Dr. Walter 
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B. Miller was appointed to that post. Under his direction, the research 
program has continued well beyond the termination o~ the street-comer 
Viork and is ma.ld.ng a major theoretical contribution to the understanding 
o~ urban lower class delincpency. 
Service Aspects o~ Special Youth Project 
The service aspects o~ the Special Youth Project operated out 
o~ its own o~~ices rather than being a~~iliated directly ~th established 
youth-serving agencies. This step was taken so as to reduce the possibil-
ity o~ stereotyped animosity against a progrrun Which was a~~liated or 
housed in existing agencies in the project area. llie boys toward whom 
the project was aiming were known to ha~e well-established dislikes o~ 
certain local youth-se~ing agencies. The method a.mployed in working 
with street-corner boys was to send trained social workers directly into 
the neighborhoods and corners where tile boys '~n~ng out,~~t rather than 
establishing a program in some building and waiting ~or the. boys to come 
in. This method o~ meeting -the boys on their own ground is ~ariously 
called the ndetached worker,B •area worker,a and ffcorner-group worker~ 
approach. It had bee.n pre~ously employed in other large cities such as 
N6'W York, Los Angeles, and Chicago; but it was new to Boston and was 
implemented partly as 8Il experiment in delinquency prevention. 1 
The purpose o~ the detacheg.,;worker approach in Ro:x:bu..7 -was to 
di~ert the energies o~ street-comer boys--boys who seldom ~enture into 
1see Crawf'ord et al. s .££_• cit.; Juvenile Delinquency: A Coopera-
tive Plan ~or Prevention, Los Angeles Youth Project (October, 1953). 
(Mimeographed.); Solomon Kobrin, ~The Chicago .Area Project--A 25 Year 
Assessment,~ in The Annals, 322 (March, 1959), PP• 2J-2_i. 
established youth agencies or vho disrupt such agency programs when they 
do brave those portals--from their accustomed ~anging,ti theft, fighting, 
card games, etc. into more ncoristructi ve~1 channels. The primary obj ec-
tive was to decrease delinquency by providing functional equivalents or 
substitutes for certain kinds of' delinquent or :ttdisapproved~1 behavior. 
The area ~rkers attempted to implement this objective by encouraging 
and facilitating participa?ion in organized athletics and a club program 
Which involved raising funds for athletic uniforms, distinctive club 
jackets, outings, and the like.1 During the three year service project 
(June, 19.54 to June, 19.57), seven detached workers (two women and five 
men) were sent into local neighborhoods ~ere they gave intensive serrtce 
to seven street-comer groups, and less intensive or occasional service 
to seven others. All three social workers Who serviced the four street-
corner groups being studied here had received masters degrees in social 
work end were full-time W>rkers. Each visited their areas between three 
and five· times a week• The worker for the Senior Bandits was of' ·Irish 
extraction, the Junior Bandits' worker was Jewish, and the worker for 
the Senior and Jtm.ior Outlaws was Negro. All three were males. 
~ assocfating ~th street-oorner boys in their native milieu, 
the area workers were able to observe them in the :rriany situations which 
occur from day to day. They observed their reactions to athletic events, 
parents, local male adults, p.eer.s 1 police, and so on. After the initial 
lFor a more detailed description of the project and its methods, 
see David M. Austin, ii"What about '}teaching Out'?!" An ..(l.ccount of the 
Boston-Youth Project,"' Round Table, XIX (September-October, 19.5.5), 
PP• 1-7· 
period of' rapport establishment, the boys acted,. in the ~in, much as 
they would have if' the social workers had not been present. The only 
~artificial 'ri environment in which the workers obse.rved the groups vias 
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that of' the club meeting. Here the boys may have restrained themselves 
somewhat, realizing that they were under the watchful eye of the worker; 
but there is good reason to believe that even here they acted much a.s 
they would have in other, more natural~ si:hua.tions. Tape recordings of 
a. f'ew club meetings reveals that the_ profanity was just as ucolorf'ul,~ 
and that the boys were just as argumentative as they were when they were 
hanging on the corner. This is not to argue. that the presence of the 
worker did not affect their behavior at all, but to suggest that it was 
aff'ected so little as to be practically negligible in most areas of be-
havior. While the boys were thrust into many situations which would 
not have existe-d if the workers had not been there (athletics, club pro-
grams, dances, etc.), their behavior, once rapport had been established, 
was not radically different from the ~a.nner in which they would have 
behaved in the same situation if the workers had not been present. The 
boys engaged in rough-housing, prof'anity, ranking, and the like much a.s 
they had before the projec.t. Although their behavior changed somewhat, 
they could not completely disguise their feelings, convictions, attitudes, 
1 
and values. Since no one is a.wa.re of all the cultural and social press-
ures being exerted on him, individuals cannot conceal that of which they 
are unaware, or only partially a.wa.re. It is. this range of behavior which 
the project tapped. 
In the course of working ~~th their boys each social worker kept 
a ~group processu record or running account o~ the daily behavior o~ 
their group. Each "WOrker was care~ully supervised and coached by the 
research director (an anthropologist) in what was important and relevant 
data in the boys' activities. The research director also went into the 
field and engaged in direct interaction with and observation of the 
groups. In addition~ the project supervisor conducted weekly meetings 
with each worker and discussed the important events of the preceding 
week. These consultations ~th project supervisor and research director 
served to focus the attention of the workers on signi~icant behavior as 
well as some overlooked areas of activity. Both the project supervisor 
and research director k,ept records of these conferences. Much addi tion,al 
data, ~ich had been overlooked or temporarily forgotten by the workers, 
were recorded. There were three main .sets of records for each group vvhich 
were available for analysis--the social worker's group records, the proj-
ect supervisor 1 s consultations, and the research director's briefings and 
direct observation. In addition, there were some tape recordings and ob-
servati ens by some of the other research personnel on the staff. The 
distribution of pages of recorded material is noted in Table 1 below. 
Since the Junior and Senior Outlaws were seryiced and recorded by the 
same worker, the totals for the two groups cannot be easily disentangled 
because the ~rker recorded data for both groups simultaneously, just as 
it occurred. In g~neral, the number of pages of process records and 
conference material for each o~the two Outlaw groups would be about half 
of the totals ~or the Outlaws as a Whole. 
There are undoubtedly some disadvantages to this method o~ fact 
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gathering; but they are more than o~fset by the very rich, detailed 
accounts o~ the boys under a great -variety of si tue:bions. Day-to-day 
~luctuations in mood were more than compensated ~or by the length of 
associations (~rom nine months to tVIO and a half years) -with the Bandits 
and Outlaws. The fact is that such detailed accounts of observed be-
havior of street-comer groups in their indigenous environment are not 
available enyv;here in the literature of delinquency. 
Name of Group 
Senior Bendits 
Junior Bendi"bs 
Senior and 
Junior Outlaws 
Totals 
TABLE 1 
lliE DISTRIBUTION .AND TOTALS OF RECORDED DATA 
ON THE BANDITS AND OUTLAWS 
Number of Pages of Number of Pages of 
Group Process Records Conference Data 
434 241 
815 77 
1830 237 
3079 575 
Research Aspects of Special Youth Project 
Totals 
675 
892 
'CD87 
3654 
The research aspect of Special Youth Program focused its attention 
on the answers to two problems~ 1) What is the nature of the subculture 
of lower class street-comer groups; 2) what changes occurred in the 
customary behavior patterns of members of Program groups, including be-
havior defined as law-violating. Since the data were not in a form which 
.· 
could be easily converted into answers to .these questions~ the research 
director devised a content-analysis system modeled after the Yale Cross 
Cultural Survey, but modified it extensively :fbr.·use -with the material to 
be analyzed. This system will now be described at some length.1 
Since the group process records were phrased largely in inter-
actional terms~ that is, who said what to whom or did what, it was neces-
sary to convert the data into a ~ormwhich could be described in a cul-
tura.l ~ra.rre of reference. To achieve this. end, segments of the process 
records were di-vided into :t•acts. 11 .A:n 1uact11 was defined as: 
The Object-oriented Behavior Sequence--~n observed and reported 
series of events in whiCh an identifiable actor or set of actors 
orient to an identifiable object of orientation in an identi~i­
able way.2 
More specifically, the record o~ an act consisted of a single sentence, 
several sentences, or a paragraph, depending on the type of interaction. 
If an observation by a worker consisted o~ a statement such as, 1lJohhny, 
who was standing on the corner with the other boys, didn't like the look 
a passing boy gave him and pulled a knife on himl~, this would be consid-
ered one act and typed up verbatim without condensation. If the worker, 
in describing a club meeting, devoted .five or six sentences to what var-
ious boys ~aid pro and con about holding a raffle to raise money .for club 
jackets, this would have been condensed into one act, or at most two, Vli th 
enough descriptive material to retain the qualitative flavor without all 
the verbosity. Records Which were less detailed and less interactional 
1For more details see Records Coding Manual, on file, Special 
Youth Program Research, 75 pages. 
2Ibid., P• 2. 
were typed up almost ~•as is,'n while records which were highly descriptive 
and interactional were condensed more so as to limit the analysis task. 
In preparing the data for analysis, coders marked off the process 
records into acts which conformed to the foregoing method. Next, the 
coders typed up an "abstractllt (a condensation of the behavior sequence) 
of the act on a special form. Each abstract had to possess an actor and 
an object or objects. Only that material was abstracted and coded in 
which a project group, or a me.mber of a project group, was either an actor 
or object. In addition, each abstract of a behavior sequence had to be 
individually understandable. That is, it_was a complete sentence with 
subject, predicate, and modifiers. Each abstract, if it was part of a 
larger behavior sequence which could not be condensed into one act, re-
peated enough of the background data of that se~ence so that it was com-
pletely understandable and independent of other abstracts describing that 
sequence. A:fter the abstract was typed, it was coded for actors and 
objects. 
The primary concept used in coding was that of "orientation. ;u The 
street-corner boys were conceptualized as living in a 11social field'1 in 
which they could respond to various ~objects,~ real or conceptualized. 
These objects could include institutions (schools, family); institutional 
role-incumbents (teacher, judge); role-functions (mediating, instructing); 
activity procedures (baseball, club meetings); cultural practices (drink-
ing, fighting); and personal qualities (strength, endurance). Actors 
were conceived as responding to those objects if th~J made specific men-
tion of them or if it was generally lmom by the coders that certain 
types o:f behavior subsumed these objects. For example, a boy might say 
that he intended to see his teacher about receiving some ~elpnwith his 
homework. ~elp~ is a somewhat nebulous role-function, but it can be 
subsumed under the well-known teachers r instructing :function. He would 
also be orienting to a school teacher. A boy might ask the social worker 
to re:feree a baske-~?ball game-and to :ttcall everything.n In this case the 
boy would "be orienting to the worker, basketball, and to the worker's 
role-functions o:f mediating and penalizing. I:f the boys criticized some-
one :for ltgetting into trouble, :tt they would :he orienting to a :fellow member, 
~trouble,~ and the personal quality o:f being disorderly or law-violating. 
The context o:f the record would, in general, clarify the exact nature o:f 
the personal qualities to -which 'the group was reacting. The coding system 
did not attempt to include all possible mobjects 11 within the li:fe' s ex-
perience o:f the boys, but only those -which were :found on preliminary 
examination to be most relevant to the analysis. The system includes 
201 possible orientations. 
A:fter the coder had abstracted, typed, and coded the data, another 
coder repeated the same procedure independently as a coding reliability 
check. This tended to eliminate individual coder bias and assure maximal 
accuracy. In cases o£ doubt, the coders con~lted with the r~search 
director as to who or what the actors and obJects o:f orientations were. 
Once an interactional sequence was typed ou:t and coded, copies were :filed 
under all the coding symbols listed on the card in whichever-file was 
indicated~ There were tbr ee :files.: in one the corner boy is actor in the 
situation; in the second he is the object o:f a- behavior sequence·; and in 
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the third he is the object When the worker is actor. Any particular card 
may be filed in one, two, or all three of these drawers depending upon 
the nature of the reported behavior sequence. In addition, the original 
typed copies were filedrseparately and in consecutive order under the 
rubric of the group. llius, if one wished to find out how the Junior 
Bandits and Outlaws differed in their-responses to the world of business, 
one would go to the drawer in which the groups are actors, remove all 
the .cards filed under business, and proceed from there with whatever type 
of analysis was applicable to the hypothesis and data. 
All of the coders were Ph.D. candidates in the social sciences 
and were given an intensive three to six weeks personal training in the 
system of coding by the research director. The coders were considered-
qualified When they were able to abstract and code certain sample selec-
tions in a manner which met certain criteria selected by the research 
director. 
Naturally there were differences between the workers in density 
of recording, perceptual accuracy, memory, cultural and class biases, and 
so on. This was anticipated by the research director and was compensated 
for to a certain extent by conferences with the workers and direct ob-
servation by the director. In those instances where a worker and the 
research director or a second worker observed and recorded the same 
events, there was remarkable similarity- of recorded data. In such cases 
the coders sifted both records for all non-duplicating data. This tended 
to compensate someWhat for the biases of the principle recorder. In 
addition, tape recordings of some incidents filled in certain gaps. These 
two additional sources of data comprised about 1o% of the data. 
Fortunately, the workers with the Outlaws and Junior Bandits 
were exceptionally good observers and recorders. Both of their records 
were of about equal density and thoroug1mess. Both reported observed 
behavior in great detail and 1vith high accuracy. Their records left very 
little to be desired. The worker with the Senior Bandits tended to be 
less detailed and interactional in his recordings. For this reason the 
research director spent more time discussing the behaYior of his group 
with him and observing his group in the field. 1 To a considerable extent, 
this tended to fill in the gaps in that worker 1 s records. 
1For a more detailed discussion of the methods of data collection, 
processing and analysis, see Walter .B. Miller, An Experiment in Changing 
Gang Behavior, op. cit. 
. CHAPTER IV 
mE SOCIAL :&CKGRODND OF TilE BANDITS AND OUTLAWS 
Definition o:f Roxbury, the Project Area. and 
Bandit and Outlaw Neighborhoods 
The geogr8!phioal areas Which 'Will be discussed in this study con-
sist of Roxbury, the Special Youth Project area, and the Bandit and Outlaw 
neighborhoods.· Roxbury is the larger entity outlined on the map on 
page 46.1 It is approximately tvvo and one half miles wide, two and one 
third miles long, a.nd about one and three quarters miles from the center 
of the main shopping district o:f do'Nll.to1'lll. Boston. 
Special Youtll Project serviced only a portion of Roxbury. This 
area was determined by locating¥ on a map, the residences o:f the youth 
served by the Project.:? .Any census tract which contained five or more 
project mambers ~s defined as part o:f the Project area.3 
The neighborhoods of the Bandits a.nd Outlaws each consisted o:f 
lRoxbury consists o:f u.s. census tracts Ql, Q2, Q.3, Q.4., Rl, 
R2, R3, S2., S3, S4, S5, S6, Ul., U2, U3., U4, U5, U6a, U6b, Vl, V2. 
See u.s. Bureau of the Census, Seventeenth Census of the United States: 
1950· Population, III, 6. 
2This is the area contained in u.s. census tracts Q.l, Q.2, Q3, 
Ul, U2, U3, u4, U5, and U6a. U.S. Census, ibid. 
3sae Miller, .A:n Experiment in Ch~:tng Gang Behavior, ~· cit., 
for more details on the definition of the Project area. 
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12 census blocks.1 The respective neighborhoods were defined by locating 
the residences of' group members on a map. The blocks in which three or 
more group members resided were outlined; 69.7% of' the Bandits lived in 
their neighborhood, vmile 80% of' the Outlaws lived in theirs. 
Some Social and Economic Characteristics 
of' the Areas and Neighborhoods 
One of the reasons for selecting Roxbury as a service location was 
that it was en area of high delinquency. It had the reputation of' being 
the locale of some of' the toughest gangs in Boston. It can be seen from 
Table 2 that the delinquency rate in RoxbUXJ~ was considerably higher than 
1949-54 
TABLE 2 
AVERAGE ANNUAL RATE OF COURT APPEARANCES PER 
1000 POPULATION, AGES 7 - 16* 
Boston Roxbury Project Area 
*These figures were computed from court appearance figures pro-
vided by the Office of the' Commissioner o.f' Probation, Massachusetts, 
Albert B. Carter, Commissioner. Tme writer is grateful to John F. 
Mulca:hey'f'or assembling the base data. 
lThe Bandits 1 area consisted of Census tracts Ql, Block 32; 
Q2, Blocks 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 27; Q3, Blocks 1, 2, 3, 4. The 
Outlaws 1 area consisted of' Census tracts U2, Blocks 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
12; U3, Block f:S; U4, Blocks 1, 2, 9, 13, 17. U.S. Bureau of the 
Census, Seventeenth Census of' the United States: 1950. Housing, 
v, 21. 
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that ~or the city as a v.hol~ •. It will also. be noted that the rate i'or 
the Project area was nearly twice that i'or the city_ as a whole and highe_r 
than that ~o~Roxbury. The selection of the-Project area as a locus 
i'or delin<pency prevention was well i'ounded.· 
Like so many other slums of la,rge cities, Roxbury tends to be an 
area of lower incomes, dilS:pidated dw~~lings, low rents, and the like. 
As Table 3 indicates, Roxbury and the Project area had substantial numbers 
o~ low income ~amilies. These i'igures,. however, did not difi'er materially 
Per Cent Below 
$::500 
TABLE3 
FAMILIES OR UNREIA TED INDIVIDUALS WIlli 
IN COMES BELOW $f5QO* 
Boston Roxbury 
42.6 
Project Area 
*Figures computed ~om ·u.s. Bureau oi' the Census. Population, 
loa. cit. 
i'rom those of Boston. All three areas shared similar percentages of low 
income i'e.milies. One can conclude i'rom this that lower income areas are 
interspersed throughout Boston. They apparently tend to cluster in 
widely separated localities so that comparisons of large areas cancel 
out wide dif~erenoes in smaller neighborhoods. 
Roxbury also did not differ greatly i'rom Boston in the degree of 
crowded home condi tiona. While it did contain slightly more crowded 
·dwelling units than Boston, the dii'~erence was not a substantial one. 
(See Table 4.) The Project area and Outlawst neighborhood were also 
Tll.BLE 4 
PERCENTAGES OF DWELLING UNITS WITH MORE 
TffAN 1.5 PERSONS PER ROOM* 
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Boston Roxbury Project Area Bandit Area Outlaw Area 
''*computed f'rom u.s. Census, ibid. 
similar in Boston and Roxbury. The Bandit neighborhood, however, had 
twice the proportion of' crowded dwelling units as Boston. Since this 
area contained a large municipal housing project in Which 35 (53.1%) 
Bandits resided, it suggested a relationShip between high delinquency, 
room crowding, and housing projects. This hypothesis, however, was not 
supported "When room crowding was broken do-wn into housing project and 
non-housing project f'igures. There was virtually no dif'f'erence between 
the two parts of' the Banditst neighborhood; the housing project had 6.33% 
crowded dwelling units, while the non-housing project area had 6.01%. 
One can conclude that there is a relationship between high delin-
quency and room crowding but no particular association (in this sample) 
between housing projects and high delinquency. It also suggests that the 
Bandits' neighborhood was generally low in economic level, high in popula-
tion density, and had a lack of' privacy. 
There is a possibility that crowded home conditions 'l1f'orced1u the 
Bandits into the street. Indeed, there was some evidence in the records 
that many of' the parents urged their children to play in the streets, 
and, thus, be out o:f the parents• way. This would tend, early in li.fe, 
to build up and cement interpersonal relationships among similarly 
positioned children. Long daily contact with peers would tend to in-
culcate the subculture of the streets to the detriment o:f parental 
norms. 
A somewhat different relationship existed between the :five areas 
When they were compared in terms o:f owner occupied dwellings. Roxbury 
contained approximately 50% less owner occupied dwellings than Bost9n, 
While the Project and Outlaw areas were more similar to Roxbury as a 
Whole. ~e most noteworthy :fact in Table 5 is the :far lower proportion 
o.f home owners in the Bandit neighborhood. Since this neighborhood 
TA.BLE 5 
PERCENTAGES OF OWNER OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS* 
Boston Roxbury Project Area . Bandit Area Outlaw Area 
16.0 
*computed :from U.S. Censuss ibid. 
contained the housing project, there was less opportunity :for individuals 
to own their o~ homes. This does not obviate the :fact that higher de-
linquency is apparently associated with-lower percentages of home owner-
ship. 
Another :factor which seemed to be associated with higher delin-
quency was dilapidated dwellings or dwellings 'Without private baths. 
Despite the presence o:f the large housing development, the Bandit area, 
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as a ~ole, was not particularly different from Boston in respect to 
substandard dwelling- units._- (See Table 6.) Because the project had_ no 
Boston 
TABLE 6 
PERCENTAGES OF DV't'ELLING DNITS WI 'I.H NO 
PRIVATE ~THS OR DILAPIDATED* 
Roxbury Project Area Bandit Area 
16.8 
*computed from u.s. Census, ibid. 
Outlaw Area 
10.8 
units :without baths and was not dilapidated, this meant that the other 
seven blocks fn that neighborhood were particularly run down and below 
the usual standards in providing adequate plumbing end privacy. This 
is amply documented when the figure of 62.1.t% of substandard dwellings for 
the non-housing project area is compared to 1.1% for the ho~sing project. 
It is quite obvious that this portion of the Bandits' neighborhood is 
nblightedn and low in social status.1 
The Outlaws' neighborhood had proportionately fgwer substandard 
dwellings than any of the other four areas. In conjunction w.i th the 
fairly high per cent of owner occupied dwellings in the Outlaws' area, 
this indicates that home ovmers in tl).at neighborhood took some pride in 
their property. Conversely, more substandard dwellings and more renters 
in the Bandits' area seemed to be associated with poorer maintenance of 
property. Thus, there was a considerable difference in the two neighbor-
lcomputed from u.s. Census, ibid. 
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hoods even_tnough both were located in a generally low $ocio-economic 
_area. 
·Contrary to expectations, tlJ.e Ba.ndi t neighborhood vtas not par-
ticularly low in average monthly contract rent. - Table 7 indicates the 
residents in the Bandits' neighborhood paid rants which were only slightly 
Average 
in 
Dollars 
TABLE 7 
AVERAGE CONTRACT MONTEi:LY RENTS* 
- -
Boston Roxbury Project Area Bandit Area 
*computed from U.s. Censusj ibid. 
Outlaw Area 
28.64 
below the Boston average, and above the Roxbury and Project area averages. 
The presen.ce of the housing project -was an. influence here. Project 
rents were higher than Roxbury as a: "\'bole because the units were newer 
with modern conveniences. Once again, -v.hen the effect of the housing 
-~- .. 
~-· - . 
project is eliminated £rom the figures in Table 7, the contrast is very 
striking. The average rent in the housing project was $41.78, but in the 
rest of the Bandits' neighborhobd it "ras only $19.88. This was far below 
the average rent in Boston, Roxbury, the Project area, and well below the 
average in the Outlaws 1 neighborhood. 
The average rent in the Outlaws' neighborhood_ probably indicates 
the generally lower aocio-economic nature of that area. In respect to 
previously mentioned factors, however, it tended to be higher in social 
-' 
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class than the Bandits r neighborhood. As shovm in Table 8,. this is. 
borne out by the average value of ~ngle dwelling units. The average 
·TA.:BLE :-g 
AVERAGE VALUE OF O'WNER OCcUPIED SHTGLE DWELLING UNITS* 
Boston Roxbury Project Area Bandit Area Outlaw Area 
Average 
in 
Dollars 9,573 6,106 6,~ 2,590 5,822 
*computed from u.s. Census, ibid.-
value of these units in the- Outlaws' neighborhood was more than twice 
that in the Bandits' neighborhood. 
Su:mma:cy 
These tables have shovm that Roxbury was an: area of high delin-
quency, low proportion of home ovm.ership, high proportion of run-dovm 
dwellings, low rent, and low valued single dwellings. In these respects 
it is similar to the slum areas described by Shaw and others.2 
The Project area portion of Roxbury was nearly identical to Rox-
bury in all these respects w.i. th the exception that it had an even }+igher 
'"Z'!.. > 
lspecifically, this included per cent crowding, percentages of 
owner occupied dwellings, and substandard dwellings• 
%haw, Delin~ency Areas, .2£_• cit., PP• 2J3~fD5; William c. 
Kva.raceus, Juvenile Delinquen~ and the School (.:f.~~_:rs-on-Rudson, New 
York:: World Book Company, 1945, P• 89. · 
rate of delinquency. 
The Bandits' neighborhood dif:fer~d from the Outlaws 1 in having 
a much lower proportion of home owners~ lower valued single dwellings~ a 
greater incidence of dilapidated or substandard dwellings, more crowded 
conditions, but higher rents on the average because of the housing proj-
ect. In general~ the Bandits• neighborhood seemed to be somewhat lower 
in so cia.l class than the Outlaws' ·• 
Social Ch~aeteristics of the Bandits and Outlaws 
History of_the Groups 
Information received f'rom several local residents or former resi-
' . -
. ; ' ~ 
dents; storekeepers~ local.- police~· and the boys themselves indicated that 
boih the Bandits and Outlaws have ~een in. continuous operation as street-
: 1 
corner groups for at least thirty years. The Outlaws have probably re-
-
tained the same group name for a considerable length of time, while the 
Bandits have tended to change their group desigx1ation from time to time. 
Notwithstanding occasional 9hanges in. g;r'I?11P identity, there was a con-
tinuous series of: social relationships f'rom the first street-comer group 
in each neighborhood to the present ones. This indicates that these 
groups were not-transitory associapions f'orm.ed on the spur of: the moment, 
as Yablonskyyrould have us be},ieve:,_ or new-.fledged vd. th each generation, 
as Cohen woUld have us ~beii.:6ve:-~ ~ey, were_ relatively perln.anent entities. 
'Which were already ~~~t ~er~, :a wai t':l,ng .f9r each suc(leeding generation, o.f' 
iThis finding j_..s in contradiction to that o.f' Yablonsky "Who claims 
that gangs are ret:Uly-not gangs bu:t o~lyephemeral groupings.-- Yablonsky, 
.£E.. cit., pp. 108..:117 • 
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boys to identify vd. i:h them and continue the line o:f descent. 
Both groups exhibited considerable pride in the past deeds of 
their respective aggregates. The Outlaws were very proud of the cups and 
plaques "Which previous age s~~ents had won in various competitive group 
sports. All of these mementoes were displayed prominently in a favorite 
local variety store. The Bandits also spoke vd.th pride of the accomplish-
ments of preceding sports teams. One such team had won a city--wide Park 
Department football championship two years in a row. They also spoke 
with awe of the beatings inflicted on Negroes by a previous age segment, 
and of assorted fights Which usually broke out at all football games. 
The feeling of continuity of group lineage among both groups was 
unmistakable. Naturally, i:hey did not recall events or individuals of 
twenty or thirty years ago because written records o:f these things were 
not kept. There was no mistaking, however, the closeness of identifica-
tion with ex-members ft. ve to ten years older. There was perhaps a greater 
sense of continuity among the Outlaws in view of the fact that some of 
the Seniors spoke of a city councilor mo was thought to have been a 
former Outlaw. 
Ethnicity 
The corresponding age segments of the Bandits and Outlaws were 
reascm.ablW well-matched as far as ethnicity is concerned. Table 9 indicates 
that all four groups were predominantly of Irish extraction with similar 
percentages of French and Italian. The matching of the ·groups in this 
respect was certainly not perfect, but it is possible that if full infor-
mation were obtained on all the boys, as was the case with the Junior 
Group 
Senior 
Bandits 
N • 32 
Junior 
Bandits 
N • 34 
Senior 
Outlaws 
N: 26 
Junior 
Outlaws 
N • 2..t. 
All Group 
Totals 
N • 116 
. TABLE:9 
E·:rmnc STATD:S oF. ilm ·:mirDrTs AND ouTLA.llrs* 
Irish 
Irish-Itali~ .. 
Iri sh-Frencn ··· 
Iri sh.;;Engli sh 
78.f% .. 
61.6 
83.4 
Italian French Other 
11•5 
· Totals 
10o.o% 
100.0% 
100.0% 
100.0% 
lOO.O% 
*'Ihese figures were based on a combination of definite knowledge 
of ethnicity, such as country of origin of parents, and on the surnames 
of both parents. Where one or both parents were born in Ireland or 
possessed Irish surnames, the boys were considered Irish. The same 
applied to French and Italian ethnic assignments. Vvnere the parents were 
Slavic or possessed surnames which were either English, Scotch, Welsh, 
or ambiguous, they were assigned to the residual category. 
Outlaws, the distriqution would have been closer to· that of the Junior 
Outlaws.1 In the case of the Senior Bandits, the group >Vi th the neXt 
lit was found during the collection and analysis of group data 
that the characteristics of small samples of group members frequently 
did not vary greatly from the characteristics of the group as a. whole. 
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most complete data on ethnicity, the distribution more nearly resembled 
that of the J1.mior Outlaws.· The only group with Slavic members was the 
Junior Bandits. Considering the fact that these boys did not conseiously 
attempt to match themselves according to ethnicity, the result was more 
than satisfactory. 'Ihere is. little doubt that Irish was the predominant 
strain. 
Religion 
The matching of the groups was quite remarkable in the case of 
religion. Table 10 shows that all four groups were almost 100% Catholic. 
TA.BLE 10 
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION OF THE BANDITS AND OUTLAWS 
Group Catholic Protestant Unknown Totals 
Senior Bandits 
N: 32 9{).6% roo.o% 
Junior Bandits 
N = 34 88.3 100.0% 
Senior Outlaws 
N = 25 92.4 roo.o% 
Junior Outlaws 
N: ~ 100.0 roo.o% 
All Group Totals 
N : 116 92·3 2.6 roo.o% 
There is a strong probability that if the religious preference of the few 
unknowns were revealed, the sample would have been v.il1.olly Catholic among 
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the Senior Outlaws and J·unior Bandits. 
Comparative Ages 
There was aliso a very close correspondence between the respective 
age groups in regard to the average ages o:f the groups. As can be seen 
in Table 11, there was an average di:f:ference o:f :four months between the 
comparable age segments o:f the Bandits and Outlaws. The Bandits, however, 
COMPARATilJE AGES OF 'lHE BANDITS AND OUTLAWS AS OF THE EFFECTIVE 
STARTING DATE OF 'IRE PROJECT~ JUNE 21, 1954 
Group Age Ranges Mean Age Standard Deviation 
Senior 14 years, to 17 years, 16 years, 
Bandits 2 months 7 months 3 months 10.7 months 
Senior 14 years, to 2J years, 16 years, 
Outlaws 10 months 3 months 7 months 15.8 months 
Junior 11 years, to 16 years 13 years, 
Bandits 6 months 8 months 11.2 months 
Junior 11 years, to 16 years, 14 years 17.5 months 
Outlaws 6 months 6 months 
tended to cluster more closeiy about the mean. Two thirds o:f the .Ban-
o~~ 
· di ts were less than one year apart in age, whereas two thirds o:f the 
Outlaws were more than one year apart~ These di:f:ferences, however, do · 
not negate the gsneral.tendency o:f both groups to associate together at 
two year age intervals. Since the mean ages and age ranges were reason-
ably similar, it can be stated thatothe groups were essentially matched 
:for age. 
Comparative Delinquency Rates o£ the 
Bandits and Outlaws 
It has been shown that the two :sets o£ street-comer groups 
were essentially matched for age, ethnicity, and religion; it now re-
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mains to demonstrate how they. di££ered in rates of delinquency4 Although 
the Bandits, as an aggregate, were .much more delinquent than the Outlaws 
as an aggregate, the fbur groups were ranged on a gradient of delinquency. 
The Senior Bandits were highly delinquent, while the other three groups 
tapered off rather Sharply. As Table 12 indicates, the Senior Bandits 
were the most delinquent. They had four times as many boys w.i. th d.ourt 
TABLE 12 
GROUP MEMBERS WITH OFFICIAL RECORDS:: AGES 10-16 
Court Suspended Connni tments 
Appearances Commitments 
Senior Bandits 
N: 32 84.LJ% 46.9% so.o% 
Junior Bandits 
N = 34 2J.6 14·7 14.7 
Senior Outlaws 
N = 26 15.4 7·7 1·1 
Junior Outlaws 
N: ~ 8.3 o.o o.o 
racords as the Junior Bandits~ five times asmany as the Senior Outlaws; 
-- and ten times as many as the Junior Outlaws. · The second most delinquent 
group of boys was the Junior :&mdits. · Theyhad proportionately and 
numerically mora boys ~th records in all categories than the Senior Outlaws. 
6o 
Since a :few o£ the Junior Bandits were still under age 16 when these 
figures were collected~ -there was a good possibility that higher per-
centages in all categories could have resulted. 
Since the J.:unior Outlaws had no boys with either commitments or 
suspended commitments~ and only a small percentage of boys with court 
records, they were the least delinquent o£ the groups. This le£t the 
Senior Outlaws as the third ranking group. 
'When the four groups are compared on the basis o£ the number o£ 
law-violating acts Vihich they were observed to have committed during the 
tenure o:f each worker, the results were much the sa.m.e as in Table 12. 
Table 13 demonstrates that they conformed to the same delinquency gradient 
except for the Junior Outlaws. This did not mean that the Junior Outlaws 
TA.BLE 13 
GROUP MEMBERS WITH LA.W-'VIOLA.TING ACTS DURING THE PROJECT 
PERIOD:. JUNE 21, 1954 ID MAY 11, 1957 
Senior Junior Senior 
Bandits Bandits Outlaws 
Average Number o:f 
Law-Violating Acts 
Per Member Per Group 18~0 7-4 3.1 
Junior 
Outlaws 
5·7 
were more delinquent than the Senior Outlaws. The Juniors were still 
approaching their peak years of delinquency while the Project was under 
way and could be expected to have committe¢!. more delinquencies than the 
Seniors. In addition, another extraneous factor was introduced ~y the 
Outlaws' shared worker. Jealousy between the two segments for the services 
o:f their ~rker resulted in much behavior Which did not meet the approval 
o:f the 1'l0rker. This largely accounted :for the greater :frequency of 
law-violations by the Junior Outlaw_s. This situation -vdll be discussed 
more fully in the :following chapters. 
Social Class Origins of the Groups 
One of the unstated assumptions o£ this study is that rates o:f 
delinq].leney are inversely correlated with. social class origins. This 
assumption is correct :for the Outla~ and.Bandits~ as the :following com-
pa.risons show. 
One of the most sensitive indicators o:f social class is the 
:father's occupa.tion. 1 A su:f:ficient proportion or ~he Fathers' occupa-
tions o.:f the :four groups o:f boys· was obtained to make_ a valid comparison 
of their social class origins·. Table 14 clearly indicates that as the 
delinq].lency rates o:f 1:he groups increased, the proportion of unskilled 
:fathers increased. Conversely, as delinquency decreased, the proportion 
o:f entrepreneur and supervisory :fathers increased. It is noteworthy that 
among the two Bandit groups there were no entrepreneur :fathers. Also~ 
among the Bandits it was the le.ss delinquent JUn.iors who had a small per-
centage o.:f supervisory :fathers and a lower percentage of unskilled :fathers. 
This is the type of distribution one would expect if the assumption was 
true. It will also be noticed that the distribution of occupations among 
the Junior Outlaws appears to .:follow the assumption of higher~class and 
lower delinquency. One would expect fewer unskilled occupations and a 
lw. Lloyd Warner, Marchia Meeker~ Kenneth Eells, Social Class 
in America (Gloucester, Mass.: Peter Smith, 1957), PP• 165::69; also 
see Bernard Barber~ Social Stratification (New York: Harcourt, Brace 
and Company, 1957), P• 171. 
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TA.BLE 14 
SOCIAL CLA.SS ORIGINS OF THE ~DI TS AND OUTLAWS 
AS MEaSURED BY FATHER'S OCCUPATION 
Type of Senior Junior Senior Junior All Bandits Ba.ndi ts Outlaws Outlaws Groups Occupation N :: 23 N•a6 N•aJ N: 21 N : 95 
Entrepreneurs o.o% o.o% 5.0% 4.8% 2.1% 
Supervisory$ 
foremen, etc. o.o 3-8 5.0 9·5 4.2 
Manual, 
skilled 21.4 15·4 35.0 28.6 24.2 
Manual, 
semi-skilled 32.1 l.j6.2 m.o 33·4 33·7 
Unskilled 46.5 34.6 35·0 23·7 35·8 
Totals 100.0 100.0 1oo.o 100.0 100.0 
modal point between skilled snd semi-skilled, 
The Senior Outlaws did not appear to con£orm as closely to this 
as did the other groups. This can probably be attributed to less in-
formation about them. 
When the occupational distribution is comb1ned into three categories, 
as in Table 15, it becomes a little more apparent that it was the relative 
proportion of entrepreneur, supervisory, and unskilled £athers among the 
groups l'lb.ich wa.s most important as far as the incidence of delinquency 
was concerned. As the proportion of entrepreneur and superviso~J occupa-
tiona decreased, and that of unskilled mcreased, the delinquency rates 
increased. The proportion of skilled and semi-skilled, as such, appeared 
TA.BLE 15 
COMffiNED DISTRIBUTION OF SOCLt\L ClASS ORIGINS OF 
THE BANDITS AND OUTLA-WS 
Type of Senior Junior 
·Senior Junior All 
Bandits Bandits Outlaws Outlaws Groups Elooupation N: 28 N: 26 ·N: 2) N • 21 N =''95 
Entrepreneur 
and 
Supervisory o.o% 3-8% 1o.o% 14•3% 6.3% 
Skilled and 
Semi-skilled 53·5 61.§ 55·0 62.0 57·9 
Unsldlled 46.5 34.6 .35·0 23~7 35·8 
Totals 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 160.0 
to have very little relationship to rates of delinquency in this popula-
tion. There appeared to be little difference between the Senior and 
Junior groups in terms of percentages of Skilled and semi-skilled. Per-
haps with a larger sample of street-comer groups it might be possible to 
determine the influence of skilled and semi-skilled upon th~q rates of 
delinquency. 
Education and Delinquency 
A similar relationship existed between level of education and 
delinquency as between social class origins and delinquency• The greater 
. . 
the tendency to. drop out of' school early, the higher the rate of delin-
quency. Table 16 shows ihat the more ~Eilinquent Be.ndits tended to drop 
out of school earlier than the Outlaws. Fewer Bandits completed either 
gra:mmar .or high school and none entered college. This is in contrast to 
the Outlaws~ most of' Whom entered or completed high school. I~ is 
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significant that both Outlaw groups contributed college entrants While 
neither Bandit group did so • 
T..I\.BLE 16 
EDUCA..TION.AL ATTAINMENT .AMONG THE· BANDITS AND OUTLAWS 
BA.SED ON A FOUR y;])AR HIGH SCHOOL 
Did not Completed Entered Completed Entered 
Group 
complete Grammar High S.chool High. College Grammar School but did not School Totals 
School onll com12lete 
Senior 
Bandits 
1-T = 32 15.6% 23.1% 50.0% 6.3% o.o% 1oo.o% 
Junior 
Bandits 
N • 34 2.9 11.8 44.2 41.1 o.o 1oo.o% 
Senior 
Outlaws 
N = 26 o.o o.o 30·8 5Q.O 19.2 1oo.o% 
Junior 
Outlaws 
N = 24 8.3 o.o 41·7 45.8 4.2 100.0% 
All Group 
Totals 
N = l16 6.9 11.2 42.2 34·5 5.2 100.0% 
Thus, it c~ be. seen that ;there -was an association among higher 
delinquency,· lower social cl_ass origins, and early school drop-outs; and 
conversely, lower delinquency was associated with higher social c1ass 
origins and more education. -These .findings are not particularly startling 
or new in themselves. What is striking is that such minor differences 
in social class origins and educational attainment as appear to exist 
between the four groups should be so clearly related to varying rates of 
delinquency. There was not a particularly large social class gap between 
the Senior Bandits and Senior Outlaws, yet, their delinquency rates dif-
fered greatly. Not only did rates of delin~ency differ between the 
matched age groups, but between brother groups as well. This was demon-
strated in the section o£ this chapter on: delinquency ·rates; It indicates 
that the correlates of high delinquency--lower social· class origins and 
early school drop-outs--c.ut across the age segments of the same gang. 
vTh.en -this is coupled with the comparative data on the Bandit and Outlaw 
neighborhoods in the 2irst part of this chapter, it also indicates a 
close association with more crowded-conditions, less home ownership, 
greater incidence of dilapidated dwellings, and lower valued homes. 
CHAPTER V 
METHOD OF .ANALYSIS 
Conceptual Framework 
In order to test the hypothesis, it was necessary to utilize a. 
conceptual tool Which was sensitive to minor as well as major fluctua-
tions in intra-group standing. The concept, prestige, was found to be 
best suited to this purpose. 
There is general agreement among ~heorists that prestige re-
presents a more fluid vers~on of status. Nadel emphasizes the fact that 
prestige refers to some acquired command or pree.minence of one individual 
over another, and that it fluctuates continuously.l Other theorists such 
as Linton, Maciver, and Rose also agree that prestige is that aspect of 
status which is gained or lost within the context of everyday life. 2 
Nadel, in addition, defines the indices of prestige: 
Prestige •.•• would be -visible in the deference shown to an indivi-
dual, in the readiness of others to support him in varying ways, 
to take his advice, imitate his example, or merely express 
their admiration or approval.3 
ls. F. Nadel, The Foundations of' Social Anthropology (Glencoe, 
- Illinois:- The Free Press, 1953), l?• 171. 
2.Ralph L. Linton, The Study of' Man (New York: D. Appleton-Century, 
1936), P• 146; Robert M. Maciver, The Web of' Government (New York: The 
MacMillan Gomp_ eny, 1948) ,_ p. 114; ,A.rnold M .• Ro·se, Sociolo~r· The Study 
of' Ruman .cliela:ti.on.s (New York:- Alfred A. Knopf'-, 1956). 'P• - · 5· -
~adel, ~· cit., PP• 17~-172 •. 
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Thus~ it can be see.n that prestige can be observed and recorded. 
One need only count i:he number and manner of' dei'erences of' one individual 
or group to another. There is very little necessary in the way of' sub-
jective evaluation by tne investigator, since dei'erence, support, 
admiration, etc. are readily observable. This concept, then, is well-
suited as the tool by which the everyday fluctuations of' intra-group 
standings of the four groups can be assessed over a period of time. 
The alternative concepts, status and estee.m, were rejected as the 
major conceptual tool. Status, being relatively stable, and contingent 
upon a multitude of' prestige orientations, has al:m.ost no utility as a 
measure of' everyday prestige behavior. Esteem involves an invidious value 
judgment, and was i:herei'ore too subjecti ve.l 
Since status is a position relative to other positions within a 
given social structure, the reasons f'or gain or loss of status among 
street-comer groups can be approached through the gain or loss of pres-
tige within these groups. Street-comer boys are conceptualized as 
occupying the statuses of' core or fringe member, clique leader, clique 
lieutenant, war counselor, etc. These statuses are relatively stable, 
that is, a clique leader will not suddenly lose his position, nor will 
a boy suddenly attain the status. What occurs is a gradual raising, or 
lowering, of' a boy's esteem in the eyes of his fellows, and the eventual 
lFor a criticalana.lysis of' the use of status, the reader is 
referred to WaldoW. Burchard, nThe Status of' •Status',n Sociology 
and Social Research, XLIV, No. 6 (July-August, 196o), PP• 417-23. 
For a discussion of esteem, the reader is ref'erred to Joseph A. Kahl, 
The American Class Structure (New York:· Rinehart and Company, Inc., 
1957), P• 2J • 
installation 'Or acceptance as clique leader, war leader, etc. This 
process was observed many times among the Outlaws and Bandits and was 
the result of everyday fluctuations of prestige. The same process can 
probably be observed in many walks of ~ife. 
Denotation of Prestige-Oriented Acts 
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It has been explained that the original typed coded acts of the 
four groups were filed separately in chronological order.1 These original 
cards were utilized for the selection of the sample of prestige-oriented 
acts. 
In denoting the universe of prestige-oriented acts, each original 
card was read and evaluated as to whether it contained data Which con-
formed to the definition of prestige. This task involved some value 
judgment, but this was kept to a. minimum by virtue of three facts. The 
writer had been employed by Special Youth Project Research as a. coder for 
over one year and was thoroughly familiar with the material. Re had 
either coded or checked all of the material for the four groups in ques-
tion. Secondly, the material had been previously coded or checked by 
another me.mber of the. Special Youth Project research staff. The decisions 
of the coders were accepted in all but a few instances. In addition, it 
was decided that, :t:or the sake of scientific reliability and impartiality, 
only those acts Which were obviously prestige-oriented would be denoted 
as such. Some acts could have been interpreted as prestige-oriented, but 
it was felt that ~reading in~ too much might have biased the data. in the 
direction the writer was most interested. 
1supra, p. 43· 
Main Subdivisions o~ Prestige-Orientation 
Some introspection into the nature o~ prestige educed ~our logical 
possibilities of prestige orientation: granting, denying, seeking, and 
accepting. 
Granting 
Vfuen prestige is being granted, group members either support the 
behavior or suggestions o~ another, ~ollowhis example, admire or approve 
him, take his advice, or generally de~er to him. 
Denying 
This is the opposite o~ granting. The group or individual re-
~uses to support the behavior o~ another, disapproves or negatively eval-
uates the behavior, re~uses to ~allow· the advice, etc. 
Seeking 
Behavior which is designed to gain the support, adherence, ad-
miration, or generally further or maintain ·!:;he status of the individual 
with in the group. 
Accepting 
A~~irming that the support or admiration wnich had been given by 
others to ego was well-deserved. 
The Data Gathering System 
It is generally agreed that the most ef~ective and e~~icient 
method o~ processing large numbers of complicated data is by means o~ 
IBM cards. Consequently, the instrument for collecting the data was 
designed tq acco:mrri.odate to that system. 
An additional method Employ-ed in e.Ilaly.sis o:f behavior re:fleotin:g· 
lower class and adolescent concerns was that o:t'- perusing. the original 
data cards to get a :feel :for the qualitative aspects o:f the material. . This 
was done by arr~ging the original data cards according to the group 
rubric# the four modes o:f prestige orientation (granting$ etc.) and the 
-· 
seven targets of prestige. Thus, it was possible to combine IBM with 
:field work methods. For example, when the mode was granting· and the ob-
ject o:f prestige was the assigned social worker, it ·was relatively simple 
to note down the IBM totals for the group being compared, and then scan 
the original typed data cards to get the :feel :for the quality o:f inter-
action -with the -worker. 
The subdivisions o:f the IBM coding system, 'Which were utilized in 
the analysis, are described below.l 
~Jpe of Prestige Orientation 
Each act was coded according to'Whether it con:formed to the de:f-
initions o:f granting$ denying, seeking, or accepting • 
.Actor 
The study was limited to those boys Who were considered members 
o:f the ~anging group.ii:l. Consequently, only those acts were used in 'Which 
group members initiated or responded to action. It was :felt that the 
1 The writer is grateful to John E. Alman, director of the Boston 
University Statistical Research Department, :for guidance in construct-
ing the coding system and data sheet. See Appendix A :for a copy of 
the coding instructions, and Figure 1 :for a sample coding sheet. 
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core of values, culture, and nOl"'IllS o:f the group were best represented 
among those boys. To have included those boys who were :n:fill-insJjf on the-
football and baseball teams,and-who joined~the :formal club because of 
its advantages, might have biased i:he data to·wards the non-hanging mem-
bers. 
Targets o:f Prestige 
In order to obtain cells large enough :for statistical manipula-
tion, the number o:f targets of prestige was reduced to seven.l This 
provided adequately for all the logical possibilities of prestige targets. 
1. In-Group members 
2. Local Male Peers, non in-group 
3· The assigned social Worker 
4. Local Male Adults 
5· Local Females 
6. Non-Local Peers 
7· Non-Local Adults 
Cultural Practices 
This category included a wide.range of customary social prao-
tices and activities engaged in by the groups. It included such activities 
as sex, mating, drinking, ceremonies, etc. Which one ordinarily assoc-
iates with :ucustomsM described in ethnographic studies. In addition to 
the thirty-six cultural practices employed by Special Youth Project Re-
search, the writer added- itjobs. n 2 This v.r8.s treated under lllbusinesti "\J.n 
1see Appendix A for a complete list of the coded targets of prestige. 
2see Appendix A :for a listing of these cultural practices. 
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the Special Youth Project Research coding syste.m, but because of the 
unusual and patterned manner in which the Senior Bandits behaved to-
wards jobs and ~rking, it was decided that it rightfully belonged among 
the cultural practices. Certain aspects of their behavior towards work 
indicated that their reaction to it was as cus.il;omary and entrenched as 
drinking, fighting, gaming,. and other generally accepted cultural prac-
tices. The discussions of findings in Chapter \II will clarify the de-
cision. 
Since the cultural practices were quite varied in nature, they 
were classified into those W:lich supported or reflected lower class 
focal concerns, middle class focal concerns,. and those which were neutral 
or common to adolescents of all classes. With the assistance of Dr. 
Miller, they were classified as show.n in Tables B-17, B-18, and B-19 
in Appendix B. In addition, all club and athletic categories such as 
football, baseball,. club procedures, club banquets, etc. were included 
under adolescent concerns. 1 
Functions. 
This category of behavior referred to designated duties, actions, 
responsibilities, and ~jobs~ associated ~th the performance of a given 
institution-connected status. Teachers, police, corrections personnel, 
etc. were conceptualized as being responsible for the performance of and 
authority to exe.cute certain recurrent functions. Thus, a school teacher 
is mainly authorized to give instruction, but frequently is also con-
cerned with penalizing, advising, directing, etc. A policeman is primarily 
lsee Appendix B. 
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concerned with penalizing, out at times may perform other functions. 
The particular situation would determine Which functions were involved.1 
During the process of analysis it was found that the functions 
could oe divided most profitaoly into three categories~ 1) the authority 
aspects of a status; 2) the advising aspects of a status; 3) and all 
other functions. Authority refers to those aspects of a status in which 
there is reference to restriction, discipline, punishment, or control. 
Advising refers to the imparting of moral precepts, formulation of a 
course of action, instructing in the performance of some activity, coun-
seling, etc. Other functions refer to providing transportation, donating, 
facilitating, serving as an intermediary, and so on. Since this classifica-
tion tapped a slightly different level of specificity than the function 
categories of Special Youth Project Research, the sample of acts 'vas 
receded for the three types of functions aoove plus their opposites: 
rejecting authority, refusing advice, and rejecting other functions.2 
Lower Class and Middle Class Focal Concerns 
The problem, mentioned in Chapter I, of determining the differen-
tial priority of social class norms and standards was approached by 
utilizing the concept, focal concerns. As was explained earlier, these 
are nareas or issues Yhich cormnand widespread and consistent attention 
lsee Appendix A for a complete list of the functions employed in 
the coding system. 
2 
· The other divisions of the coding system were not utilized in 
the analysis because of too small cells or lack of importance. They 
are explained in Appendix A. 
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and a high degree of emotional involvement.nl Since the first level of 
explanation will be the behavior categories such as drinking~ the focal 
concerns can be conceptualized as the second level of analysis. The gen-
eral nature of lower class and middle class focal concerns ~11 now be 
explained. 
Lower Class Focal Concerns 
Trouble 
This dominant concern in lower class life refers to avoidance of 
entanglements with official agencies and all the unpleasantness this im-
plies~ rather than adherence to moral and legal norms. In another sense 
it implies an unconscious or covert desire t6 be ~cared forn in an institu-
tional setting. Depending on the reference group and situationJ prestige 
can be achieved by avoiding trouble or getting into it. 
Toughness 
Lower class males are greatly concerned about physical prowess, 
masculinity~ bravery, athletic skillJ and avoidance of its opposite--
effeminacy, ~art~~ n1iterature~~ and the like. It is manifested in be-
havior such as body tattooingJ the baiting of ~queers,n and conceptualiza-
tion of women as objects of aggressive advance. 
Smartness 
There are tvlo essential aspects of smartness. One is the highly 
valued ability to outwit or outfox another so as to gain material goods 
or personal status through m~~mum use of mental agility and minimum use 
P• 6. 
lMiller, nLower Class Culture as a Generating Milieu,n ~· cit., 
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o:f physical effort. Another :facet is the verbal inventiveness and in-
genuity to outdo another in the highly patterfted practice of engaging in 
aggressive verbal repartee. This skill, which is learned and practiced 
in the corner group, reaches its zenith in the highly ritualized type of 
mutual insult interchange knoWQ variously as ~playing house,fl ~doin' the 
dozens,~ ttthe dirty dozens,n and similar ter.ms. 
Excitement 
For many lower class individual.s life :fluctuates between periods 
o:f dull periodicity punctuated by brief :flings at excitement and stimula-
tion. This is seen at the adolescent level in the ubiquitous ~hanging~ 
Which is suddenly interrupted by someone's suggestion to break the 
ndeadnessltt by going :for a ride (in a stolen car). .At the adult level the 
most drt3J:JJ.atic instance of the quest .for excitement is the ~ight on the 
town,~ characterized as it is by wine, women, and song. 
Fate 
A very connnon phenomenon in lower class society is the wide-
SJ?read belief in good luck and bad luck. A person is blessed w.i th either 
one or the other; little the individual does affects his luck. If luck 
is with you, everything comes your way; if luck is against you, little 
that you do can affect it • 
. Autonomy 
There is a s~rong overt resentment in lower class society against 
being inhibited by external controls, generally represented as role incum-
bents of duly constituted authority. Individuals frequently arid vocally 
express resentment against bosses, wives, prison guards, and neighborhood 
house workers. On the other hand, there is a marked inconsistency about 
this overt attitude in that many individuals apparently covertly desire 
to be ~cared for~ within stringent, restrictive environments such as 
mental institutions, prison or hospital, and often seem to set up a situa-
tion so that it will result in their being incarcerated.1 
Each of the focal concerns is conceptualized as a continuum with 
law-violating behavior at one polarity and law-abiding behavior at the 
other. Individuals may select any given point along the continuum as the 
~JPe of behavior ~ich suits their particular needs, but this research is 
primarily concerned -with the polar extremes, which define the boundaries. 
Behavior selected from either polarity (or midpoint) may provide status 
and prestige wi-thin lower class culture, depending on the circumstances 
and individuals. Below there is represented a schematic dichotomy of how 
lower class adolescent street-comer peer groups may achieve status and 
prestige within their effective reference groups by orienting to either 
end of the continuum. Naturally, not all will be prestigeful under all 
conditions, but it is generally known that all of them will confer pres-
tige under some conditions. It should also be kept in mind that these 
lists are not meant to be exhaustive. 
lNo attempt has been made ~ere to describe the focal concerns 
in complete detail since this has been admirably accomplished by 
Miller. See ibid., pp. 7-13, for a more complete ~reatment. 
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Schematic Presentation of Lower Class Focal Concerns 
And Dichotomous Alternatives of Prestige-
Oriented Behavior 
Focal Concerns 
1. Trouble 
2. Tougbne s s 
3· Smartness 
4. Excitement 
5· Fate 
6. Autonomy: 
Law-abiding 
Verbally avoiding quarrels 
and fights, being even-
tempered and cooperative 
Prize fighter, football 
player, preference for 
marines, tattoos, good 
physique 
Ingenuity in devising 
games or thrilling pas-
times, skill in auto 
mechanics (hot rodding), 
leadership, skill at 
patterned mutual dep-
recation 
Attending or engaging 
in drag races or hot 
rod races, attending 
professional fights 
or wrestling, sexual 
intercourse 
Horse betting; charity 
lottery ticket or 
raffle or bingo 
Paper routes, shoe 
shine boy, work in 
general, smoking. 
Middle Class Focal Concerns 
Law-violating 
Carrying weapons, 
drinking in public, 
trespassing, car theft 
Gang fights, defying 
police or parole 
officer 
~Conning~ ability, 
skill at Shop-lifting 
Forced sexual inter-
course, fomenting or 
engaging in street 
fights 
Submitting to commit-
ment on the supposi-
tion that the courts 
would sentence for 
another offense if not 
for that one 
"Running~ from an in-
stitution 
One of the objectives of the research was to bring to bear some 
empirical data on the controversy as to the influence of United States 
middle class values, goals, and aspirations in triggering off delinquency. 
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To do this it was necessary to ascertain the nature of these goals. It 
was also essential to obtain the issues or areas of concern runong the 
middle classes which were on the same level of abstraction as Miller's 
lower class focal concerns, inasmuch as the latter were being utilized as 
part of the method o::f: analysis. 
Development of middle class focal concerns 
Middle class focal concerns were derived by surveying studies of 
differential class behavior. This survey was restricted to those authors 
Who had conducted extensive a:n.pirical stUdies of urban communities or who 
were. considered to be auti1orities in the field. Each study was examined 
to detennine 'What kinds of behavior were engaged in by Classes I and II 
(Hollingshead), Warner 1 s Upper Middle and Lower Middle, or their equiv-
alents •. In confonnity 'With Miller 1 s conceptualization of lower class 
focal concerns, only that behavior was. considered a middle class focal 
concern which commanded a large percentage of time, ·effort, and emotional 
·commitment. The prime reg).lisite was that it be actual behavior, rather 
than values or verbal commitments. Several treatments of American middle 
class culture, such as Williams', were. largely eliminated because they 
dealt principally wi ih value-orientations rather than VJi th what people 
actually do .1 Instead:,,. only those studies were uti_lized -which discussed 
areas or issues of concern which were engaged in with high frequency and 
intensity • 1\'To further limitations were tilat three or more focal concerns 
be discussed or treated empirically, and that child rearing studies be 
1Robin M. Williruns, American Society (New York:: Alfred A •. Knopf, 
1952), PP• 388-1_#}. 
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excluded. It was felt that inclusion of child rearing studies would 
introduce a level of data which was not available for study among lower 
class focal concerns and, thus, would make comparison difficult. 
Derivation of middle class focal concerns 
Eleven empirical studies or authorities were ~ound ~ich con-
formed to the criteria above. ·Each was critically exrunined for evidences 
of middle class focal concerns; the result was twelve focal concerns. 
Table 17 illustrates the particular concerns which each author describes 
as characteristic of the middle classes. Those ·Which received less than 
three references in the literature were considered less important and were 
eliminated. Several were subsumed under others to avoid unnecessary over-. 
lap and duplication. Formal Organization and Rationality were incorporated 
under Achievement by Directed Work Effo:r-t because they were so· closely 
related. Religion was included under MOral Respe:ctability for similar 
reasons. The final result was eight focal concerns. 
Dei'initions of middle class focal concerns 
Achievement by directed wrk effort 
All eleven sources agreed that middle class adult males channel 
a major portion of their energy towards "getting ahead~ in business or 
a profession. Success is usually.measured·bymoney but iri some of' the 
professions :i.. t is often substituted by acclaim for meritorious accomplish-
.: .--<. --- . --
ments. To be m~st worthy of esteem, success .. should be achieved by one 1 s 
- . - . 
individual efforts, rather than by inherited wealth or position, circum~ 
ve.ntion of the law~ or force. By logical extension~ it also included the 
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TABLE 17 
TA.BULATION OF MIDDLE CLASS FOCAL CONCERNS BY TRAI T .AND SOURCE 
So.urce of Trait 
Clyde and 
Florence Jose~h Margaret Max August 
Trait Kluckh.ohn1 Kahl Mead3 V'febe;;-4 Hollingshead5 
Achievement 
by Directed 
Work Effort X X X X X 
Individual 
Responsibility X X X X X 
Future 
Orientation X X X 
Acctunulati on 
and Display 
of Goods X X 
Education X X X 
The Family X X X X 
Bodily 
Solicitude X 
Fonnal 
Organization X 
Moral 
Respectability X X X 
Rationality X 
Improvement 
of' the Mind 
Religion 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5ci tations will be found on page 82. 
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TABLE 17--Continued 
Source of Trait 
Hollingshead 
Albert Walter Ozzie Kingsle9 Lloyd and 
Trait Cohen6 Miller7 Sin:anons8 Davis WarnerlO Redlichll Totals 
Achievement 
by Directed 
Work:· Effort X X X X X X 11 
Individual 
Responsibility X X X 9 
Future 
Orientation :X: :X: :X: :X: X 8 
Accumulation 
and Display 
of Goods X X X X 6 
·Education X X X 6 
The Family X :X: 6 
Bodily 
Solicitude X X X 4 
Formal 
Organization X :X: X 4 
Moral 
Respectability X 4 
Rationality X X 3 
Improvement 
of the Mind X 1 
Religion X 1 
6, 7, 8 , 9, lO, 11citations will be found on page 82. 
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attainment o£ ends by means o£ rational ascetic e££ort, rather than by 
reliance on the supernatural or luck. 
In the pre-adolescent or adolescent version it takes the form of 
emphasis upon the accpisi tion of skills and development of potentialities. 
lclyde Kluckhohn and Florence R. Kluckhohn, ttAm.erican Culture; 
Generalized Orientations and Class Patterns, 11 in Lyman Bryson (ed.), 
Conflicts of Power in Modern Cult"tJ_re, 7th Symposium, Con£erence on 
Science, Philosophy, and Religion (Nevr York: Harper and Brothers, 1947), 
PP• 106-126. 
2Kahl, American Class Structure, op. cit., PP• l85-a:l2. 
3Margaret Mead, And Keep Y~ur Powder Dry (New York:- William 
Morrow and Company, 1942), pp. 40 .. 55£., 60, 85-86, 91-92, 170. 
~ax Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, 
translator, Talcott Parso:lii:s (NewYork:- Charles Scribner's Sons, 1930), 
PP• 48ff., 54, 79, 80, 162. 
5August B. Hollingshead, ttclass Differences in Family Stability,'" 
in Reinhard Bendix and Seymour Lipset, Class, Status,and Power (Glencoe, 
Illinois: The Free Press, 1953), PP• 264-292. 
6Albert K. Cohen, Delinquent Boys, .££_• cit~, pp.· 87-91. 
7Mi.ller, 11Lower Class Culture as a Generating Milieu,..,~~ 
cit ... P• 3, fn. 
8ozzie G. Simmons, ~Class, Status, and Public Health,~ memo-
randum to the Committee on Preventive Medicine and Social Science 
Research on the Social Science Research Council, (February, 1956) .. 
PP• 'ZT-32.. (Mimeographed.). 
9Kingsley Davis .. ~ental Hygiene and the Cla_ss Structure, tt 
inArnold M. Rose (ed.), Mental Health and Mental Disorder (New York: 
W. W. Norton and Company, 1955), PP• 580-585. 
lOw. Lloyd Warner, Democracy in Jonesville (New York~ Harper 
and Brothers, 1949), pp.; 17, zr,. 30 j 32, 38, 56-57, 67-69, 70-74. 
78, 80, 117, 126, 137. Ilp, 143. 166, 196. 
11August B. Hollingshead and Frederick c. Redlicn; Social Class 
and Mental Illness:· A Communi Stud (:~Taw York: John Wiley and Sons, 
Inc., 1958 , PP• 8 -101. 
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. There is a strong tendency towards exposil?-g yo~gster~_ to :va:ric)US cool-
lecting hobbies--stamp~ ~ock, butterf'lJI"~ etc. It also ta.:kes th~ _form of' 
development of musical, dancing, and artistt.c skills. -The· rationale is 
tha-t; this exposure Will develop skills or talent which-may be useful 
in later life. The latent reason in many cases is pro~ably that these 
hobbies develop habits of thou~ht and- doing Which are absolutely ~ssen-
tial in occupying end succeeding iri typical middle class callings. The 
• 
habits acquired in rock collecting would certainly be transferable to the 
practice of law or any number· of middle class occupations which require 
diligent painstaking effort as an end in itself •. 
Individual i,esponsibility 
The middle classes act as if they believe in the doctrine of' free 
will. They feel that each individual is responsible for his personal 
behavior and knowingly acts as he does from cognitive drives. They do 
not see the individual as being a pavm. in the hands of' unknown forces 
or greater powers. There is a strong belief' that the nature of man is 
such that individual freedom and initiative automatically produce the 
best society. Consequently, there is emphasis on such personal qual-
ities as resourcefulness, persistence, and self-reliance. 
Future orientation 
A middle class oriented person has developed the ability and 
motivational network which enable him to postpone immediate gratifica-
tions for future needs and wishes. lie becomes inured to deferring to a 
wide variety of impulses such as sex, recreation, independence, enjoyment 
o~ material goods, and the like. The immediate enjoyment o~ today's 
wishes are played down in ~avor o~ possibly greater pleasures, rewards, 
and acclaim at some ~uture date. Parents ~re~ently project their own 
unful~illed aspirations and hopes upon their children. This would be 
Future Orientation with a vengeance. It goes w.i. thout saying that child-
ren must be trained early in li~e to comply with such a directive. It 
is there~ore not unusual to ~ind typical middle class children practicing 
musical instruments or studying diligently instead o~ playing baseball or 
~angingill with the boys. The high percentage o~ middle class boys -who 
graduate ~rom high school and continue in college· is mute testimony to 
the de~erment o~ marriage, sex, children~ and pocket money in the hope 
~or a future li~e 'Wi fu more money, security, success symbols, and the 
like. 
Education 
One can hardly speak o~ achieve.ment and ~uture orientation 
vvi thout mentioning -the role o~ education in these two important concerns .. 
Education is prima ~acie the single niost important V;ehicle by which to 
achieve success and inevitably involves postponed gratifications. 
Education is made a. separate concern because middle class people see it 
as a necessary stepping stone, i~ not a birthright, to full middle class 
attainment. More middle class ~amilies save for i:he education o~ their 
children, expect their children to graduate from college, and sacri~ice 
more to obtain this education than any other class. 
Accumulation arid display o~ goods 
The middle classes tend to emphasize the purchasing 0~ status 
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symbols such as homes in the ~-Tight't area, hi-f'i • s, rugs, automobiles, 
home ~urnishings, etc. The acmxmulative process frequently becomes an 
end in itself so that artifacts are collected to an extent far beyond 
human subsistence needs. Not only are goods looked on with favor, but 
the proper display is a vital concomitant beha-vioral phenomenon. Taste-
ful arrangement and display are almost as necessary as the goods them-
salves. More than one parvenu has been slighted for lack of Jmowledge 
of ~proper111 display. Equally important is the care and maintenance o:f 
goods. Children are trained early in life to treat the brio-a-brae and 
furniture vvi th solicitude and gentleness. Respect for property could 
be called a cardinal virtue among the middle classes. 
The family 
Another significant area of interest entails a complex of 
activities llhich center about the isolated nuclear family. Middle class 
parents expend a great deal of time and effort in activities which center 
about the home. Such things as playing with the children, going for 
automobile rides, picnicking, end similar activities emphasize the 
solidarity and unity of the home. The emphasis on maintaining the family 
unit tends to separate each family unit from collateral and consanguinal 
ties ~ich might inhibit the social mobility of the individual family. 
It enables each unit to move about ~reely with relative ease. The 
emotional impact of frequent moves during the process of mobility is 
lessened by internal family solidarity. The effect is for children to 
look to the home as a source of satisfaction of needs and happiness. 
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Moral respectability 
One of the main demarcating lines between the lower cla,sses 
and middle classes is belonging to a religious denomination. It does 
not necessarily include participation in its program and services, but 
the likelihood of doing so is fairly high. This is especially true of 
middle class Catholics in contrast to lower class Catholics. Lower 
class Catholics tend to be so in name only, mile middle class Catholics 
are very assiduous in their attendance and support of their faith. This 
is particularly important considering that the sample of boys being dis-
cussed here was almost entirely Catholic. 
Contingent v.Qth church attendance is the disapproval of sexual 
and moral indiscretion. There is a strong tendency among middle class 
Catholics to be moralistic and punitive towards such indiscretions. This 
is thoroughly affirmed by the writer's three year residence in a middle 
class Catholic suburb of Boston. 
Bodily solicitude 
Another dominant concern is that pertaining to the world of 
health, cleanliness, cosmetics, and appearance. A great stress is placed 
on being attractive outwardly. Middle class people emphasize the care 
and treatment of the teeth, maintenance of health, prevention of disease, 
cleanliness, aesthetic appearance of the person (well-dressed), and the 
like. For example, middle class school teachers are noted for commending 
clean, attractive appearing children and disapproving their opposite. 
Considerable expenditure of effort and money is disbursed to maintain 
outward appearances of middle class status--good clothes, neatness, style, etc. 
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These middle class focal conc.erns were appended to Cultural 
Practices in the coding syste.m for the sake of conyenience. The IBM 
fields set aside for Cultural Practices were the oiJ,ly set numerous enough 
to handle both cultural practices.8:nd middle cla:ss focal concerns. 
Classification of Coding Categories 
byFocal·conoerns 
In order to avoid biasing the results in £aYor of one social class 
or another, ·th·e behavior categories 'Which reflected lower class focal con-
cerns were explicitly defined. Each of the categories in Table 18 was 
conceptualized as dual behavior Which can be engaged in by either lower 
: . -
class or middle clas_s boys. There is no contention that any category o£ 
behavior is the exclusive property of either social class. It is main-
tained that each class of boys engages in these particular forms of' behanor 
to a greater extent, more frequently·, or more typically. 
Another aspect of these categories is that no single behavior is 
important by itself. It is the overall patterning and priority of the 
categories which is most significant for each class. Middle class boys 
congregate informa:}-4.y; but_, in general, this activity is relatively un-
important compared to preparation for a career. It is also an age-linked 
activity for the.m. For a typical lower class boy, it is associated with 
getting into trouble, drinking, belongingness, and, moreoYer, is an 
activity which "Will have a high priority throughout his life. 
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TABLE 18 
DEFINITIONS OF CATEGORIES REFLECTING LOWER CLASS 
AND Ji.UDDLE CIJ._SS FOCAL CONCERNS 
General Descriptive Term Lower· Class Middle Class 
Belongingness 
Gainful 
Employment 
Extended or Non-
sanctioned 
Absenting 
Alcoholic 
Consumption 
Fighting 
vandalism 
Creating a 
Disturbance 
Demonstrated concern 
with acceptance and 
status· in locality-
based informal peer 
group 
Working at odd jobs 
or sporadically, work-
ing f'o r the sake of' 
money alone 
Running f'rom home, 
truan ting f'o r ex- . 
tended periods with 
expulsion as ~ltimate 
objective 
Drinking openly and 
conspicuously in group 
situation with drunken-
ness or violative be-
havior an expressed 
objective 
Concern with accept-
ance in formally struc-
tured peer groupings, 
e.g., boy scouts, 
school, church groups 
Perceiving work as an 
end in itself', working 
towards a career or 
steadily 
Truanting periodically 
with expulsion not an 
intended objective, ab-
senting f'rom church, 
boy scouts, etc. 
Moderate group dri~g, 
concern about secrecy 
Participation· or readi• Participation or readi-
ness to engage in group ness to engage in ind-
or individual conflict fOr:· ividual conflict f'or 
JUserious111 or llttrivial 'tt serious reasons, avoidance 
neasons of' conflict, willingness 
to accept police pro-
tection in lieu of' con-
i'lict 
Overt disregard i'or 
property, actual or 
intentioned destruc-
tion of' property 
Frequent or periodic 
engagement in boisterous 
parties, celebrations, 
~ell rai sing-n 
Minor destruction or 
injury to property, e.g., 
marring school desks, 
etc. 
Episodic or occasional 
engagement in boister-
ous parties, celebra-
tions of' the fraternity 
type 
.. 
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TA.BLE 18--0ontinued 
General Descriptive Term Lower· Class Middle Class 
Gaming 
"Trouble, 111 
Criminal Behavior 
in General 
'lianging,'n Informal 
Congregation 
Informing 
Profanity 
Sexual Behavior 
Theft 
Trespassing 
Bodily 
Adornment 
Frequent or consistent en-
gagement in gambling, 
betting, games of chance, 
pl~ing pool for money, 
etc. 
Intention of, or engage-
ment in law-violating 
behavior, definition of 
violative behaVior as 
expected or inevitable 
Extended infor.mal con-
gregati-ng 'Wi. t:b. a peer 
group, more particularly 
in the evening, an!;l out-
doors 
Fir.m conviction against 
giving knowledge of the 
in-group to outsiders, 
especially police 
Consistent use of four-
letter and oth.er S'Wear 
words, little shame or 
guilt associated with 
this 
Relatively frequent par-
ticipation in illicit 
sexual intercourse, use 
of prostitutes, defini-
tion of women as mainly 
sexual objects 
Theft of objects, general 
approval of theft 
Episodic or occasional 
gambling, betting, and 
games of chance, gen-
eral disapproval of 
reliance on luck 
Minor or occasional vio-
lations, general dis-
approval of law-
violations 
Shorter period of in-
formal congregating, 
more particularly in the 
daytime and indoors 
General disapproval of 
disclosing special know-
ledge or secrets but 
willingness to do so 
under specific conditions 
Limited use of four-letter 
and related words, some 
used with considerable 
shame or guilt 
Definition of women 
mainly as potential 
marriage partners, less 
frequent participation 
in illicit sexual in-
tercourse 
Disapproval of theft 
Illegal entry of dwellings, Taking shortcuts through 
general approval of tres- other people's property 
passing 
Expressing pride in and 
displaying of tattoos 
Display of and pride in 
school '«letters11 
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When the behavior categories in Table 18 were assigned to the 
appropriate focal concerns$ the classification in Table 19 resulted. 
TABLE 19 
BEHAVIOR CA.TEGORIES CLASSIFIED BY FOCAL CJJNCERNS 
---Lower Class 
Focal Concern 
Trouble 
Touglmess 
Excitement 
Smartness-
Fate 
Autonomy 
Behavior 
crategories 
Extended or non-
sanctioned ab-
senting 
Trouble or criminal 
behavior in general 
Informing 
Theft 
·Trespassing 
Alcoholic consump-
tion 
Fighting 
Bodily adornment 
Vandal~sni 
Creating a dis-
turbance 
Ranging 
Sexual behavior 
Profanity· 
Gaming 
J!Belongingness 
Gainful employ-
ment 
Middle Class 
Focal Concern 
Achievement 
Behavior 
Categories 
Be longingne s s 
Gainful employment 
Individual Informing 
Responsibility Trespassing 
Gaming 
Accumulation 
of Goods 
Education 
Family 
Bodily 
Solicitude 
Moral Res-
:e_ectability 
Vandalism 
Extended or non-sanc-
tioned absenting 
Sexual behavior 
Bodily adornment 
Profanity 
Theft 
Creating a disturb-
ance 
Trouble 
Ranging 
Alcohol 
Fighting 
Tile Samp~e Test Run 
Ideally it would have been. desirable to have had two disinterf?sted 
people code the data--the second one as a reliability check on the other. 
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' Uni'ortunately~ this was not possible fof. several reasons. Funds were 
much too-limited to allow:hiringro:Ld training of..fo~oders. Also~ in order 
to code the data with any degree of accuracy and insight, the coder had 
to be thoroughly acquainted 'Wi i:h the material. The -writer and Dr. 
Mille~ were the only ones· available -wi ~ fuese qualifications. Since 
it was impossible for Dr. Miller to perform _any coding because of other 
commitments, the_writ~r -was obliged to do the coding. 
In order -bJ establish some mea.S'ure of reliability of coding~ it 
was decided that the test-retest method would h~ used. This consisted 
of ooding the first fifty prestige-oriented cards among the Senior Ban-
dits, then repeating the same process and comparing the runs. About ten 
days elapsed betwe~n the first and seco~d codings.l 
Table aJ indicates that there was a high degree of correspondence 
between the first and second co dings. 2 It can be seen that in 58 of 
71 columns (82%} there was oomplete correspondence between the first 
and second codings~ The columns ~ich accounted for seven and eight 
discrepancies each were Order of Reliability (Column 13) and Reactive 
Type Situation (Column 12). Each of these were redefined more rigorous-
ly so as to eliminate most of the confusion. The overall reliability 
1 The -writer is grateful to Mr. John E. Alman of the Boston 
University Statistical Research Department for running the IBM com-
parisons. 
~. John E. Alman indicated that there is no sta:tistical test 
~ich can be applied to such data. The degree of reliability is largely 
a subjective factor Which can only be determined by the researcher on 
the basis of his intimate knowledge of the. material. 
TABLE 2) 
mE NUMBER OF DISCREPANCIES PER IBM COLUMN BETVi'EEN 'l.HE FIRST 
AND SECOND TEST OODINGS OF A SAMPLE OF FIFTY ACTS 
Number o~ Discrepancies Number 0~ Colmnns 
0 58 
l 3 
2 3 
3 3 
4 l 
5 1 
ff 1 
e 1 
was considered excellent ~or such di.f~icult coding. 
Method o:f Selecting Sample 
Size o~ Universe o~ Base Data 
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In order to select a random sample o.f prestige-oriented ac~s, it 
~s ~rst necessary to read each o~ the original cards ~iled under the 
rubric o~ each group. As this ~s being done, each card with a prestige-
oriented act was numbered. The numbers started ~th 1 ~or each separate 
contact day and continued consecutively until all prestige-oriented acts 
~or that day were numbered. The same process was repeated ~or all cards 
~th acts. The total number o~ original cards and prestige-oriented acts 
are listed below in Table 21. 
Group 
Senior Bandits 
Junior Bandits 
Senior Outlaws 
Junior Outlaws 
Totals 
TA.BLE 21 
'mE TOTAL NDMBER OF ORIGINAL CARDS· AND 
PRESTIGE-ORIENTED ACTS PER GROUP 
Total Number of: Total Number of: 
Original Cards Prestige-Oriented Acts 
~ 66o 
5250 11#9 
2]68 1442 
4075 192J 
14549 5471 
Delimitations of the universe 
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Each of: the social workers went through a period during which they 
were attempting to establish contact and rapport with their groups. The 
time required varied from group to group. Since, in two cases, the workers 
did not establish contact with the bulk of their group for several months 
and were not ru.re of: the group identity of many o:f the boys during that 
time, it was decided by Dr. Miller snd. _the writer that coding should 
start on the ~e:f:fective starting date~ of each worker. This was the 
date on Which the worker had establiShed contact ~th the bulk of his 
group, identi:fied the majority of boys by name, and had created rapport 
"With the group. Conversely, the termination date of: coding :for this 
sample was the date at vhich the several workers cut of:f services oto 
their groups. In the case of the Senior Bandits it was the Bandits Who 
severed relationships with the -worker. All data prior to or after the 
dates in Table 22 were ignored. 
TABLE 22 
EFFECTIVE STARTING .AND TERMINATION DATES- OF 'JRE AREA. WORKERS 
Group 
Senior Bandits 
Junior Bandits 
Senior Outlaws 
Junior Outlaws 
Totals 
Effective 
Starting Date 
:June 21, 1954 
July 2, 19,?6 . 
February 1, 1955 
November 15, 1954 
Termination 
Date 
January 30,-1956 
April 10, 1957 
May 11, 1957 
May 11, 1957 
Time 
in Months 
19 
9 
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7 worker years 
In addition, only those acts involving members of the ~anging• 
group were considered part of the universe or srunple. The reasons for 
this were given above on pages 70.•-71· 
Size of Sample Population 
In a conference wi. th the;~aissertation advi sora, it was decided 
that a sample of about 1000 prestige-oriented acts would be sufficient 
to solve the problens posed by the study and b:oing the cost of IBM 
manipulation within reach of the financial resources of the wri tar. Two 
possible approaches were available for selection of the sample! 1) A 
predetermined percentage of the prestige-oriented acts could have been 
selected which ~uld have yielded 1000 acts distributed proportionately 
among the four groups. This v.-ould have meant that the Junior. Outlaws 
would have been over-represented and the Senior Bandits under-represented. 
Since the latter were not recorded as fully as the former, it would have 
meant that the task of analysis VIOUld have been very difficult because of 
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too few acts by the SenTer Bandits; 2) A pre-det-ermined number from 
each group totalling 1000 could have 0~-~ selected. This. was the choice 
of the writer. It made possible the overo..representat1on of the Senior 
Bandits so. as to compensate for initially thinner recording and the smaller 
num?er of prestige-oriented acts. The n~bers of the other groups were 
somewhat dictated_ by the propo~tionately larger numbers ~or the Senior 
Ba.ndi ts. 
Random sampling method 
Since the data were unevenly distributed throughout the records, 
it was necessary to devise a sampling method ·which would acconnnodate to 
this condition. ~o have sampled equally from each day's contact by the 
worker might have caused an over--or under-representation of a worker's 
contacts -vd. th a particular boy. To have ignored days in which there were 
.fewer than a specified minimum o:f prestige-orientations might ha~e over-
looked vital data. The method Which was finally selected, and Which se~ed 
to have the :fewest disadvantages 'was the following: Each randomly selected 
contact day in ~ich there were one or more prestige-oriented acts was 
again randomly selected :for one prestige-oriented act, i:f there were :from 
one to ten for that day. I:f there were :from 11 to 15 prestige-oriented 
acts :for that day, two such acts were randomly selected. I:f there were 
:from 16 to 20 acts for one day, three random acts were selected. All 
acts beyond 20 :for any selected contact day were ignored.1 Table 23 
indicates the distribution of prestige-oriented acts among the :four 
groups. 
lThe -writer is grateful to Mr. ·John E. Alman for devising this 
method of selecting the s~ple. 
TABLE 23 
POPULA.TION SAMPLE SIZES OF PRESTIGE-ORIEN"TED ACTS 
-Size o:f Sample Ratio o:f Sample to 
Group per Group Populatien o:f Prestige-
Oriented Acts 
Senior Ba.ndi. ts :::£4 43-0% 
Jtmior Bandits 255 17.6% 
Senior Outlaws zr4 19.3% 
Junior Outlaws 254 13.Zfo 
Totals 1068 AIV:erage 19.5% 
CHAPTER VI 
PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOR AMONG lliE SEtHOR :ElAN"DITS AND OUTLA.WS 
Di~:ferential Ranking o~ Target Roles 
Sub-hypothesis one stated that the more ~requent and intense 
the interaction with a group o~ individuals~ the greater the tendency to 
select members o:f that group~ objects of prestige and status. I~ this 
is so~ the two groups o~ Seniors should bestow prestige more ~requently 
upon the In-Group and members o~ other age segments o~ their own groups. 
Representatives of typical middle class institutions should rank relatively 
low. 
This hypothesis -was, ~or the most part, upheld. As Tables 24, 
25, and f.6 indicate, lx>th Senior groups ranked the In-Group first in all 
modes o~ orientation.l The assigned social worker was ranked second for 
the most part. The ihird ranking target among the Bandits tended to be 
Non-Local Adults, while Local Male Peers tended to rank third among the 
Outlaws.2 The other target roles were relatively unimportant. 
As was expected, the Seniors ranked the In-Group ~irst as objects 
lThe ;, accepting mode was omitted because there were so few acts 
under that mode. The rank order o~ acts in that mode is listed in 
Appendix B, Table B-1. 
2Tb.e term, Local Male Peers, re~ers primarily to the Junior age 
segment~ but in order to obtain cells large enough for statistical 
minipulation, the Juniors were combined with neighborhood boys o~ about 
the same and older ages. 
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RANKINGS OF ACTS BY THE- . .SENXOR BANDITK.AND OUTLA.'WS 
WHEN' CONFERRING_PRESTXGE 
· Senior Baridits Senior Outlaws 
Target Roles Number. o:f -Acts Rank Number o:f Acts 
In-Group 38 1 33 
Worker 26- 2 26 
Non-Local Adults 7 3- 3 
Local Male Adults 6 4 3 
Local Male Peers 5 5·5 12· 
Non-Local Peers 5' 5·5· 5 
Local Females 2 7 1 
Totals 89 83 
TABLE$-
RA.NKINGS OF ACT$ BY THE SENIOR BANDITS AND OUTLA.WS 
'WHEN DENYING PRESTIGE 
Rank 
1 
2 
5·5 
5~.5 
3 
4 
7 
. Senior Bandits Senior Outlaws· 
Target Roles Number o:f Acts Rank Number of Acts Rank 
In-Group 39 1 62 1 
Worker 34 2 3 6.5 
Non-Local Adults 16 3 10 3 
Non-Loc8!l Peers 10 4 9 4 
Local Male Peers 6 5 39 2 
Local Male Adults 4 ?.·5 5 5 
Local Females 4 ~.5 3 6.5 
Totals 113 131 
TABLE 2) 
RANKINGS OF ACTS BY THE SENIOR BANDITS AND OUTLAWS 
'WHEN SEEKING PRESTIGE 
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Senior Bandits Senior Outlaws 
Target Roles Number of Acts Rank Number of Acts Rank 
In-Group 54 1 34 1 
Worker 14 2 7 2 
Local Females 4 3 0 6.5 
Non-Local Peers 3 . 4-5- 4 4 
Non-Local Adults 3 4·5 2 5 
Local Male Peers 0 6.5 6 3 
Local Male Adults 0 6.5 0 6.5 
Totals 78 53 
of prestige in all modes of interaction. · These were the individuals with 
'Whom they interacted most frequently. Not only did they rank the In-
Group first when seeking and conferring; prestige# bu-t when they were dis-
approving behavior. 1 They were concerned that In-Group members observe 
-the canons of approved behavior and showed it by sanctioning disapproved 
activities. It would not have .been s~prising if the groups had disapproved 
the In-Group less than some o~her target role, bu~the results lend fur-
ther support to the importance of the Tn-Group to members. 
lTo avo:id monotonous repetition ofl terms, the writer will employ 
the following concepts interchangeabl\V! to be~tow, defer to, admire, 
approve, support, or grant prestige· vd.ll n1eru;1 essentially the sBJne 
thing as conferring; to disapprove, withhold prestige, derogate, or 
cri ti.cize will be eq_uival€Il t to denying pre.Stige~· · 
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The finding that the worke_rs ranked s_econd in all but one mode 
resulted from their being defined as "in-group" members~ Once the work-
ers gained rapport by demonstrating that they could be trusted~ the groups 
no longer defined them ·as agents o[ndddle cl~ss agencies, but as fellOw 
group members. Their contacts, knowledge, and services were valuable, 
but -these were secondary to trust and acceptance of them as worthy ind-
ividuals. 
The di:fferential ranking of the worker in the denying mode 
(Table 25) was a result of a change in definition by the Bandits. They 
developed a hearty dislike for their worker hal~y through his service 
period. The number of criticisms increased proportionately. The Outlaws, 
on the other hand, admired and respected their worker throughout his 
service; this militated against frequent criticism of him. 
The differential ranking of Non-Local Adults appears to negate 
sub~hypothesis one since middle class statuses were included in this 
category. The bulk of the targets for the Bandits were police, judges~ 
and department of corrections personnel• · Since the Bandits were constantly 
in the toils of; the law, it is not surprising that they both deferred to 
and criticized law enforcement personnel frequently. They sought pres-
tige from these individuals less frequently than they deferred or denied 
prestige to them. Table 26 corroborates this. If they had sought pres-
tige at the same, or higher, rate as they conferred and denied prestige, 
the hypothesis would have beEIIJ. negated. 
The Outlaws consistently ranked Non-Local Adults much lower than 
the Bandits except ·when they were disapproving them. This can also be 
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explained by the frequency of interaction. Most of the criticized ind-
ividuals were Park Department personnel. The Outlaws w~re heavily in-
:volv.ed in the three major sports and had frequent contact with uw,pires, 
coaches, etc. The tendency of the Park Department to forget to assign 
umpires, inform opposinE teams of scheduled games, and so on incensed 
the Outlaws, Who preferred playing rather than winning by forfeit. 
Traditionally patterned hostile interaction during games, between players 
and referees, also helped to raise the rank of Non-Local Adults as objects 
of disfavor. 
The position of Local Male Peers was similar to that of Non-Local 
Adults .• Yfuen -the Senior Outlaws began requesting the worker's services 
on a consistent basis, the Junior Outlaws had already been interacting 
with the worker for four mo~ths in all types of group activities. This 
meant that the tvvo Outlaw age··osegments were thrust into a competitive 
position for the worker's services. The Seniors felt compelled to outdo 
the Juniors in regularity of attendance at club meetings, skill at staging 
club acti-vities, and all the other things on the law-ab~ding end of the 
continuum in order to command a larger share of the worker's time. Com-
petition for the worker's time and services was sometimes overt and 
friction-producing, but usually competition was latent and occasionally 
fraught wii:h hostility. Both age segments know that the worker supported. 
a ule.w-abidingtt position, and in order to continue to merit his services, 
they had to enter an implicit agreement to discontinue their delinquent 
behavior in return for his highly valued attention, influence, and 
capacities. The Senior Outlaws were more or less compelled to praise the 
i. 
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Juniors for meritorious behavior bec~use it affirmed the Seniors 1 con-
tinued allegiance to law-abiding values. and tended to maintain their own 
prestige in the worker 1 s eyes. Converse~y, th,ay;were more than eager to 
discredit or disparage the Juniors for law-violating or generally di~-
valued behavior because, by reverse function, it eleVated the Seniors' 
prestige in the worker 1 s eyes.. Table 27 ofi.'ers evidence for this. state-
ment. It will be noti.ced that the Senior Outlaws denied prestige to -
Local Male Peers more than the Bandits~ While there was no statistically 
significant_dii.'i.'erence b~tween their frequencies of coni'~rring. prestige 
on Local Male Peers. 
Tb.BLE 'Z( 
FREQUENCIES OF FOUR MODES OF PRESTIGE ORIENTATION 
BY THE SENIORS '10 LOCAL MALE PEERS 
Mode o!' Orientation 
Coni' erring 
Denying 
Seeking 
Accepting 
Senior Ba.ndi ts · Senior Outlaws 
Freg_uencies 
5 (o~ 89) 
6 ( oi.' 113) 
0 
1 
12 ( oi' 83) 
39 (of 131) 
6 
0 
z 
Score 
1.94 ).os 
4-92 (.001 
lTha formula for Z is: Z = Pxd~ Py- • See Elmer B .. Mode~· Elements 
of Statistics (2nd ad.; New York~ Prentice•Hall3 Inc., 1951)~ pp. 300-
_302. 
The other target roles varied in ranking for much the same reasons 
as the foregoing. Local incidents or i.'ortuitous factors brought one group 
into more frequent contact with a particular set oi.' statuses; this compelled 
the group to take cognizance of the.m, express opinions tov~rds them, or 
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interact with them.. 
The discussion so far supports sub-hypothesis one. It also 
suggests that some of the reasoning of Cohen, Clo~~rd and Ohlin needs 
re-examining. I.f the prestige behavior of more and less delinquent 
gengs shifts in accordance with interactional networks, then lltstatus 
discontentm and general hostility to middle class institutions, values, 
and norms appears to be questionable. The two groups did not select 
middle class statuses for prestige orientation unless they interacted 
with them in some meaningful way. In the main, the groups looked to 
their respective In-Groups or Workers for their status strivings. These 
were the individuals ·with -whom they maintained consistent and meaning-
.ful relationships. Therefore, they acce.pted their standards and goals 
and attempted to adhere_ to them. To maintain, as Cohen, Cloward and 
Ohlin do, that these boys internalized the middle class system. of norms 
-when they had little contact and little emotional involvement ~th it 
runs counter to the facts here. The data, so far, ef.fecti vely demon- -
strata that as role interaction and emotional involvement increased, the 
rates ·of prestige orientation increased concomitantly. It can be said, 
then, that for these two groups, at least, status and prestige was not 
based on the wider community but upon the neighborhood. 
The Distribution o.f Lower Class, Middle Class 
and Adolescent Behavior 
This portion of the chapter will be devoted to an analysis of 
how all four groups oriented to middle class, lower class, and adolescent 
behavior. This was done to highlight the interrelationship.s among social 
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class origins, del~nquency, and commitment to the three types of behavior. 
After the general position of the four groups has been discussed, the 
analysis will again focus on the behavior of the Senior groups alone. 
· Chapter VII w.i..ll deal with the Junior groups exclusively. 
The second sub-hypothesis maintained that the more frequent and 
intense the interaction with a group of individuals, the greater the 
tendency to adhere to i:he norms and standards of that group as the bases 
of prestige and status. Since it has .been established that the Senior 
groups interacted most frequently among themselves, it can be expected 
that the behavior of the groups will reflect the social class origin of 
the group. 
As Table 28 shows, this was substantiated. The Senior Bandits, 
being the lowest in social class, exhibited the greatest commitment to 
acts reflecting lower class behavior. The two Outlaw groups, being higher 
Behavior 
Areas 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
TA.BLE 28 
ORIEN'TATIONS TO LOWER CLASS, MIDDLE CLASS, 
AND ADOLESCENT B:EF..A'VIOR 
Senior Junior Senior 
Bandits Bandits Outlaws 
N: 473 N : 472 N • 514 
56.o% 32.~ ~-7% 
4J_.o 64.4 70·5 
3·0 3·4 4.8 
100.0% loo.o% 100.0% 
Junior 
Outlaws 
N = 435 
24.8% 
70.8 
4.4 
1oo.o% 
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in social class, supported lower class behavior less frequently. The 
Junior Bandits were midway in both social class. origins and in frequency 
of orientations to lower class behavior. 
There was also a similar relationship between social class origins 
and frequency of interaction -within the adolescent cultural framework. The 
Outlaws exhibited the greatest commitment to adolescent supported behavior, 
while the Senior Bandits displayed the least. The Junior Bandits, once 
again, were in between. 
' The degree of interaction within the middle class frrune of reference 
was minimal by all groups. Too few acts and orientations were involved to 
permit analysis. See Table 46 on page 137 for a tabulation and discussion 
of middle class focal concerns. 
To test the implied hypothesis that perhaps the negligible degree 
of orientation in middle class behavior was unduly influenced by the 
social milieu in which it tool,c place, i.e., an almost exclusively adoles-
cent environment, the percentages of interaction towards adult targets 
only were calculated. Table 29 indicates that the general relationship 
TA.BLE 29 
ORI "EN TA. TI ONS ID LOWER CLASS, MIDDLE CLASS, AND AJX>LESCENT 
BEHAVIOR: ADULT TA.RGETS 
Behavior Senior Junior Senior Junior 
Areas ·Bandits Bandits Outlaws Outlaws 
N • 156 N • 173 N • 91 N • 121. 
Lower Class 50.0% 31.~ 3Q.8% 24-o% 
Adolescent 45·5 64.2 59·3 69.4 
Middle Class 4.5 4.6 9·9 6.6 
100.0% 1oo.o% lOO.O% 100.0% 
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between so-cial class, delj.nquency, mid commitment to behavior areas re-
mained essentially the_ samei The sa.me r-elationship obtained among higher --
delinquency, lower social ciass, and greatest-_ionnnitm.ent to lower class 
behavior among the Senior Bandits~ ·The--converse among -the J:unior Out-. 
laws also remained the same. What is shown is that ,all groups increased 
their orientations to middle class behavior somewhat when acting with 
re:ference to adults. The Senior Bandits increased their orientations to 
middle class behavior at the expense ~:f lower class orientations. The 
two Junior groups increased their orientations to middle class behavior 
at i:he expens<3 of adolescent behavior; but the Senior 0ut1.aws increased 
both middle class and lower class orientations at the expense o:f adoles-
cent orientations. The two Junior groups changed their behavior least, 
mile the two Senior groups changed theirs most. 
This indicates that the older. boys~ with greater experience in 
the rorkaday -world, were more skilled i:;han the younger boys in picking,_.up 
behavior cues from the people with whom they were interacting. But none 
of the groups cha.nged.their manner of orientation to any' significant 
degree. .Another :fact mrth noting is that both Baildit groups were more 
involved with adults in all types o:f situations than the Outlaws. There-
fore, they had ·greater o.pportunity to demonstrate any middle class commit-
ments which they might have had. The fact that they changed less than 
the Outlaws, when in the presence of adults, indic.ates far less involve-
ment with middle class values and aspirations than Cohen, Clowe.rd and 
Ohlin assumed. If the changes in percentages of orientation were to have 
substantiated these writers, the chang~s should have been more substantial. 
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The data indicate that lower class street-comer groups are aware o£ 
middle class norms and values, or they would not have changed their be-
havior to accord more ~th adult targets, including middle class statuses. 
The data do not, however, support any conclusions that lower class boys 
internalize £ully the middle class system o£ values. 
When the same three sets o£ cult~ally supported behavior were 
ex~ined £or each o£ the seven target roles in each o£ the £our modes, 
there were some changes, but, on the whole; no appreciable di££erences 
which could not be accounted £or by smaller cells. (See. Tables B-2 
through B-5 in Appendix B.) The Senior Bandits retained the imbalance 
o£ lower class commitments over the o~her two behavior areas, while the 
Senior Outlaws were committed more to adolescent behavior than to middle 
or lower class behavior. 
'VVhen the Junior groups t reactions were examined, they were 
grouped closer together than the Seniors. The Junior Bandits, however, 
were consistently more conrrnitted to behavior reflecting lower .class con-
cerns. There were a £ew inconsistencies, but they can be accounted for 
by small cell frequencies. 
On the whole, then, the preponderance o£ data substantiated sub-
hypothesis two. In a~dition, the data tended to vitiate the assumptions 
of Cohen, Cloward and Ohlin. None o£ the groups utilized enough behavior 
classi£ied as supportive of middle class standards to support their claims. 
The data indicated that cultural positions were so well entrenched that 
even a change in targets induced rela;ti vely little shift in cultural 
orientation. 
Dif~erential Patterns o~ Interaction ~owards Three 
Behavior Areas by Mode o~ Orientation 
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'When the interactions to lower class~ adolescent~ and middle 
class behavior were broken down by mode o~ orientation~ there was still 
no change in the relative positions o:r the :rour groups. Tables 30, 31, 
4D.d 32 demonstrate that the basic cultural commitments o:r the four groups 
remained unchanged essentially. The only mode in which there was a 
disruption o:r the correlation of high delinquency and high commitment to 
lower class behavior was the seeking mode. There the Junior Outlaws 
CONFERRING MODE OF LOWER CLA.SS~ ADOLESCENT, AND MIDDLE 
CLAsS BEHA.VIOR:: ALL TARGETS 
Behavior 
Areas 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Senior 
Bandits 
N = 132 
58.3% 
3(>.4 
5·3 
100.0'/o 
Junior Senior 
Bendits Outlaws 
N. = 188 N = J.45 
31.9% 23.4% 
65.0 'Jl.l 
.3.1 5·5 
100.0% 1oo.o% 
Junior 
Outlaws 
N • 119 
-
17.7% 
77·3 
5.0 
100.0'/o 
sought prestige in lower class behavioral terms more than the Senior 
Outlaws. This -was not due to any status dilemma. however., but to the 
temporary mdesertion~! o:r them by i:heir worker. As was explained previously. 
the transfer o:r the workerts attention to the-Seniors caused a portion of 
the Juniors to seek prestige by mea.ns of delinquent behavior; it was an 
attempt to demonstrate how JJbad11 they. could be so that the worker would 
TABLE 31 
DENYING MODE OF- LOWER CLA.SS, ADOLESCENT, .AND lVITDDLE 
· CLA.SS BEHAVIOR:: ALL TA.B.GETS. 
Behavior Senior Junior Senior 
.Areas Bantli t~ Bandits eutlaws 
N = 198 N: 212 N: 248 
Lower Class 5o.o% 29~7% - 22.~ 
Adolescen:t 47·0 67.·5 75·4 
Middle Class 3·0 2.8 2.2 
1oo.o% . loo.o% .loo.o% 
TABLE 32 
SEEKING MODE OF LOWER CLASS, ,ADOLESCENT, .AND MIDDLE 
CLASS BEHAVIOR: ALL TARGETS 
Behavior Senior Junior Senior 
·Areas Bandits Bandits Outlaws 
N : .137 N :L59 lf =·104 
Lower Class 65.0% 47•5% 23·1% 
Adolescent 34·3 50.8 67·3 
Middle Class •7 1.7 9-.6 
100.0% 1oo.o% lOO.O% 
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- Junior 
Outlaws 
N • 218 
21.6% 
75-2 
3·2 
100.0% 
Junior 
Outlaws 
N = 96 
4D.6% 
53.2 
6.2 
100.0% 
return. Their major commitments even in the seeking mode remained adol.-
. escent. Since the seeking mode contained the least number of orientations, 
the increase of lower class comwitment was not considered, by the writer, 
to have seriously questioned the posi.tion taken here--the Junior Outlaws 
were essentially adolescent behavior centered. 
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Yfuan the differences between orientations in Tables 30 and 32~ 
-
i.e., conferring and seeking~ were compared, two groups exhibited. some 
statistically signif'icJ.ilt ohanges.l 
The Junior Bandits sought prestige :more actively by means of 
lower class avenues, while the Junior· Outlaws sought prestige more actively 
by means of lower class and adolescent avenues. This was not unexpected, 
inasmuch as the Junior Bandits were active in seeking prestige by way of 
lower class avenues both at the beginning and end of their contact with 
their wrker. when their V\Orker first came into their area~- they tried 
to show :how_ bad -they were to test him. When the worker did not report 
their misbehavior to the police and appeared to accept them as they were~ 
they diminished their violative behavior considerably. Then, when the 
worker announced termination, they once again increased their violative 
behavior in hopes of postponing his departure. They were very explicit 
about their motives on that point. There was nothing. in their behavior 
to suggest that they :felt frustrated at not achieving middle class goals; 
they were only frustrated at losing their ~rker. 
The situation among i:he Junior Outlaws was very similar, only 
their misbehavior came "When their wo·rker deserted them temporarily for 
the Senior Outlaws. Their preponderance of orientations to adolescent-
supported behavior more than offset their brief fling at delinquency. In 
no mods of interaction did "ibhepo connnitmen.t to lower class behavior exceed· 
or equal their commitment to adolescent behavior. The statistically 
1see Tables B-15 and B-16 in Appendix B. 
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significant increase in orientation to adolescent behavior in Table B-16 
supported i:n:l.s.l 
The tables discussed in this section demonstrate that the di.ffer;,. 
ential orientation of the four groups to lower class·and adolescent be-
havi-or followed a predictable p"a.ttern6 while orientations to middle cla.·ss 
focal concerns were negligible and very 1m.predictable. If the Cohen~ 
Cloward and Ohlin assumptions are correct~ fuere should have been greater 
commitment -to middle class behavior and a mor.e predicts.ble pattern. The 
boys 1 orientations to middle class pehavior fluctuated considerably and 
f'a.iled to adhere to any pattern so that no reliable statements can be 
made about their importance to them. 
Differential Avenues to Prestige Among the 
Senior Bandits and Outlaws 
Lower Class Behavior 
Since it has been established that the Senior Bandits interacted 
more frequently -with reference to lower class supported behavior., and the 
Senior Outlaws to adolescent supported behavior~ it now re.mains to deter-
mine -whether the differential ranking of the avenues to prestige within 
each behavior area supported the major hypothesis. This stated that dif-
ferential participation in delinquent behavior by lower clas.s street-
corner groups is the result of differential utilization of available al-
ternative avenues to status and prestige. If this is so, the two groups 
should select different aspects of the same behavior categories as the 
bases of prestige. The Bandits should select the more disapproved or 
lsee Appendix B. 
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law~violating facets of behavior reflecting lower class focal concerns, 
select them. more frequently, and select more behavior categories which 
support lower class focal concerns. The Outlaws should select fewer 
behavior areas which support lower class focal concerns# and orient to 
the more approved or law-abiding aspects of them. 
With only a few exceptions, this is Vihat occurred in all modes 
with the behavior areas. Table 33 indicates that there was so little 
orientation to lower class behavior by the Senior Outlaws that no rank 
TABLE 33 
RANKINGS OF LOWER CLASS BEHAVIOR FOR .ALL TARGETS: 
Senior Bandits 
___ __.. ___ _ 
Behavior 
Jobs 
Theft 
Trouble 
~~ 
....,.._ _~_;_;_Fighting 
Drinking 
Absenting 
....... rJI~;Jn ll'ing ~ ....... ··~"" 
~ Cr®~--~ing a 
~- Disturbance 
Sex 
Infonning 
·.l!e~ssing 
)~~...,...._..,__' --~ 
~ Va:o.dalism 
rr· #'", 
Totals 
Number of 
Orientations 
16 
16 
11 
7 
6 
6 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
1 
77 
CONFERRING MODE* 
Rank 
1·5 
10 
10 
10 
12 
Senior Outlaws 
Number of 
Behavior Orientations 
Drinking 12 
Belongingness 7 
Fighting 7 
Trouble or General 
Vio1ati ve Behavior 4 
Hanging 
Profanity 
2 
2 
Rank 
*Rank differ~ce correlation was not computed for this set of 
rankings because of the small N of six. 
.,..,.. 
~ 
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correlation could be computed; there was a £ar greater commitment to lower 
class behavior by the Bandits. In Table 34, ~ere it was possible to compute 
TA.BLE 34 
RA.NKINGS OF LOWER CLA.SS BEHAVIOR WREN SEEKING 
PRESTIGE:: ALL TARGETS 
Senior Bandits 
Number o£ 
Behavior Orient&tions 
Thei't 16 
General Violative 
Behavior 13 
Drinking 12 
Jobs 10 
Trespassing 8 
Fighting 7 
Creating a 
Disturb~mce 4 
Sex 4 
Vandalism 3 
Gaming. 3 
.Absenting 2 
~l(mgingneas 2 
... 
Tattoos 2 
Ranging 1 
Ini'orming 1 
Prof'tmity 1 
?""-
Totals 89 
r = +·33; N = 8. r 
Senior Outlaws 
Number oi' 
Rank Behavior Orientations 
Drinking 8 
Fighting 5 
1 Jobs 4 
2 Belongingness 2 
3 Sex 2 
Vandalism 1 
4 Gener&l Violative 
Behavior 1 
5·5 Creating a 
5·5 Disturbance 1 
7 
8 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4.5 
4·5 
7 
7 
7 
a ~~irelation~ there was a very low correlation among the avenues selected. 
- ..... •;_!!!!1, ~~~:!'!"'• ~._ 
In addition~ the i're~encies or selected behavior areas were sharply 
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contrasted. For example, drin~g,--vhich ranked f'irst among the Out-
laws, received more orient,a.tions among the Bandits even though they ranked 
it second. There were similar dif'f'erences in the other behaviors. 
As Table 35 shows, there was more orientation to lower class be-
ha.vior. by the Outlaws vihen they were denying prestige than in the other 
two modes, but the correlation of' diff'erential ranking was very low. It 
indicates that even when the Outlaws were criticizing lower class be-
havior, they found less to criticize, and selected dif'ferent behavior by 
rank order. Jobs, theft, and trouble, -which are mostly associated with 
high delin~ency,. ranked low among the Outlaws, vih.ereas they were the 
f'irst three among the Bandits. 
Since the Outlaws selected all but two of' the lower class be-
havior categories in Tables 33, 34, and 35, it can be assumed that they 
were available to them. The f'act that they chose them as avenues to 
prestige much less frequently than the Bandits supports the hypothesis, 
since it predicted dif.ferential use of' the same alternatives to prestige. 
The hypothesis will not be completely supported, however, unless it can 
be shown that the groups selected different aspects--disapproved versus 
approved--of the same behavior categories. This probl~ will be invest-
igated in the f'ollowing section. 
One o:f the most important sub-categories ~~thin lower class be-
havior -which distinguished the two groups was •jobs.n .Among the Bandits, 
this was tied :for first in conf'erring, was ranked first in denying, and 
was :fourth in seeking. Among the Outlaws, there were no orientations to 
jobs in conferring, it ranked seventh in denying, and third in seeking. 
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TABLE 35 
RANKINGS OF LOWER CLA.SS BEB:A.VIOR 'WHEN. DENYING 
PRESTIGE! ALL TARGETS 
Senior Bandits 
Number of 
Behavior Orientations R~ 
Jobs 18 l 
Theft 13 2 
General Violative 
Behavior 12 
Drinking 
Assault 
Sex 
llandalism 
Belongingnes s 
Absenting 
Creating a 
Disturbance 
Gaming 
RBnging 
Informing 
Profanity 
10 
10 
6 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
Trespassing 2 
Totals 99 
6 
8 
8 
8 
12 
Senior Outlaws 
Number of 
JBehavior Orientations Rank 
.Assault 13 1 
Drinking 10 2 
Be1ongingness 
Absenting 
Creating a 
Disturbance 
Theft 
Jobs 
Informing 
Vandalism 
General Violative 
Behavior 
Pro:f~ity 
8 
6 
6 
4 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
55 
3 
4-5 
4-5 
6 
7 
10 
10 
10 
10 
~ 
·-<~ 
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There were remarkable qualitative differences as vrell as frequency rank-
ings. 
The Bandits supported a pattern of' working Which can be called 
nvoluntary unemployment.'.tl They frequently quit jobs for flimsy reasons, 
quit en masse, were so hostile to prospective employers that they were 
not hired., or acted in such a way as to be fired. Frequently they quit 
jobs simultaneously men they felt it to be more important to be on hand 
to welcome a friend back from prison or to go on an outing. One boy, 
vmo had been sick earlier in the week, was persuaded by other group mem-
bars to take the re.mainder of the week off' as ~sick leave.,n even though 
he was no longer ill. Sometimes they would seek ~rk in a group of' five 
or six and give up if' the pay was too low or if they could not all work 
together. On the other hand, they were appreciative of' the help the 
worker gave them in finding jobs. One of their vra.ys of raising the pres-
tige of the worker was to aSk him to assist them in locating work., or 
accepting ~rk found by the worker. Sometimes a boy would surreptitiously 
request the vorker 1 s aspistance in finding ~rk, only to become bellicose 
and derogatory ~en another group member c~e within hearing distance, 
and then, become receptive once again men the group member passed out of' 
hearing range. The extreme sensitivity of group members to the work 
issue v~s also evident, as one might suspect, within the boyts family. 
Frequently boys would be ordered out of their homes early in the morning 
and told to find work. Just as frequently they would_ treat the matter 
laughingly and spend the day hanging with the gang at the 111corner.-n 
Occasionally parental pressure was so extreme that they would comply or 
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sometimes accept a job found by their father. 
A powerful figure whom they often deferred to in terms of -work 
was the local parole officer. All parolees were required to hold a job 
but the Bandits were adept at finding ways of losing jobs or postponing 
work. One boy took the money offered by his parole officer for traveling 
to an e.mployment office~ fulfilled his legal obligation instead by tele-
phoning ihe e.mploym.ent office~ and pocketed the extra change. This took 
place in the presence of the group so that there was a ~riple gain.ltt Re 
fulfilled his legal obligation~ ~conned11 the parole officer, and raised 
his group prestige. Instances such as this wer.e rather cormnon among the 
Bandits. They were frequently turning a situation into a double or 
triple gain for themselves. They were extremely adept at manipulating 
situations so as to accomplish two or three personal ends while simultan-
eously raising or maintaining their prestige in ~e group. The behavior 
area of ~rkm appeared to be one of those Which was eminently suited to 
the Bandits 1 needs to manipulate situations to their o-vvn advantage. 
The comparable situation was almost completely lacking ~ong the 
Outlaws. It vms generally expected that everyone would work if he were 
not in school and no special prestige accrued from working. Some boys 
even worked after school or during surmner vacation; this would have been 
unheard of emong the Bandits, even if they had been in school. The only 
boy among the Outlaws 0\lb.o received praise for -working was a boy with a 
deformed leg. There were no instances of this in the sample, but the 
writer is aware of several occasions ~ere the boy in question was 
applauded or praised for getting a job. His case was unusual, though, 
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because of his phys~dal disability. 
The Bandits' well-established patterns o£ behe:vior, well-devel-
oped attitudes, ~d rationalizations surround.til.g work led -the -writer to 
conclude that one of the latent functions of their street-comer group 
(and probably of others of the S8Jile general type) was to prepare the 
boys for the exigencies of their expected masculine adult occupational 
status. For E.ost of the Bandits, i:his meant being self';..sufficient finan ... 
cially, relatively unhindered by faro_ily obligations, and detached or 
relatively unco~cerned about the ~riVi8- and minutiae of life (1'dl.at is 
_colloqui~lfly called being 70coollll). 
. ... -!· •• 
Ihey- repei ved daily training in this pattern by means of the 
group 1 s'·'culture. Participation in this culture meant that a Bandit, 'Who 
was concerned about his relative standing in the group, had to get a job 
'When the rest of' the group decided to vrork, had t.o work in the same plant 
as-the others, or at least nearby, and had to quit work when the others 
did so. By acquiescing in this periodic voluntary unemployment pattern, 
the average Ba.ndi t was becoming conditioned to What was to become a high-
ly probable adult e.mployment situation--periodic unemployment. Since 
all the Bandits were '\m.Skilled or semi-skilled at best, and since this 
category of' worker has historically been the :first to lose his job, the 
statistical probability of' the Ba.ndi ts r being unemployed during f'uture 
recessions and depressions was poten.tiallyrvery high. Most of' the 
Ba.ndi ts came from homes 'Where their parents were either unskilled or semi-
skilled and were probably indoctrinated early in lif'e with the inevitable-
ness of unemployment and the futility of coping with it indi~idually. 
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. Consequently, one of the main- f'oci <>f acti v.lty' a.nlong the Bandits wa§ 
concerned 1\1. th this very problEm of "working or ri.ot -working.111 
The Ba.ndi ts poss'essed a well-defined. set oi' attitudes and. 
rationalizations about -work which -would help them. to absorb these almost 
certain bUff'ets of' adult working lif'e. "Without causing them to become 
social outcasts, inte~ally conflicted,. or (at the extreme) psychotic. 
These attitudes and rationaliz~:tions included such things as the f'eeling 
that money is important f'or such thingi as dressing ttsharply~ but not 
important enough to motivate full-time employment. One boy expressed 
the attitude that the ideal situation was to vmrk eight or nine we.e1cs and 
loaf two or three. Re also i'elt itwas better to work in the_~ter1 
'When it was too .cold to mhang on the corner, 11 and to loaf' during the 
sunnner. Attitudes such as these supported their employnl.ent-non-employ-
ment pattern. What these at-titudes and values accomplished was to shift 
the choice of' employment from the employer to themselves. It is 
psychologically more coiD:forta:ble to feel that the cllioice of working or 
not working lies in oneself rather than ~th some socially distant employer 
or abstract aeconomic sy~temtt-over which one·has little or no control. 
This was very evident in their f'requent statements that they were not 
going to "YOrk for a mere 751- per hour; they were holding out for $1.00 
per hour. It was also evident in their assertions that they would only 
work if they could .work together in the S8lll.e plant. What better prepara-
tion could_ they have for. f'uture adult p-eriods of unemployment than to 
become steeled to it early in life, to develop p~chological def'enses 
against feelings of' ~rthlessness for being unemployed? 
liD 
From the almost-total abs~nce of the pattern of voluntary unem-
ployl!lent among i:h e Outlaws, one can safely conclude that their group di.d 
not perform the function of preparing the boys for this type of lower 
class adult occupational status. 
The behavior of the Bandits tOwards the violative behaviors 
(theft, vandalism, trespassing~ etc.) also sharply differentiated between 
the two groups. Whereas Outlaw conferrals for violative behavior were 
almost non-existent during the worker.' s regime, they did derogate theft,. 
vandalism, Bnd getting into 11trouble.·~ This happened very infrequently 
· among the Bandits. The latter. very acti::vely supported theft of all 
kinds--trespassing,. ~dalis.m, eto. They can appropriately be called a 
-.band of thieves~' because of the frequency with which they engaged in 
raids on shops. They were expert· shoplifters, and frecwently would re-
turn to the neighborhood after a day of depredations laden vd.th goods, 
-which they would then ritually display to each other. Here was another 
instance of the double or triple gain in prestige. They would first gain 
prestige by suocessfully.completing a coup at shoplifting, then count a 
second gain in the ritual display, and finally relish the full savour of 
success by recounting in intricate detail ea.oh aspect of the theft. The 
Bandits could also count on group support of theft outside of the act of 
commission or mutual admiration of thieving Skills. Boys who were ap-
prehended by the police for theft gained further group prestige by 
visits at jail or correctional school by other group Jp.embers, moral 
support during trials in the form of perjured, or unperjured testimony, 
or mere physical presence at their trials. Sometimes the rest of the 
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group would raise money for bail or for a trial lawyer. 
It can be sean that the possibilities of ga:in in prestige did not 
cease ~th the commission of the act or conversion of the stolen goods 
into money. It was a process Which could be extended in time for months 
if the boy was apprehended. tried, convicted, and sentenced to a prison 
or correctional school. At any or all of these points, the Bandits could 
and did convert the opportunity into a gain in group esteem through any 
or all of the possibilities mentioned above. If a Bandit was sent to 
correctional school, this enhanced his reputation in the group tremendously 
and, of course, opened up new avenues to prestige. He was then in 
position to ~run~ from the institution and increas~ his prestige further. 
It is evident from this discussion that a second latent function 
o:f the Senior Bandits vro.s to train the boys for adult professional crime. 
A number of Bandits had become almost entirely committed to law-viola-
tion as the major avenue to prestige and status. Five or six Bandits 
devoted their prestige activi~ almost exclusively to leading or engaging 
in trespassing, shopli:fting, breaking and entering, etc.· For this. they 
were rewarded either by group recognition o:f leadership ability, approval 
by followers, approval by clique leaders, or any combination o:f these. 
+n addition to training in leading or following on illegal es-
capades, i:he Bandits also had the opportunity to engage in a range of 
behavior attendant upon such activities, from planning to making good 
one's escape. There were numerous instances o:f these in the records. 
If, perhaps, the illegal venture was unsuccess:ful, they were given ample 
opportunity to gain experience at coping with police, court personnel, 
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la-wyers, bail lxmd proce9-ure, and the like. Experience in all of these 
is -vital if the indi-vidual plans to make a career of crime. 
Experience in these things is also, valuable :for the boy who is 
going to become a wclassic·;,r lower class adult.l Most of these will 
engage, .from time to time, in drinking, fighting, or gaming -violations. 
Since the probability of a ~classic·n lower class adult getting into the 
toils o.f the law is likely to be high,t it would be highly functional 
for him to have had experience ~th legal procedure so as to utilize 
every opportunity to retain his freedom or recei-ve as light a sentence 
as possible. 
Participation in the criminal acti-vities of the Bandits served 
another function. It gave the boys 1\ho were undecided about becoming 
adult criminals not only the opportunity to gain group prestige, but to 
test their convictions. Since all juvenile. records are concealed :from 
the public, the legal structure made it possible for them to test the.m-
sel-ves several times before they defined themselves as suited for pro-
fessional crime. The boys were well aware that the police frequently 
overlooked minor misbehavior and might not arrest and book a boy until 
he had had several encounters With them. They were also aware that the 
courts did not ritually dub them delinquents until they had had two or 
three contacts with the courts. They were further aware that they would 
not be committed until they had had several court contacts. At any, or 
1A ~classicw lower class adult can be defined as a person who 
gives high priority to regular weekend drinking with bar cronies, par-
ticipates in the voluntary unem:ployment pattern, gets into official 
~troublen occasionally, and gi-ves low priority to home and familial 
J."~~Ql;l.si bilities. 
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all,. of -these points in tini.e a boy could-decide that crime was or was 
. - - - -
• • - • • + • 
not his chosen field. At the same time,_ he would have conformed to the 
- -
standards of the group and h~ve ~ined status• 
In the event the aspiring young criminal was committed to a 
juvenile correctional institution, he had the opportunity to learn about 
•doing time, ·a how to handle correctional personnel., how to escape, and, 
mat is most important, the whole range of attitudes and values esteemed 
among criminals. He had already been acquiring these til his association 
with other Bandits, but the correctional system provided an accelerated 
course. 
Correctional experience also_provided the Bandits with the ~inal 
oppor.tunity to determine if -their,. as yet unconscious or implicit, de-
cision to become a· professional was, indeed, the right one for them. 
Several Bandits decided a~ter their first or second commitment that pro-
fessional crime was not for them. This seemed implicit in their statements 
and subsequent behavior. 
The five or six Bandits ..mo had determined, consciously or un-
consciously, on a career of crime eventually became inmates of adult 
facilities and were provided with the opportunity to learn more detailed 
aspects of professional crime, and its attendant culture. During the 
long interim ~rom the first offense to adult incarceration,. the street-
corner group had proyided these five or six boys with skills, motivations, 
approval, example, and moral support. Without this usocial ballastl:t it 
is doubtful i:f many of these boys would have proceeded as far as they did 
on the road to professional crime. 
·This di_gc_ussiQil, has_ shq'V<!l that the Seniors .sele.oted di:ffe~~nt 
aspects of i:he same behavior categories. The Bandits supported "What is 
- - -· 
generally conceived of as !tldisapprovedu behavior~ while th-e Q,utlaws 
gave more support to the approved aspects oi' the·same conceptualized 
behavior. Since the main hypothesis· predicted this, it can be said that 
differential activity in re:ference to categories re:flecting lower class 
supported behavior substantiated the hypothesis. 
Adolescent Behavior-
The differential behavior of the Seniors towards adolescent be~ 
havior showed that the Outlaws interacted more :frequently within that 
frame of reference than the Bandits. Tables 36, 37, and 38 demonstrate 
this. There was a high degree o:f correspondence in the rank order o:f 
.selection of categories of behavior in the seeking an~ conferring modes. 
Since behavior relative to football, club jackets, dancing, and the like 
involves less freqaent law-violations, it is not surprising that the 
Bandits and Outlaws agreed to such an extent on the rankings. If be-
havior is culturally neutral or shared by all social classes, it is logical 
that boys of the same age "V\Ould a1gage in approximately the same behavior. 
The most important di:f:ference was the :frequency o:f participation. Tables 
39, )4), and Ljl demonstrate that the Bandits were :far more involved in 
behavior Which sustained their lower class cultural commitments. 
An e~ination of the data cards Which corresponded to the mode 
and behavior categories, revealed some qualitative differences in the 
manner o:f interaction. The Bandits, for example, tended to be more 
boisterous and to get drunker at parties. Yfuen the Outlaws participated 
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TABLE 36 
RANKINGS OF ADOLESCENT SUPPORTED BEHAVIOR~ CONFERRING MODE 
Senior Ba.ndi ts Senior Outlaws 
Number o:f Number o:f 
Behavior Orientations Rank 'Behavior Orientations Rank 
Club and Club and 
Athletics 16 1 Athletics 55 1 
Money 6 2.5 Mutual Hostility 14 2 
Mutual Hostility 6 2.5 Purchases 11 3 
Purchases 5 4 Money 5 4 
Area. Of':fice 4 5·5 Ceremonies 4 
Mating 4 5·5 Gi:ft Giving 3 
Automobiles 4 Mating 3 5·5 
Parties 3 7 Parties 3 5·5 
Dancing 2 Music 2 7·5 
Music 2 8.5 Entertainment 2 7·5 
Entertainment 2 8.5 Area O:f:fice 1 9 
Mutual A:f:fection 2 
Smoking 2 
Totals 413 103 
rr :: +.83; N = 9· 
in house parties~ they seldom created so much noise that the police were 
called in. The Bandits~ on the other hand~ :frequently became so boist-
erous and made such nuisances o:f themselves that the police were called. 
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TABLE 37 
RANKINGS OF ADOLESCENT SUPPORTED BEHAVIOR:: DENYING MODE 
·Senior Bandits- C· Senior_ Outlaws 
Number of' Numberc-,ef 
Behavior Orientations Rank Behavior Orientations Rank 
Mutual Hostility 53 1 Club and 
Athletics 86 1 
Club and 
Athletics 13 2 Mutual Hostility 66 2 
Automobiles 6 3 Mating 9 3 
Ceremonies 4 4 Purchases 8 4 
Area O.ff'ice 3 6.5 Money 7 5 
Money 3 6.5 Area O.ff'ice 3 6 
Mating 3 6.5 Music 2 
Purchases 3 6.5 Automobiles 2 7 
Entertainm.~nt 2 9 Entertainment 1 9 
Parties l SmoJtlng 1 
Touring 1 Ceremonies 1 9 
Gif't Giving 1 10 Gift Giving 1 9 
Totals 93 187 
rr • +.44; N • 10. 
There -was also a dif'f'erence in their accepted styles of' mating. The 
Bandits were very rough with local girls, conceptualized them as sex ob-
jects only, and ~conned~ them ~enever the opportunity arose. The Outlaws 
lZ'f 
TABLE 38 
RANKINGS OF ADOLESCENT SuPJ?ORTED BEH:A.VIOR; -SEEKING MODE 
Senior Bandits Senior Outlaws 
_ Number o:r Number o:r 
Behavior Orientations Rank Behavior Orientations Rank 
Club and Club and 
Athletics 10 1 Athletics re 1 
Mutual Hostility 9 2 Mutual Hostility 12 2 
Money 7 3 . Purchrosas 8 3 
Mating 6 4 Mating 5 4 
Parties 5 5·5 · Entertainment 4 5 
Purchases 5 5·5 Money 3 6.5 
Entertainment 2 7 Parties 3 6.5 
Area Office 1 9 · Automobiles 2 8.5 
Automobiles 1 9 Ceremonies 2 8.5 
Ceremonies 1 .9 Music 2 
Area Office 1 10 
Totals 47 70 
also roughhoused with local girls but were not as sadistic. They also 
tended to see them more as potential marriage partners~ although they 
were not adverse to taking advantage o:r them sexually if the girl were 
mutually inclined. The Outlaws were also less inclined to ~con~ girls 
:ror ulterior motives. 
TABLE 39 
FRE~mNCIES OF LOWER CLASS AND ADOLESCENT SUPPORTED 
BEHAVIOR: CONFEELBING MODE 
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Behavior Area Senior Ban.di ts Senior Outlaws 
Lower Class 77 
48 Adolescent 
Totals 125 
Chi square = 36. 21; m = 1; P < .001. 
FREQUENCIES OF LOWER CLASS AND ADOLESCENT SUPPORTED 
BEHAVIOR: DE!>.TYING MODE 
103 
137 
Behavior Area Senior Bandits Senior Outlaws 
Lower Class 99 
93 Adolescent 
Totals 192 
Chi square : 28.35; m = 1; P (.001. 
TABLE 41 
FREQUENCIES OF LOWER CLA,SS AND ADOLESCENT SUPPORTED 
BEHAVIOR: SEEKING MODE 
Behavior Area Senior Bandits Senior Outlaws 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Totals 
89 
47 
136 
Chi square : 35.41; m = 1; P (.001. 
70 
94 
lf9 
One very important di.f.ference between the Seniors was the level 
of ~emotional interaction. The Bandits had a d~ci§.~d t~:g.~de:g.__cy-_j;o~ ;i.nt_era?j; 
more violently and express greater hostility towards each other. The 
Bandits' hostility was- less .frequent than the Outlaws t, but 'When it did 
erupt it was more explosive. (See Table 42~) For eX8lil.ple, the Bandits 
TABLE 42 
FREQUENCIES OF MUTUAL~ HOSTILITY 'WHEN DENYING 
PRESTIGE ID THE IN-GROUP 
Senior Bandits Senior Outlaws 
Hostility 5 
Joking Relationship 10 8 
Totals 15 
Chi square = 9·97; m • 1; P ( .Ol; with Yates correction. 
beat one boy .for going SWinmrl.ng alone with the Worker. This violated 
implicit group norms ~iCh demanded that individuals not indulge in ad-
vantages which belonged to the group as a Whole. One boy broke his 
wrist in the process o.f beating another boy .for stealing his girl. In-
formers were usually given severe beatings. Such intragroup violence was 
never reported among the Outlaws. The Outlaws usually invokeci-verbal 
'--
sanctions or ostracism, rather than physical aggression. 
There was probably less evidence o.f hostility among the Bandits 
because there was greater agreement on group norms and standards. It has 
been shown that they expended far more energy in support of lower class 
behavior and were also more closely grouped by social class origins. 
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Most of' them came from homes mere fathers were unskilled or semi-skilled. 
The indications are that there was probably a basic agreement on a core 
of' values. The Outlaws, on the other hand, had a larger social class 
spread among their parents. One consequence of' this may have been a 
tendency to expression of' basic cultural disagreement through persistent 
but low level hostility.l 
Simmel's theory of conflict is relevant here.2 lie stipulates 
that in small intimate face-to-face groups the more cohesive and unified 
groups exhibit more open hostility than the less solidary groups. Hostile 
feelings ~uld be more likely to be expressed in those relationships 
Which members felt were stable enough to absorb conflict without result-
ing in disjunction. Conversely, the less solidary groups would hesitate 
to engage in open conflict because of' fear that it might disrupt a ten-
uous union. The findings here completely support Simmel. While the 
Outlaws engaged in more hostility than joking, their hostility was con-
sistently on a rather uniform low emotional level. The Bandits were able 
to express violent emotions without causing disruption of group consciousness. 
1some evidence for this is offered by the findings of ~ller 
et al. They point out that the Junior Outlaws expressed hostility 
frequently but at a low level of intensity. Yfuile it is known that the 
Seniors were not like the Juniors in all respects, similar findings 
regarding the srune area of behavior suggest a close resemblance. See 
Walter B. Miller, Jlildred s. Geertz, Henry s. G. Cutter, aPatterns 
of Aggressive Behavior in a Male Adolescent Street-Comer Group,tt 
August (1959), P• 36. (Rectographed.) To appear in Psychiatry. 
2Georg Simmel, Conflict, trans. Kurt E. Wolf (Glencoe, Ill-
inois~ The Free Press, 1955), PP• 45-48· The reader is also referred 
to Coser's lucid systematization of Simmel's theory. Lewis A. Coser, 
The Functions of Social Conflict (Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 
195b), PP• 85-88. 
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According -to Sinunel, -this is an index o:f greater cohesion.1 
In the joking relationship the~re was a type o:f institutionalized 
teasing, ribbing, joking, etc.· of some behavior vilich appeared patently 
ridiculous, st~prd, incongruous, etc. This is not to say that there was 
no hostility vvhen teasing and joking occurred. In all likelihood there 
was; but generally it wa.s veiled in an ostensibiy joking mood. The 
main component of the joking relationship was generally not hostility, 
~areas it was the main ingredient of the hostile act. 
The Bandits' joking consisted o:f such things as teasing a. boy 
for being bodily ejected from a local variety store by the proprietor, 
'"razz.ing~tt another :for trying to obtain an e.xtra 21coke;n from Dr. Miller, 
etc. None of these situations assailed or questioned the basic premises 
and values of the Bandits. 
Joking among the Outlaws was also very similar. They .. razzed:Jl 
one boy for being chased by a girl, teased another about how :JlcuteD he 
looked in a picture at age 12, end laughed at another for his getting the 
worst of a spat ~ile he was attempting to chastise his younger brother. 
In none of the above situations was there any serious -violation of group 
norms. They were merely opportunities -Mlich the groups or individuals 
seized upon to ridicule, humiliate, or enjoy someone else's discomfiture. 
This portion of the chapter has shown that the more intense the 
interaction among a. group of boys, the greater the tendency to be committed 
to the norms and standards of the group~ There was essential agreement 
among the Bandits on acceptable behavior, and so few instan,ces o:f 
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transgressions of that behavior that most of their hostility was dis-
sipated through the joking relationship. It was relatively unnecessary 
for them to invoke stronger sanctions. 
Among the Outlaws~ there was some evidence that there was greater 
conflict over the core values. They engaged in more bickering and low 
level hostility, and exhibited slightly more middle class behavior. (See 
Tables 28 and 29.) In addition, they supported the more law-abiding 
aspects of lower class behavior. In other words, they seemed to give 
group support to a ~der range of behavior. This is suggestive, but not 
conclusive~ evidence that there was considerable ambiguity of cultural 
convictions. It also points to less group cohesion. 
Comparative Patterns of Conferring 
Prestige to Workers 
It was found in analysis of. the data referring to the functions 
performed by the workers on behalf of the boys that those functions could · 
most profitably be divided into three general types 'Which were explained 
in Chapter v. To reiterate, those functions were:- 1) those pertaining 
to the authority aspects of the role; 2) those pertaining to the advisory 
functions; 3) all other fUnctions. 
A very interesting pattern developed in terms of how the two 
groups reacted to the ~rkers.in terms of the functions they performed 
for the groups. It is obvious from Table 43 that the Bandits conferred 
prestige upon their ~rker mainly in terms of other functions, while the 
Outlaws deferred to their ~rker mor.e in terms of the punitive and advisory 
aspects of his role. 
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TA.BLE 43 
ORIENTATIONS TO TFIREE TYPES OF WORKER FUNCTIONS:: CONFERRING MODE 
Senior Bandits Senior Outlaws 
Type of Function Freqp.encias 
Authority 3 9 
Advice 
Other 
Totals 
3 
16 
.22 
10 
6 
Chi square: 11.41; m • 2; P (.01; with Yates correction. 
This confirms sub-hypothesis three. This stated that the more 
socially and culturally distant the L'fndividuay or institution, the less 
the tendency to adhere to the norms and standards of that Lindividuay 
or institution as the bases of prestige and status. The Bandits, as was 
previously mentioned~ became disenchanted with their worker because he 
rejected their social and cultural position. Th~ took great delight in 
making him uncomfortable by a variety of devices, including an excessive 
use of profanity. However, they could not afford to lose his services 
entirely. Consequently, they frequently engaged in conciliatory measures 
such as ubuttering him up.• Most of the conferrals of pre~tige on their 
worker were in terms of appreciating his services in visiting them in 
correctional institutions~ in his job-finding efforts, and the like. 
None of these things involved any concession on their part to the worker 1 s 
middle class values. They steadfastly continued their own lower class 
ways. 
The Outlaws, on the other hand, admired and respected their 
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worker and made many concessions. They developed a well-organized club, 
rei'rained f'rom gang fights, were careful not to violate laws which would 
get him int9 dif'ficulties, and generally appealed to him to exert more 
restrictions and controls Which would help keep them in line. 
'Vfuen the orientations to ihe functions o:r the respective workers 
were examined in the denying mode, the same pattern was revealed. 
Table 44 indicates that the Bandits were less concerned about authority, 
TABLE 44 
ORIENTATIONS 'lO THREE· TYPES OF i\ORKER FUNCTIONS: DENYING MODE 
Type of' function Senior Bandits Senior Outlaws 
N: 4f N • 3 
Rejection of' Authority 17.1% 66.7% 
Refusing Advice 19.5 33·B 
All Others 63.4 oo.o 
lOO.O% 1oo.o% 
-while the Outlaws, even in a minute sample, demonstrated greater concern 
with the authority aspects of' their worker's role. The Ba.ndi ts spent . 
most or -the time rejecting their worker's advice about staying out of' 
trouble, refusing his job finding ef'f'orts, conning him unmercifully into 
giving i:hem rides all over town, inveigling l:Uiir:mto. acting as their driver 
in a Qgetaway~ car during a raid on a store, and so .on. 
One can conclude f'rom this that social workers who wish to change 
the behavior of' street-comer groups must first demonstrate acceptance of' 
the cultural position of' the group. In other words, they must close the 
socio-cultural gap between themselves and their group. If they continue 
. 13.5 
to maintain their identity as representatives o£ middle class agencies, 
they will not be accepted as in-group members of the gang; they will be 
treated.as strangers and be defined as legitimate targets of exploita~ 
tion, much as was the Senior Bandits' worker. 
Analysis of Focal Concerns 
When the behavioral orientations o£ the Seniors are examined on 
the level o£ focal· concerns, the results in Table 4.5 indicate that the 
relative degree o£ commitment to trouble, toughness, autonomy, and ex-
ci tement best reflect fu e delinquency proneness of the groups. The Ban-
dits showed more concern over trouble, autonomy, and excitement, while 
the Outlaws exceeded the Bandits only in toughire.ss. This concern about 
masculinity, physical prowess, skill and their opposites eventuated in 
TABLE 4.5 
ORIENTATIONS TO LOWER CLA.SS FOCAL OONCERNS 
Focal Concern Senior Bandits Senior Outlaws 
N :. £6.5 N =114 
Trouble 42.3% 22.8% 
Toughness ro.4 48.3 
Autonomy 18.8 14.9 
Excitement 15.1 10.5 
Fate 2.3 0.9 
Smartness 1.1 2.6 
Totals 100.0,% lOO.O% 
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·the Outlaws' hea-vy commitment to sports activities. This ade~ately f'ul-
:filled their needs :for d~onstration of masculinity without law-violation. 
It also satisf'ied other needs :for excitement and autonomy. Sports, with 
their bodily contact, exercise, and stimulation of' the senses, can be 
considered Bexciting.~ The experiences of' organizing teams and club 
af'fairs also gave them a :feeling of independence or autonomy, While 
simultaneously encoUraging the W>rker to ..::care for them.~ 
The Bandits' concern with trouble :fed into the more law-violating 
aspects of toughness, autonomy, and excitement. Their propensity for 
getting into legal toils aroused their feelings of resentment against 
·: 
authority, eventuating in 3running~ from institutions, ~itting work, 
refusing to -mrk, "hanging11t on the corner, etc. The dullness of hanging 
around soon aroused urges :for excitement and positive actions which proved 
they were meri.. The result was another round o:f trouble, resentment against 
authority, and so on. If these distributions of commitment to focal con-
cerns are at all ~pical, one could hypothesize that the relative importance 
of trouble and toughness to a street-corner group would be an index o:f 
their delinquency potential. 
Table 46 shows that little can be said about the diff'erential 
distribution of orientations to mi~dle class focal concerns beyond the 
. ' 
fact that the Outlaws appeared to be somewhat more middle class. One 
also concludes that nei the.r gro11p gave more than lip service to middle 
class focal concerns. 
T&BLE 46 
ORIENTATIONS TO MIDDLE CLASS FOCAL CONCERNS 
Focal Concern 
lli.e Family 
Education 
Bodily Solicitude 
Accumulation and 
Display o:f Goods 
Moral Respectabili~ 
Individual 
Responsibili~ 
Achievement 
Future Orientation 
Totals 
Senior .Bandits 
N = 14 
lOO.Q% 
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Senior Outlaws 
N c 25 
ro.o 
ro.o 
lOO.O% 
CHAPTER VII 
COMPARATIVE PATTERNS OF BEI:IA VIOR .AMONG THE 
JUNIOR BANDITS AND OU~JvS 
Ranking of Targets by the Junior Bandits 
and Outlaws 
The Juniors were not unlike their older brothers in deferring 
chiefly to the In-Group and the Worker. One :major difference was that 
the Juniors ranked the ~rker first -when conferring prestige, -whereas the 
Seniors ranked him second. The worker was more important to the Juniors 
because they had less worldly experience and sophistication than the 
Seniors and needed the workerts advice, encouragement, direction, etc. 
more frequently. Th~ were constantly asking their workers for advice. 
(See Table 47.) 
TA.BLE 47 
RANKING OF ACTS BY 1HE JUNIORS:- CONFERRING MODE 
Junior Bandits Junior Outlaws 
Target Roles Number of Rank Number of Rank Acts Acts 
Worker 39 1 32 1 
In-Group 38 2 26 2 
Non-Local Adults 10 3 5 4 
Local Male Adults 9 4 3 5·5 
Local Male Peers 6 5·5 8 3 
Non-Local Peers 6 5·5 0 7 
Local Females 5 7 3 5·5 
Totals ll~ i7:']: 
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The Juniors were othervd se similar to the Seniors in selecting 
those individuals as prestige objects with whom they interacted most 
frequently and had i:h.e most socially meaningful relationships. The 
In-Group was ranked first by both groups as an object of prestige in the 
denying and seeking modes. They agreed to a considerable extent in the 
ra.nkings of other prestige objects. (See Tables 4B and 49.) When they 
TA.BLE 4B 
RANKING OF ACTS BY THE JUNIORS:: DENYING MODE 
Junio~ Bandits Junior Outlaws 
Target Roles Number of Rank Number of Rank 
.Acts Acts 
In-Group 45 1 73 1 
Non-Local Adults 26 2 16 2 
Local Male .Adults 11 3 2 7 
Non-Local Peers 8 4 7 5 
Local Male Peers 7 5 13 3 
Local Females 6 6 4 6 
Worker 3 7 10 4 
Totals 106 125 
differ.ed in the ranking of a particular target, some extraneous factor was 
present rather than innate group differences. For example, the Junior 
Bandits ranked Local Ma:.le Adults higher when conferring prestige because 
of the presence of a local young adult who assisted the assigned worker 
in coaching football and basketball. It was natural that they consulted 
TA.BLE 49 
RANKING OF ACTS BY 1HE JUNIORS: SEEKING MODE 
Junior Ba.ndi ts Junior Outlaws 
Target Roles Number of' Rank Nuniber of' Rank Acts Ac_ts 
In-Group 16 1 30 1 
Worker 6 2 12 2 
Local Male .Adults 2 3 0 6.5 
Local Male Peers 1 4·5 6 3 
Non-Local Adults 1 4.5 2 4 
Local Females 0 6.5 0 6.5 
Non-Local Peers 0 6.5 1 5 
Totals 26 51 
.ana def'errea tO his VIi shes a good percentage of' the time since he was a 
vital f'actOr in their club organization. Since the Junior Outlaws' work~ 
er coached all three sports 1 there was no opportunity to select local 
male adults among the Outlaws. The case was similar in denying prestige. 
The Bandits had more opportunity to criticize the same young man f'or his 
rather aggressive and authoritarian manner. llie Outlaws had no such 
opportunity and ranked Local Male .Adults last. 
In the case of' the Worker, the Outlaws ranked him higher as a 
target of' critic ism than the Bandits. This 'AIS.S due to dif'f'erential worker 
service patterns rather than group diff'erences. As previously mentioned1 
the Outlaws' worker temporarily 1.td~serted111 them f'or the Senior Outlaws and, 
thus. caused the Junior Outlaws to become critical of' him. The Junior 
Bandits never had to share their worker with the Senior Bandits so this 
source of irritation and conflict never presented itself. It was for 
similar reasons that the Junior Bandits sought to raise their prestige 
in the eyes of Local Male Adults more frequently than the Outlaws. Their 
football-basketball coach was merely more available to· them. 
The other differences in ranking of target roles can be accounted 
for in similar terms. Where a role was raruced higher by one group .than 
by the other, there was always some.reason other than innate differences 
Which accounted for the ranking. There was little doubt that the Juniors, 
like the Seniors, looked mainly to the In-Group and the Worker for most 
of their prestige orientation. These were the individuals in whom they 
had thejr greatest emotional investment, not some abstract, socially 
distant, middle class norm. system. These findings, then, support sub-
hypothesis one. The Juniors, like their older brother group selected 
those individuals or groups as prestige.objects when they had frequent 
contact with them. 
Differential Avenues to Prestige .Among the Juniors 
This portion of the chapter w.lll test further the main hypothesis. 
To reiterate, this asserted that dif£-erential par~icipation in delinquent 
behavior by lower class street-comer groups is the result of dif•ferential 
utilization of available alternative avenues to status and prestige. If 
this is so, the two groups should select different aspects of the same 
behavior categories as the bases of prestige. The Bandits should select 
the more disapproved or la~violating facets of lower class behavior, 
select them more freque.ntly, and select more behavior categories Which 
support lower class behavior. The Outlaws should select :fewer lower 
class behavior areas~ and orient to the more approved or law-abiding as-
pects. 
Lower Class Behavior 
There wa.s a very low correlation of rankings between the groups 
when they wer~ seeking and denying prestige, but a high one in the con-
ferring mode. The differences in :fre~encies of selection of lower class 
behavior supported the hypothesis but not in such a striking manner as 
with the Seniors. The Junior Bandits interacted more :fre~ently through 
lower class behavior in the conferring and denying modes but less fre-
quently than the Outlaws in the seeking mode. These differences can be 
explained by two facts--worker service patterns and social class. 
The Juniors were closer in social class origin than the Seniors. 
The discussion in Chapter IV substantiated this. Given the association 
between higher social class and less delinquency~ and the closeness of 
social class origins between the Juniors, they could be expected to ex-
hibit fewer contrasts than the Seniors. Even so, the differences in 
Tables 50, 51, and 52 were sufficient to state that their behavior sup-
ported the hypothesis. 
Worker service patterns accounted for the excess of orientations 
to lower class behavior in the seeking mode by the Outlaws. It has been 
mentioned several times -that the Junior Outlaws became angry at their 
worker for temporarily deserting th~ and responded by seeking prestige 
through disapproved or la~violating behavior. This only involved a 
s.mall se~ent of the Outlaws, however, and does not negate the general 
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TA.BLE 50 
RA.NKINGS OF LOWER CLA.SS BEHA.VIOR BY TffE JUNIORS 
'WHEN OONFERRING PRESTIGE:: ALL TARGETS 
Junior Bandits Junior Outlaws 
Number of Number o:f 
Behavior Orientations Rank Behavior Orientations Rank 
Fighting 18 
Drinking 6 
Vandalism 6 
Jobs 6 
Creating a 
Disturbance 5 
· Theft 5 
Belongingness 4 
Trouble 4 
Hanging 2 
Gaming 2 
Absenting 1 
Informing 1 
Totals 6o 
n : +.85; N = s. 
r 
1 
2.5 
2.5 
4·5 
4·5 
6 
----
7 
8 
Fighting 6 1 
Jobs 3 2 
The:ft 2 4 
Vandalism 2 4 
Creating a 
Disturbance 2 4 
Gaming 2 4 
Profanity 2 
Absenting 1 7·5 
Be1ongingness 1 7·5 
21 
TA.BLE 51 
RANKIN(l.S OF LO'WER ClASS BERA.VIOR BY mE JUNIORS 
WHEN DENYING PRESTIGE~ ALL TARGETS 
Junior Bandits Junior Outlaws 
Nmnber of' Number of' 
Behavior Orientations Rank Behavior Orientations Rank 
Fighting 23 1 Fighting 12 1 
Creating a Trouble 8 2 
Disturbance 10 2 
Drinking 5 3 
Drinking 7 3 
Belongingness. 4 4 
Trouble 6 4 
Absenting 3 6 
Thef't 5 5 
Prof'anity 3 6 
Absenting 3 6 
Thef't 3 6 
Sex 2 7·5 
Hanging 2 9 
Vandalism 2 7·5 
Sex 2 9 
Gaming 1 11 
Vandalism 2 9 
Belongingness 1 11 
Creating a 
Ranging 1 11 Disturbance 1 12 
Jobs 1 11 Gaming 1 12 
Prof'anity 1 11 ·Jobs 1 12 
Totals 63 47 
r 
TA.BLE 52 
RA.NKINGS OF LOWER CLASS BEHAVIOR BY THE JillTIORS 
WREN SEEKING PRESTIGE: ALL TARGETS 
Junior Bandits Junior Outlaws 
Number o:f Number o:f 
Behavior Orientations Raiik Behavior Orientations Rank 
Fighting 8 1 Fighting 9 1 
1he:ft 4 2.5 Jobs 8 2 
Trouble 4 2.5 Drinking 5 3·5 
Creating a The:ft 5 3·5 
Disturbance 3 4 
Belongingness 2 5·5 
Vandalism 2 
Creating a 
Absenting 1 7·5 Disturbance 2 5·5 
Be1ongingnes s 1 1·5 Pro:fan.ity 2 
Drinking 1 7·5 Absenting 1 8.5 
Gaming 1 7·5 G8llling 1 8.5 
Hanging 1 7·5 Rari.ging 1 8.5 
Jobs 1 7·5 In:for:ming 1 
Trespassilag 1 Trouble 1 8.5 
Sex 1 
Totals 39 
commitment to adolescent concerns by the iiiB.jority. 
It was in the qualitative aspects of the Juniors' interactional 
patterns that the real differences between the groups appeared. The 
Bandits were more committed to disapproved aspects of the same lower 
class behavior. The Junior Bandits actively supported and rewarded par-
ticipation in gang fights, defended many acts of vandalism or disruptive 
behavior, boasted of or admired theft, eagerly supported drinking bouts, 
and so on. The Outlaws, on the other hand, oriented verbally to the same 
categories but did not actively participate in these as frequently. 
'Where the Ben'di ts actually engaged in gang fights and two-man 
fights, the Outlaws frequently 'threatened violence but seldom engaged in 
it. They did not participate in one full scale fight during their work-
er's tenure, whereas the Bandits engaged in several. The high rank ~ich 
fighting held in the Outlaws' orientation to 1ower class behavior was, to 
a considerable extent, a coding artifact--actions and verbalizations were 
combined. 
A similar situation existed in the other categories under the 
lower class rubric. The Bandits damaged property, and defended the be-
hav.ior; the Outlaws heeded their worker's admonitions not to do this.-
Where the Bandits stole beer, gasoline, and golf balls, the Outlaws 
jokingly spoke of attempting holdups. 
The Outlaws found less lower class behavior to criticize and gen-
erally were concerned with less serious forms of behavior. Both ranked 
fighting first as a form of denying prestigeJ however, the Outlaws play-
fully punched each other, pelted eaCh other ~th wads of paper, or 
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threatened assault. The J1.mior Bandits threw bottles or lighted 
matches, or, in one case, frightened one boy to tears by threatening hXm 
with a kni£e. This order of difference occurred throughout the records. 
l"fuere the bandits criticized a member for stealing a purse from an 
old~ (not for the theft itself), the Outlaws berated a member for 
accusing someone unjustly. Many other examples could be given to illus-
trate the differences between the groups, but, in general, the above ones 
were fairly ~pical. 
Th.is is not to say that the Junior Outlaws did not engage in 
any auto theft or drunken behavior, and that they did not criticize each 
other for this; they did both of those -things. What is important is that 
the fre~ency of the latter behavior was less than among the Bandits, and 
the fre~ency of criticism of relatively minor behavior was much greater. 
The Junior Outlaws exerted more stringent controls and regulation of all 
behavior mich._disrupted orderly group a.ctivity; the J1.mior Bandits were 
more prone to overlook not only minor law-violations, but also some 
major ones. 
'lhe Outlaws were more prone to boasting of having a job or of 
defendi.Ilg their abili~ to get jobs. Having a job inferred adultness, 
independence, and masculinity among the Junior Outlaws. It was also an 
easy way to gain the approval of their worker. ilie principal use of a . 
job among the Bandits (at least in this sample) appeared to be its tend-
ency to keep them out of trouble. Several boys frequently expressed 
this e~ation, and the most delinquent Bandit, in particular, was very 
explicit on this point. 
Both groups actively supported drinking as an avenue to pres-
tige~ but apparently it was more important to the Outlaws than the Ban-
dits. There was little doubt in both groups that drinking was a badge 
o:f adulthood~ mascUlinity. and autonomy. Both groups tended to drink 
openly and ostentatiously so as to emphasize their attainment o:f adult-
hood.1 Although drinking .ranked higher among the Outlaws as an avenue 
to prestige, it was partly because the:ft, trouble, trespassing, vandalism, 
and creating a disturbance was less important to them. The :first five 
ranked behaviors among the Bandits all had a high potential o:f law 
violation, whereas the Outlaws selected only two--:fighting and the:ft--
among their first five. 
The data, so :far, give little indication that either group sup-
·ported -the voluntary unemployment pattern or the criminal behavior pat-
tern. There were hints that the more delinquent element among the Bandits 
wouldhave given more support to those patterns i:f the worker had not 
been present. Considering that the Junior Bandits were not as delinquent, 
nor as lower class, at the same stage o:f development as their older bro-
ther segment, it is unlikely that they would have supported those two 
patterns as :fervently as the Senior Bandits, even if the worker had not 
been present. There was no indication at all among the Junior Outlaws 
that they gave support to voluntary unemployment or the criminal pattern. 
1see Miller, An Experiment in Changing Gang Behavior,~· cit., 
for more details on the di:f:ferential patterns o:f alcoholic consumption 
by the Junior and Senior age groups • 
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.Adolescent Behavior 
There were even fewer differences between the two Junior groups 
when they were orienting to adolescent supported behavior. Tables 53, 
·54, and 55 show that they selected nearly the same behavior and in 
nearly the same rank order. The high rank dif.ference correlations in 
the three modes indicated that there were more similarities than dif.fer-
ences between the groups. 
First, and foremost, both groups selected club and athletics as 
the principal avenue of prestige or non-prestige. They either con.ferred 
or sought prestige most frequently by means of those avenues and crit-
icized members .for their poor performance in those activities. This is 
not surprising in that both groups had effective and well-liked workers. 
Both groups were enthusiastic about the club and athletic programs which 
their workers sponsored. Both groups knew of previous age segments Which 
had sponsored successful sport teams, dances, bowling clubs, etc. and 
readily adopted a more formalized, better .financed, and more efficiently 
run version. 
The two groups were equally proud of their club and teams and 
lavished praise and affection on them'for meritorious achievement. The 
symbol Which both .fixed upon as the badge o.f group identification and 
supreme accomplishment was the club jacket. Most of the references to 
Purchases by both groups referred to club jackets. It will be noticed 
that Purchases ranked second, third, or .fourth in each group as an object 
of orientation. In fact, much of the activity in the clubs was centered 
around .fund raising ultimately aimed at purchasing club jackets. 
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TA.BLE 53 
RANKINGS OF ADOLESCENT SUPPORTED .BElBAVIOR 
BY THE JUNIORS:: CONFERRING MODE 
Junior Bandits Junior Outlaws 
Number o:f Number o:f 
Behavior Orientations Rank Behavior Orientations Rank 
Club and Club and 
Athletics. 78 1 Athletics 46 1 
Purchases 15 2 Mutual Hostility 11 2 
Mutual Hostility 11 3 Purchases 7 '3 
Money 6 4 .Area O.ffice .5 4.5 
.Automobiles 3 "· Matii:Il,g 5 4.5 
Entertainment 2 5·5 Entertainment 4 6 
Playing Dancing 3 
Facilities 2 5·5 
Mutual A:ffection 3 
Area O:f:fice 1 8 
Money 2 7·5 
Gift Giving 1 8 
Music 2 
Mating 1 8 
Playing 
Parties 1 Facilities 2 7·5 
To"~P"ing 1 Ceremonies 1 
Gift Giving 1 9 
Totals 122 92 
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TABLE 54 
RANKINGS OF ADOLESCENT SUPPORTED BEHAVIOR 
BY THE JUNIORS~ DENYING MODE 
Junior .Ba:n.di ts Junior Outlaws 
Number of Number of 
Behavior Orientations Rank Behavior Orientations Rank 
Club and Club and 
Athletics 59 1 Athletics 78 1 
Mutual Mutual 
Hostility 49 2 Hostility 55 2 
Purchases·- 10 ~. Mating 11 3 
Mating 5 4·5 Purchases 6 4 
Money 5 4·5 :Money 3 5·5 
Automobiles 3 6 Parties 3 5·5 
Ceremonies 2 Music 2 7·5 
Dancing 2 9 Racing 2 
Gift Giving 2 Automobiles 1 10.5 
Playing Dancing 1 10.5 
Facilities 2 8 
Playing 
Smoking 2 8 Facilities 1 10.5 
Music 1 10.5 Smoking 1 10.5 
Parties 1 10.5 
Totals 143 164 
TA.BLE 55 
RAN KINGS OF ADOLESCENT SUPPORTED BEBA VIOR 
BY THE JUNIORS:: SEEKING MODE 
Junior Bandits 
Number of' 
Junior Outlaws 
Number of' 
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Behavior Orientations Rank Behavior Orientations Rank 
Club· and 
Athletics 12 1 
Mutual 
Hostility 6 ·~2 
Purchases 4 3 
Ceremonies 3 4.5 
Money 3 4-5 
Dancing 1 6 
Entertainment 1 
Totals 
Club and 
Athletics 
Mutual 
Hostility 
Mating 
Purchases 
Area Off'iee 
Dancing 
Ceremonies 
Money 
Music 
Automobiles 
Smoking 
16 
13 
5 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
51 
1 
2 
3 
5 
5 
5 
Most other behavior in reference to adolescent activities was 
similar. They admired skill in athletics, envied boys who had a way vlith 
girls, appreciated cooperation in group enterprises, admired skill in 
dancing, deplored behavior which redounqed to the discredit of' the group, 
and so on. 
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One area in ~ich the two groups di~~ered was Mutual Hostility. 
lliey can be di~~erentiated in the same manner as the Senior groups in 
their handling o~ this. The Junior Outlaws, like the Senior Outlaws, 
were less inclined to use the joking relationship. Table 56 demonstrates 
that when the Juniors were interacting "With their In-Group, this di~~er-
ence reached a statistically signi~icant level. This can best be illus-
trated by their di~~erenti~l manner o~ relating to the scapegoats in each 
FREQUENCIES OF MUTUAL HOSTILITY BY 2HE JUNIORS: 
DE.irYING MODE, IN-GROUP AS TARGET 
Junior Bandits Junior Outlaws 
Type o~ Behavior Frequencies 
J eking Relation ship 
Hostility 
Totals 
9 
13 
22 
5 
33 
38 
Chi square= _5.87; m• l; P <.02;.with Yates correction. 
group. 
Among the Junior Bandits there was one boy ~o was ~requently 
"ranked,~ insulted, and antagonized. They took great delight in riding 
him about being '~~dirty, 11 about his "lo~ty" goals o~ college and medical 
school, and acting superiort because he drove his brother 1 s oar. There 
~s considerable enjoyment o~ his disco~iture and a sadistic quality 
about their treatment of him. This sadism was conspicuously absent, or 
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nearly absent, in the Junior Outlawst treatment o£ their scapegoat. It 
was not entirely lacking, but it ;vas rare, and when it did occur, one o£ 
the other boys 11.0uld £!'equently de£end him or prevent an extended or un-
warranted amount of bullying. The Outlaws were more prone to voice 
direct hostile remarks at their scapegoat. In ~act, as Miller et al. 
point out, their hostility was £requent, but of low level intensity.l 
The Junior Bandits, on the other hand, appeared to spew out less low 
level hostility but more sadism. and highly charged hostile outburst;. 
As in the case of the Seniors,.the joking relationship and hos-
tility among the Juniors divided into criticism o£ relatively unimportant 
quirks o£ behavior and of behavior Which violated accepted group norms 
and values. .Among both Junior groups hostility was a reminder that the 
recipient was not living up to accepted group standards o£ behavior. It 
included such things as excessive flbumming~ of cigarettes, not playing 
on the groupst teams, ridiculing £or excessive bragging, kidding about 
being unable to control one t s drinking, and the like. The two groups 
were remarkably uniform in -what they derogated, but differed considerably 
in the degree of emotional charge. 
The findings here confirm previous· conclusions that the more de-
linquent groups were more solidary. The Junior Bandits, like the Senior 
Bandits, found less to criticize in In-Group behavior, but when they did, 
they tended to explode. 
These findings support sub-hypotheses one and two. Tile data 
demonstrate that the more intense the interaction in a group, the greater 
~iller et al., loc. cit. 
the tendency to adhere to its norms and standards. 
Differential Patterns of Interaction 
with the Workers 
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Chapter li'I showed that the Senior Bandits made few concessions 
to i:heir worker's middle class position because he was too culturally and 
socially distant from them. The Outlaws 1 on the other hand1 made many 
concessions to the standards of their worker because he displayed greater 
acceptance of their culture. This substantiated s~b-hypothesis three 
which stated i:hat i:he more socially and culturally distant the Lfndividua]j' 
or institution, the less the tendency to adhere to the norms and standards 
of that ffndividuay as the bases of prestige and status. 
'l'b.e findings in this chapter further substantiate this hypothesis. 
As Table 57 shows 1 the Junior Bandits appealed less to the authority aspects 
TABLE 57 
ORIENTATIONS 10 THREE TYPES OF 'VIORKER FUNCTIONS 
BY THE JUNIORS:: CONFERRING MODE 
Junior Bandits Junior Outlaws 
~pe of Function Frequencies 
Authority 2 10 
Advice 17 8 
Other 18 12 
Totals 37 30 
Chi square : 9·57; m: 2; P .< .01; with Yates correction. 
and more to the advisory andc±her functions of their worker. The major 
difference between the Junior and Senior Bandits' interactim wlith their 
workers was the greater deferral by the Junior :&mdits to advisory i"unc-
tions. (Compare Tables 43 and 57.) The frequencies of the other two 
' functions were essentially the same as those of the Seniors. This single 
variation is explained by more frequent participation in sports and club 
activities. 
The Junior Bandits were relatively unfamiliar vd. th parliamen:t:;ary 
rules and looked to the -m rker to guide them_ in club meeting procedure. 
Sine~ he was an assertive, articulate individual, they found themselves 
taking his advice on many club issues. The Junior Bandits were also very 
involved in sports as contrasted to the Senior Bandits Who had very little 
to do "With this. Raving less experience with the mechanics of contacting 
the Park Department, school committee, business firms, and the like, 
they found more occasion to seek and take the advice of' the worker.· Des-
pite this difference, the Junior Bandits interac"!;ied with their worker in 
Other Functions and Authority to about the same degree as the Seniors. 
It indicates that the Junior Bandits'· relatively short (nine months) 
period of contact w.i. th their worker was not sufficient to change their 
basic cultural commitment although they liked and respected him. 1 
As can be seen from a comparison of Tables 43 and 57, the Junior 
Outlaws interacted i'.d. th their worker in a :manner similar to the Senior 
Outlaws. The Juniors also respected and admired their worker and had a 
sufficiently long contact v.1. th him (29 months) to adopt many of his stand-
ards and values. 
1see Miller, An Experiment in Changing Gang Behavior, ~· cit., 
for a more detailed exposition of the effect of length of worker tenure 
on behavior change. 
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These data, then, support sub-hypothesis three. They suggest 
that a workert s influence was related to length of contact and his abil-
ity to decrease the socio-cultural distance through acceptance of the 
boys as individuals in -their O'Vitl. right. 
Analysis of Focal Concerns 
The distribution of orientations to lower class focal concerns 
by the Juniors summarizes the differences between the groups. As Table 58 
shows, the Bandits were more committed to touglmess. This was reflected 
Focal Concern 
Toughness 
Trouble 
Ex:ci te.ment 
Autonomy 
Fate 
&r...a.rin es s 
Totals 
TA.BLE 58 
OBI.ENTA.TIONS TO LOWER GLASS FOCAL CDNCERNS 
Junior Ba.ndi. ts 
N.:: 152 
1.3 
loo.o% 
Junior Outlaws 
N: 108 
23.1 
13-9 
17.6 
3·7 
7·4 
loo.o% 
in their propensity for brawls which satisfied their needs for masculinity. 
Their heavy participation in sports, particularly football, also reflected 
their interest in toughness. They preferred this bodily contact game to 
all others. The Outlaws ranked toughness first also, but as was explained 
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earlier~ their interest in fighting was mainly verbal. Their lesser 
concern with toughness was re~lected in their pre~erence ~or basketball 
and baseball where violent physical contact is minimal. 
Trouble was ranked the same by both groups"" but the greater num-
ber, by the Bandits, made the di~ference. Much o~ the Outlaws' involve-
ment in trouble was verbal while ~or the Bandits, it involved actual par-
. ticipation • 
.Another difference between the Juniors was the dif~erential rank-
ing of excitement and autonomy. The Outlaws' greater interest in 
autonomy re~lected more concern about working. It was expected that the 
Outlaws would wrk if they were not in school. 
The Junior Bandits 1 interest in sports and in brawls was reflected 
in the Excitement category. The Outlaws were interested in these also, 
but their concern with autonomy precluded spending as much time in those 
other activities. 
There were so few acts involving middle class focal concerns that 
little can be said about them except that neither group gave more than 
passing attention to them. Table 59 presents the distribution of orienta-
tions to these concerns. 
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TA.BLE 59 
ORIENTATIONS TO MIDDLE CLA.SS FOCA.L CONCERNS 
Focal Concerns Junior Bandits Junior Outlaws 
N : 16 N = 19 
Individual Responsibility 37·5% 5·3% 
The Family f5.0 f6.3 
Accumulation and Display of' Goods 18.8 47·3 
Education 12.5 5·3 
Moral Respectability 6.2 15.8 
Achievement 
Future Orientation 
Bodily Solicitude 
Totals loo.o% 100.0% 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY AND OONCLUSIONS 
This study has elicited a number o:f :facts aoout :four street-
corner groups. There was little or no difference between them on some 
variables, and a. great deal of' variation on others. The major :findings 
will now be presented in the order in which they were discussed. 
One o:f the major :findings of' -this study was that relatively small. 
differences in social class origins of street-corner groups were associated 
with moderately large divergences in delinquency. The Junior Bandits 
were not much higher in social class origins than the Senior Bandits, 
yet they were considerably less delinquent than the Seniors. The :far 
less delinquent Senior Outlaws were not a great deal higher in social 
class origins than -the Seni.or Bandits. The range in social class from 
the most delinquent group (Senior Bandits) to the least delinquent (Jun-
ior Outlaws) was less than one social class. The majority of the Seniors 
appeared to be near the Lower Lower end of the class structure (in Warner r s 
classification), ~ile the Junior Outlaws appeared to be near the Upper 
Lower end. This relatively short range in social class distance was re-
lated to many divergences as well as similarities in behavior. 
Contrary to expectations, there was little difference between 
the groups as to selection o:f prestige targets. Almost without exception 
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the In-Group was the primary source o:f prestige. The second most im-
portant source was i:he Worker. The other targets varied in importance 
according to :frequency of interaction with the groups in question and 
with the emotional involvement of the groups with that particular status. 
In no instance were differences in relatiye rankings of targets due prim-
arily to group differences; all instances o:f differential prestige orienta-
tion were accounted for ~ fortuitous or non-group factors. 
Another major finding was a noticeable lack of involvement by 
the groups with middle class institutions, statuses, or :focal concerns. 
There was so little interaction ~th respect to middle class :focal con-
cerns or statuses that nothing de:fini tive could be said a bout any o:f the 
groups' patterns of orientations to these. It was clear that as far as 
prestige attainment was concerned, the IDiddle classes were negligible as 
a reference group. Lower class and adolescent :focal concerns proved to 
be far more cogent as reference points :for all :four groups. 
The chief distinguishing :features between the four groups were 
that the more delinquent groups (the Bandits) exhibited greater commit-
ment to lower class :focal concerns, wnile the less delinquent groups 
(the Outlaws) exhibited greater commitment to adolescent supported be-
havior. This held true for nearly all modes o:f prestige orientation. 
It indicated a clear relationship between greater delinquency and lower 
class origins among the Bandits. Among the Outlaws the equation was 
higher social class origins and age-linked adolescent activities. This 
supports Miller's theoretical position rather than Cohen's and Cloward 
and Ohlin's. It provides substantive support for Miller's position that 
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most lower class delinquei:wy can be more productively conceptualized as 
an essentially positive attempt to achieve goals and adhere to values o:f 
the lower class system itself, ~th rebellion against middle class norms 
appearing as an incidental by-product. 
The corresponding age segments of' the two aggregates had the same 
lower class avenues available as sources of' prestige, but they selected 
dif'f'erent ends of' the continua of' lower class behavior. The Bandits 
selected nearly the Whole range of' the law-violating polarity of' lower 
class behavior, While the Outlaws tended to seleot f'rom the law-abiding 
polarity. This distinction -was, almost w.i. thout exception, maintained 
throughout the study in all modes of' orientation, towards all statuses. 
In addition, the Bandits tended to select actional aspects of' behavior, 
while the Outlaws tended to select the verbal aspects of' the same behavior. 
That is, the Bandits were doers, while the Outlaws tended to engage in 
polemics. .Another distinction was the tendency of' the Bandits to be more 
violent and select more serious forms of' the same conceptualized behavior. 
The groups also dif'f'ered in a qualitative way. Instead of' sharp 
contrasts between the corresponding age segments, there appeared to be a 
gradient f'.rom high to low on many measures. 'V'Ihile -there were f'requently 
statistically significant dif'f'erences between corresponding age segments, 
the more important finding was that of' a gradient. For example, the f'our 
groups ranged from high to moderate delinquency, no college entrants to a 
modest percentage, high percentages of' committed members to very low per-
centages, and so on. Indications were that a complex of' variables seemed 
to be intimately as.sociated Vii th high delinquency and with moderate 
delinquency. 
A major qualitative di£ference between the groups revolved about 
latent group functions. The Senior Bandits provided training £or adult 
crim.inali -cy-. This was completely lacking among the Outlaws and only 
partially observable among the Junior Bandits. The Senior Bandits gave 
training in many £acets of la~violation and provided the moral support 
necessary for mEmbers to graduate to adult professional crime. 
Another latent group function was the provision for generalized 
adult roles. The Senior Bandits supported a type of adult role which, 
has been designated here as 12classic~1 lower class. This included high 
priority to regular weekend drinking with bar cronies, participation in 
the voluntary unemployment pattern, occasional official "trouble, 1t and 
low priority to home and familial responsibilities. Neither Outlaw group 
endorsed this ~pe o£ lower class role. Some of the Junior Bandits sup-
ported it to some extent, but not to the same degree as the Seniors. 
The Outlaws, on the other hand, endorsed the law-abiding lower class 
adult role. Some of the Junior Bandits also supported this. 
The .final major finding was that the higher delinquent groups 
were more socially cohesive. This vms evidenced in the greater frequency, 
emong the Bandits, of joking about unimportant idiosyncracies, and less 
frequent, but more explosive, hostile outbursts at violations of group 
norms. The Outlaws, on the other hand, engaged in less joking and more 
low level hostility. The indications were that there was a greater con-
sensus about values, norms, and focal concerns a~ong the Bandits. This 
dispels notions that more seriously delin~ent groups are ~disorganized,u 
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anomie, lacking in controls, etc. 
The greater solidarity and social consensus among the Bandits 
indicated that the street-comer group was more vital to the more delin-
quent gr.pup members. It was ~ulfilling more ~ctions for a larger 
group of boys 1Vb.o had a greater emotional investment in the gang. I~ 
this is so, it indicates that the street-corner group among higher delin-
quent boys is fulfilling vital ~unctions 1~ich have not been assumed by 
other institutions. 
From the excessive concern with what constitutes manliness "Which 
the four groups exhibited, it appears sa~e to assume that the most im-
portant functions of the group were those of establishing a masculine 
sex role-model and defining appropriate adult occupational roles. These 
two fUnctions are ordinarily assumed by several institutions or statuses 
in any given society. Inrome societies the family, age-graded peer groups~ 
collateral kin, secret societies, eto. function jointly or exclusively 
in these capacities. In our culture the family, the school, and the 
peer group share the major burden of imparting the models and precepts 
involved in the two fUnctions. When one or more of these formal and in-
formal agencies fails to pull its share, the major burden devolves upon 
the others. 
The primary source of masculine identity for boys in our society 
is the father or a suitable surrogate. Teachers, if they are men, may 
also ~unction in this capacity, but.it is not their defined role. For 
many boys the local peer group also functions in this capacity. When, 
~or some reason, the father or substitute male figures are lacking or 
present unstable inade~ate models, the major burden falls on the peer 
group, if there is one available. 
It can be seen from Table 6o that there was a clear relationship 
between higher delinquency and the tendency for fathers to be missing from 
TABLE 6o 
DECEASED, DIVORCED, OR DESERTING FATHERS OR MOTIIERS 
AMONG THE BANDITS .AND OUTLAWS* 
Senior Junior Senior 
Bandits Bandits Outlaws 
.N • .30 N = 30 N • 23 
Percentages 
of Fa-thers 85.7% 23·3% 17.4% 
Percentages 
. of :Mothers o.o 6.7 4.3 
Junior 
Outlaws 
N = 22 
9.1% 
4-5 
*Group Nts did not equal the total group Nts because of one or 
more sets of brothers in each group. 
the home. There was very little relationship, on the other hand, between 
degree of delinquen~ and absence of mothers from the home. These data 
are supported by other studies. The Gluecks found that high delinquent 
boys came more freqp.ently from nbroken 11 homes; Reckless et al. found the 
same thing in a different city.l It is also highly significant that Andry 
found that there was more friction and animosity felt towards fathers 
than mothers among the more delinquent boys -than among the less delin-
quent. 2 These findings support the data here and indicate the close 
1Glueck, ~· cit., p. 81; Reckles-s et al., 71 The Self Component 
in Potential Delinquency,~ op. cit., P• 568. 
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relationship between the inevitable problems boys encounter in formulating 
their male identity and adult occupational role. If a boyts father or 
stepfather is periodically absent, deceased, or a disliked person, there 
is a strong possibility that the father or stepfather will not exercise 
his parental role of defining the boyts masculine sex role or adult 
occupational role. This situation is widespread in typical urban lower 
class areas so that it is not surprising that large numbers of boys, who 
live in these usually crowded neighborhoods, should seek to establish 
their mascuiinity in the one local grouping which has perennially served 
this function--the street-comer group. 
Thus, gi iren a large enough number of boys "Wi. th similar problems 
of establishing male identity, a lower class neighborhood, and existing 
street-comer groups with all its attendant culture, the result is inev-
itable. Boys will be strongly motivated to adhere to the Yalues, goals, 
and behavior patterns of the local street-comer group, to the exclusion 
of parental or other injunctions. The boys gain full acceptance as ind-
ividuals in the street-comer group (something ~ich may be frequently 
lacking at home, school, or settle.ment house), and reciprocate by whole-
heartedly embracing the street-comer ideals. If these include criminal 
activities, the constituents w.i..ll engage in criminal activities •. 
In addition to the street-comer group, the typical lower class 
boy has another set of male figures available as models--local adult 
males. These may not be as active as the street-comer group or fathers 
as models but their existence should not be overlooked. Lower class boys 
can daily see these local males engaging in estimablymasculine roles 
which are easy to emulate. Such jobs as eli tch digger, truckdriver, 
stevedore, and bartender are easily visible and do not involve such com-
plicated proced·ures that they cannot be perfected "With a minimal amount 
of' practice and instruction. The contrast with typical middle class 
occupations, such as bookkeeper, engineer, and lawyer, is obvious; the 
latter are conceptually distant and require long training. It is not 
unreasonable to assume that these local male adults take on greater sig-
nificance as sex role and adult models in a lower class community when 
the L~i'luence of' the :father as a model is relatively weak. Local adult 
males, the street-comer group, and :fathers probably assume the same 
position as the :father in a typical middle class household. 
The more delinquent groups, With more boys who had unm.et masculine 
role-model needs, allocated proportionately more time and energy in 
activities Wl.ich met those needs. Since :fighting, thei't, profanity, 
conning, etc. met those needs with the least expenditure of effort and 
the greatest return in group prestige, it was natural that the Senior 
Bandits (and to a lesser extent i:he Junior Bandits) should have engaged 
so continuously in delinquent and lower class supported behavior. The 
less delinquent Outlaws, ~th :fewer boys wno had unmet role-model needs, 
were able to expend more of their excess energy on age-linked activities. 
It is conceivable that typical middle class boys with stable family re-
lationships and ;!;fadequate:tt :fathers "VIOUld have little need :for alternative 
masculine role-models and would expend most of' their excess energy in age-
linked activities. 
This conceptualized model of' ~psychic economy~ can be used to· 
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explain the differences in delinquency rates between age segments of 
the same aggregate. If the proportion of boys of lower class origins 
increased for some reason from one age grade to the next, or if the 
number of boys with urrmet masculine role-model needs increased, there 
would be a tendency to concentrate more on those activities which sat-
isfied those unmet needs. There would be a tendency for ~compulsive 
masculinityn in that age segment. This is evidently what occurred among 
the Senior Bandits. They·. had a greater number of deceased and deserting 
fathers than the Junior Bandits, were of lower social class origin, and 
engaged in more behavior wrrich supported masculinity. 
The tendency of the lower class father to be a relatively in-
adequate role-model suggests another latent function of the group--
authority. A boy who did not look up to his father as a role-model would 
not be likely to perceive him as. an authority figure. Since mothers tend 
to be viewed as love-objects, rather than as loci of authority, the 
typical lower class boy has to look elsewhere for restrictions and con-
trols. The street-corner group provi<ies -this discipline by means of a 
well-developed set of norms and~ge-old culture. By adhering to these 
norms and culture the lower class boy with masculine role-model prob-
lems runs afoul of the law and encounters an even more stringent atmos-
phere--the police, courts, and correctional system. In fact, it may well 
be that it is for this very reason that many gang boys violate legal 
sanctions. It has become almost axiomatic that many gang boys commit 
delinquencies with the unconscious wish to be caught and punished. 
It has been pointed out that one of the latent group functions 
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was to prepare the boys for their expected adult occupational roles. 
Modern industrial society requires a labor reserve of unskilled or semi-
skilled laborers just as much as it needs professional and skilled 
people. There are innumerable tasks which require no long scholastic 
traL~ing, and for Which the typical lower class individual possesses all 
the necessary prerequisites. In addition, many institutions and in-
dustries require unskilled labor for only short periods or during peak 
seasonal periods. Such industries often locate in slum areas so that 
they can be near this type of labor supply. In turn, the unskilled 
laborer prefers being handy to his place of work. 
Among the more delinquent Bandits, a pattern of ~oluntary 
unemployment:t was the solution of individual needs for autonomy and the 
demands of modern industrial society. The boy who becomes committed to 
voluntary unemployment is protecting feelings of being manipulated by 
the demands of a society in Which industry has only periodic needs for 
his services. He reverses the positions by accepting group dictates 
that he work 1'\!h.en group members do so, and quit when the group members 
do. Yet he serves a role in society. He becomes the indigent handyman, 
the inexpen~ive season~l laborer, the S.Uow shoveler after blizzards, and 
so on. Unless society becomes aware that it is helping to perpetuate 
this type of adult and related culture, it may be many years before the 
processes of culture change take effect and reduce or eliminate this 
type. The cumulative effects of automation and diminishing needs for 
unskilled labor will probably produce the same result as planned change. 
It was stated in the Introduction that relatively little was 
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known about the everyday behavior of street-comer groups, and how this 
was related to other facets of lower class life and the wider culture. 
This stuqy has answered some of the questions raised earlier, but it has 
also bred others. This was one of the hoped-for results. 
One of the ~estions ~ich was raised involved reasons for the 
support of and training for adult crime. This study isolated that func-
tion but there was little data Which had direct bearing on its etiology. 
The Cloward and Ohlin study attempts to answer this question, but the 
basic assumption of that study was found to be seriously undermined by 
this research. An alternative area for research and theory to solve this 
dilemma would be the differences between non-gang and gang members in 
the most delinquent urban areas. This study has ascertained that it is 
in the most delinquent street-corner.groups that support and training 
for adult crime takes place; therefore, it is those groups Which must be 
isolated and studied. Only by comparing the social characteristics of 
those groups with the social characteristics of non-gang individuals in 
the same area can we isolate the causes of high delinquency and adult 
crime. 
Another vital area for research is the differences between ~area 
gangsu and 11self-organized'" gangs. It was suggested that Yablonsky's 
gangs were the self-organized type While the study groups were area 
l gangs. More data are needed on the geographical dispersion, relative 
frequency, and socio-cultural differences between these ~vo types. 
This may clear up many discrepancies and contradictions in delinquency 
theory. 
1supra, P• 23. 
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A possibly fruitful source of study would be the investigation 
of the historical backgrounds of the lower classes. The lower class way 
of life is obviously very old, yet no one has seen the possibilities of 
delving into archives to determine, if possible, its origins and changes 
down through the years. The historical perspective in cr~e and delin-
gQency is sadly lacking in the literature; it is needed to give the 
proper depth to the study of crime. It is very rare to find research in 
criminology which avails itself of this aspect. Sutherlandt s Professional 
Thief is a notable exception. Ris study would have been singularly poorer 
if he had not placed professional thievery within a time sequence. 
This by no means exhausts the possibilities of further research 
suggested by this study. No doubt there are more areas for study than 
the ones mentioned; however, in this writerts opinion, these seem to be 
the ones which are most pertinent to the etiolog;y of delinquency at this 
time. 
APPENDIX A 
CODING INSTRUCTIONS FOR IBM PROCESSING 
Column Number 
4-7 
8 
9 
Prestige Orientation Number 
Observer 
code number 
Group 
l. assigned worker 
2. assigned worker no. 2 
3· assigned worker to project director 
4. assigned worker to research director 
5· research director 
6. others 
Identification Number 
1. Junior Outlaws 
2. Junior Ba.ndi ts 
3· Senior Outlaws 4. Senior Ba.ndi ts 
10 Mode of Prestige Orientation 
code number 
1. granting (supporting, conferring) 
2. denying 
3· seeking (seeking to maintain) 
4- accepting 
11 Actor 
code number 
1. core group member 
2. fringe member 
3• whole group 
12 Reactive Situation 
code number 
1. yes 
2. no 
13 Order of Reliability 
code number 
1. overt expression 
2. actional behavior 
3· solid imputation of probability 
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14- 17 
18 
19 
21 
22 
Functions 
code number 
0 I - ad vi sing 
0 2 - directing 
03 - donating 
o4 - facilitating 
05 -. formulating 
06 - instructing 
13 -authority 
14- advice 
15 - others 
Targets of Prestige 
In-Group 
code number 
1. ego 
07 - intermediating 
08 - mediating 
09 - penalizing 
10 - protecting 
11 - transporting 
12 - all functions 
16 rejects authority 
17 - refuses advice 
18 - refuses other functions 
2. in-group male core peer 
3· in-group male fringe peer 
4. whole group# ma~e peers 
0. does not apply · 
Local Peers, Male and Female 
code number 
l. next oldest segment 
2. second oldest segment 
3· older female segment 
4. younger female segment 
5· same age £emale segment 
6. next youngest male peer 
1· second youngest male peer 
0. does not apply 
Non-Group Peers 
code number 
1. younger male peer 
2. younger .female peer 
0. does not apply 
Non-Group Same Age Peer 
co de number 
1. male 
2. female 
0. does not apply 
Non-Group Older Peer 
code number 
1. male 
2. female 
3· does not apply 
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I 
23 - 25 Institutional Targets 
23 - 31 
Institution 
BUS - 01 
CB.U - 02 
CLA. - 03 
COR- 04 
EW- 05 
GEN;,;; 06 · 
JUD - 07 
KIN - 08 
MED - 10 
NHD - 11 
OCG - 12 
ORG - 13 
OW·- J.4 
PLT- 15 
POL - 16 
REC - 17 
SCH - 18 
SER - 19 
SPOR- 9J 
SW-21 
SYP - 22 
Roles 
Ee, 011; Er, 012; Ea, 013; others, ol4 
Pr, 021; M, 022; N, 0 23 
H, 0~; L, 032 
PO, 041; EM, 042; SW, 043; S, 041.+ 
J, 051; C, 052; Pr, 053; Ng, 054; 
Ir, 055; It, 056; Oth, 057 
O, 061; A, 062; P, 063; M, 064; F, 065 
Jg, 071; Lr, 072; CPO, 073 
Fa, 081; Mo, 082; Br, 083; Si, 084; 
Sp, 085; OTH, 086; Fa-Mo, 087 
Dr, 101; Dent, 102; Nrs, 103; Ord, 104; 
Ps, 105; Phar, 106 
Ad, lll; Ad, m, 112; Ad, f, 113; 
Adc, 114; Pr, 115; Pr, m, 116; Pr, f, 117; 
St, 118; StK, 119 
Team, 121; individual, 122; group, 123 
P, 131; O, 132; CM, 133; Mgr, 134 
Ad, m, 141; Ad, f, 142; Pr, 143; Pr, m, 144; 
Pr, f, 145; AdC, J.46 
R, 151; M, 152; WP, 153 
Po, 161 
PS, 171; U, 172; R, 173; PDO, 174; S, 175 
T, 181; Pr, 182; TO, 183; SC, 184; Cu, 185; 
s, 186 
RO, 191; (), 192; N, 193; E, 194 
Co, a::ll; Ptr, a::l2; PL, ill3; Jo, a::l4; 
ro, a::J5 
SW, 211; WW, 212; SEW, 213; L, 214; C, 215 
AW, 221; S, 222; W, 223; W2, 224. 
Detached Group Workers 
code number 
1. assigned worker 
2. assigned worker no. 2 
o. does not apply 
Target Absent or Present 
code number 
1. present 
2. absent 
0. no information, does not apply 
Club and Athletics 
code number 
01- BK 
02- B 
03 - F 
04- CL 
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32- 43 
WJ.- 45 
46- 47 
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05 CM 10 - Sup 
06- Dan 11 - Ent 
07 - Ban 12- CG 
08 - Sal 13 - Out 
09 - Raf 
Reference Groups 
Code up to four reference groups in four fields. If no ref-
erence groups at all, code X in column 23. Mark ~ in first 
column after last reference group used, if less than four ref-
erence groups used. If an institution is coded but no role, 
code 0 in column f'or role. · 
The same twenty-two institutions and roles listed above under 
Institutional Targets are again repeated here. 
Social Milieu 
code number 
01 - hanging 
02 - club meeting 
03 - athletic contest 
04 - en route 
05 - court or correctional institution 
06 - club dance, etc. 
07 - area off'ice 
08 - other 
09 - group member and worker 
10 - group situation 
11 - group members and others 
12 - other 
Content Areas 
48 - 62 Qualities of Individuals or Groups 
code number 
01 - adultness 
02- attractiveness 
03- boring 
04- bossiness 
05- low esteem 
06- cooperative 
07 - courageous 
15 - lewd 
16 - loyal 
17 - lucky 
18 - masculine 
19 - modest 
2) - orderly -
21 - well-spoken 
22 - powerf'ul 
08 - dependable 
09 - generally di~¥alued 
10 - having endurance 
11 - generous 
12- ~iplli: 
13 - honest 
14 - industrious 
23 - pugnacious 
24 - showing proper respect 
25 - ~sharp:n or shabby 
2S - skilled 
27 - generally valued 
28 - sober 
2:1 - smart 
Code no. 1 for a positive orientation to a quality, 
and no. 2 for a negative orientation. 
Cultural Practices 
code number 
01 - jobs 
0 2 - absenting 
03 - drinking 
04 - area office 
05 - assault 
06 - athletics, other than the three major sports 
07 - automobiles 
08 - blackmail 
09 - ceremonies 
10 - vandalism 
11 - dancing 
12 - creating a disturbance 
13 - domesticity 
14 - entertainment 
15 - gift giving 
16 - money 
17 - gaming, e.g., cards, pool 
18 - general violating behavior or ~trouble~ 
19 -hanging 
ro - handicrafts 
21 - informing 
22 - lotteries 
23 - mutual aggressive interchange 
24 - mutual affectionate interchange 
25- mating 
26 - music 
'2] - narcotics 
28 - parties 
29 - playing facilities 
30 - profanity 
31 - purchases 
32- racing, e.g., foot race, stock car race 
33 - sex 
34- smoking 
35 - theft 
36 - touring, traveling 
37 - trespassing 
63 - 74 Middle Class Focal Concerns 
code number 
38 - Achievement 
39 - The Family 
LjD - Future Orientation 
41 - Individual Responsibility 
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42 - Bodily Solicitude 
43 - Education 44.- Accumulation of Goods 
45 -Moral Respectability 
Modality of Orientation 
code number 
1. actional 
2. 
3· 4. 
actional~ intentional 
verbal 
verbal:. intentional 
5· ·positive verbal evaluation 
6. negative verbal evaluation 
7• verbal directive 
s. verbal:. informational 
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Supplementary Coding Ins·l:;ructions 
The follo~ng categories of the coding system were not used in 
the data analysis. Some were discarded because of too small cells, 
others because of unimportance. Each of them is described below. 
1. Observer 
An attempt was made to distinguish between the field data 
of the five major recorders to determine if differential recording was a 
crucial factor .. 
2. Reactive type situations 
A distinction was made between i:hose situations in which an 
actor hrl:).tia.ted behavior and those in -which there was no prior stimulus. 
3· Order of reliability 
Each act was coded in accordance ~ith the degree of explicit-
ness of the interaction. If an individual voiced a positive or negative 
evaluation of another, or actively engaged in supporting someone, it was 
considered an movert~ expression of prestige orientation. If an ind-
ividual or group took someone's advice or imitated another, it was coded 
as "'actional '1 evidence of prestige behavior. If neither of these occurred. 
but it was kno'Wll from familiarity 'Wi. th the data that prestige was in-
volved, it was defined as a usolid imputation~ of prestige behavior. 
4. Presence or absence of target 
Provision was made for denoting Whether the object of prestige 
was present or absent ;Vb.en i:he act took place. 
5. Reference groups 
A judgment was made about each act as to the source or ref-
erence point of i:he prestige behavior. All of the institutions and 
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statuses utilized for targets of prestige were repeated for reference 
groups. These data were not used in the analysis beO.ause of the possibility 
of unconscious bias on the part of the writer. Actually, these data were 
not essential inasmuch as other aspects of the study fulfilled the same 
function. The targets of prestige and content of behavior were sufficient 
to indicate reference groups. 
6. Social milieu 
The type of on-going activity and social interaction was also 
coded. One IBM ~field~ was assigned to designation of the on-going act-
ivity (club meeting, hanging, athletic event), and another for the type 
of social interaction (single group member and the worker, group situation, 
group members and others). 
7• Personal qualities 
There were 29 qualities or attributes of individuals or 
groups. Each was conceptualized as dichotomous, that is, they were coded 
positively or negatively. For example, the quality of uhiptt positive 
denoted possession of special knowledge of in-group culture, being nin 
the know,ft or ftup on the latest thing.~ ~ipm negative denoted being 
~(out of it,n •behind the times,n ~square,~ etc. The other qualities were 
conceptualized in a.similar manner. These categories were then classified 
into those which promoted or hindered group solidarity and those which 
applied essentially to individuals. The qualities of bossy, cooperative, 
dependable, honest, loyal, modest, and orderly were defined as promoting 
or hindering group solidari~; all others were considered individual. 
The results were inconclusive. The tabulations are presented in Tables 
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SAMPLE CODING SHEET 
, . Functions 
I. D. No. Obs. 
I I I I I 0 
Gr. P.Or. Actor Reac. O.Rel. ls~ ~d . 
DDDDDCIJOJ 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
Target Roles 
IDDIJ 0 D (nlRr 10 0 [[J[[j 
18 19 2) 21 22 23 . 24 25. aS ~l 23 . 29 30 31 
Reference Groups 
lst 2nd 3rd 4th Social Milieu 
I~ 1.-------.1~1.1 I I II I I II I I I ITJ OJ 
32 33 34. 35 36 37 . 38 39 1.p 41 42 43 44 45 1J> 47 
Q.uali ties 
1st 2nd' 3rd 4th ~th 
I I I II I f . II I I II I I II I I I 
4B 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 6o 61 62 
Cultural Practices 
rn·wrnwwwo 
63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 
..... 
Q) 
..... 
APPENDIX B 
TA.BLE B-1 
RANKINGS OF ACTS BY THE SEN"IOR PANDI TS AND OUTLAWS 
'WHEN ACCEPTING PRESTIGE 
Senior Bandits Senior Outlaws 
Number of Number of' 
Tar~et Roles Acts Rank Acts Rank 
Non-Local Adults 2 1 0 
Worker 1 2.5 2 2 
Non-Local Peers 1 2.5 0 
In-Group G 4 1 
Local Mal.e Peers 0 0 
Local Females 0 0 
Local Male Adults 0 0 
Totals 4 6 
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TABLE B-2 
ORIENTATIONS ID LOWER CLASS, MIDDLE CLASS, AND .ADOLESCENT 
BEH.A.VIOR:: CONFERRING MODE, SEVEN TARGETS 
Type of 
Behav.ior 
Lower Class 
.Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
.Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
'Middle'Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Glass 
.Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
AdolErs-cent 
Middle Glass 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Senior 
Pandi ts 
Seniort 
Outlaws 
In-Group as Targets 
N : 68 
6o.3% 
36.8 
2.9 
N : 70 
15.7% 
82.9 
1.4 
Local Male Peers as Targe-ts 
N:9 
89.0 
11.0 
o.o 
N = 17 
35·3 
64.7 
o.o 
Worker as Target 
N • 33 
42.4 
45.5 
12.1 
Local Male Adults 
N = 7 
57.2 
42.8 
o.o 
N: 44 
'ZT ·3 
68.2 
4.5 
as Target·s 
N : 3 
o.o 
o.o 
100.0 
Local Females as Tar~ets 
N = 3 
100.0 
o.o 
o.o 
Non-Local Peers 
N:6 
50.0 
33·3 
16.7 
Non-Local Adults 
N ::: 6 
66.7 
33·3 
o.o 
N = 3 
o.o 
66.7 
33·3 
as Tar~ets 
N = 5 
o.o 
100.0 
o.o 
as Targets 
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TABLE B-3 
ORIENTATIONS TO LOWER CLA.SS, MIDDLE CLA.SS, .AND A:COLESCEN T 
BEHAVIOR: D:ENYING MODE, SEVEN TARGETS. 
Type o:f 
Behavior 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class--
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
· Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lo-Wer Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Senior' 
Bandits 
Senior 
Outlaws 
In~Group as Targets 
N :: 73 
50.7% 
45.2 
4.1 
Local Male Peers as 
N:: 11 
63.6 
36.4 
o.o 
N = 139 
18.0% 
80.0 
2.0 
Targets 
N = 74 
32.4 
66~3 
1.3 
Worker as Target 
Local Male Adults as 
N:;: 5 
6o .. o 
4o!>o 
01>0 
N•4 
50.0 
50.0 
o.o 
N :::6 
33·3 
661>7 
o.o 
Local Females as Targets 
N: 9 
M.-5 
55·5 
o.o 
Non-Local Peers as 
N = 18 
55.6 
38.9 
5·5 
Non-Local Adults as 
N = ro 6o.o 
4o.o 
o.o 
N = 8 
g).O 
50.0 
g).O 
Targets 
N = 16 
g).O 
75.0 
o.o 
Targets 
N:: 15 
ro.o 
80.0 
o.o 
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TABLE B-4 
ORIENTATIONS ID LOWER CLASS, MIDDLE. CLASS, AND ADOLESCENT 
BEffAVIOR~ SEEKING MODE, SEVEN ~GETS 
Type o:f 
Behavior 
Lower Class. 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
.Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Senior 
Bandits 
Senior 
Outlaws 
In-Group as Targets 
N • 74 
ro.3% 
N = 101 
61.4% 
38.6 
o.o 
. 71.6 
8.1 
Local Male Peers as Targets 
N: 0 N :-11 
9.1 
72·7 
18.2 
Worker as Target 
N : 18 
72.3 
22.2 
2.2 
N = 8 
37•5 
50.0 
12.5 
Local Male Adults as Targets 
N a 0 N = 0 
Local Females as Targets 
N = 11 
27 ·3 
72.7 
o.o 
Non-Local 
N:4 
50.0 
50.0 
o.o 
Non-Local 
N: 3 
66.7 
33·3 
o.o 
N • 0 
Peers as Targets 
N: 6 
16.7 
58·3 
o.o 
Adults as -Targets 
N • 5 
ro.o 
6o.o 
2}.0 
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TABLE B-5 
ORIENTATIONS TO LOWER CLASS, MIDDLE CLASS, AND ADOLESCENT 
BEHAVIOR: A.CCEPTTI'J"G MODE, SEllEN TA.RGETS 
Type o:f 
Beha:vior 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Senior 
Ee.ndits 
Senior 
Outlaws 
In-Group as Targets 
N: 0 
o.o% N = 3 o.o% 
100.,0 
o.o 
Local Male Peers as Targets 
N : 2 N = 0 
o.o 
100.0 
o.o 
Worker as 
N 1111 0 
Target 
N = 3 
33·3 
33·3 
33·3 
Local Male Adults as Targets 
N : 0 N = 0 
Local Females as Targets 
N : 0 N = 0 
Non-Local Peers as Targets 
N = 0 N : 0 
Non-Local Adults as Targets 
N = 2 N • 0 
o.o 
100.0 
o.o 
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TABLE B-6 
RANKINGS OF A!X)LESCENT SUPPORTED BEHAVIOR BY lli:E SENIORS:: 
Senior 
Behavior 
Club and 
Athletics 
Music 
Purchases 
Area Office 
Totals 
ACCEPTING MODE$ .ALL TARGETS 
Bandits 
Number of 
Orienta. ti ons Rank 
1 2.5 
1 2.5 
1 2.5 
1 2.5 
4 
.: ~ ~ ... : ... :.. 
Senior Outlaws 
Number of 
Behavior Orientations Rank 
Club and 
Athletics 4 
4 
1 
TA.BLE B-7 
RANKING OF ACTS BY 'lEE JUNIORS~ ACCEPTING MODE, 
ALL TA.RGETS 
Junior Bandits Junior Outlaws 
Number o:f Number o:f 
Target Roles Acts Rank Acts 
Worker 4 l 0 
Non-Local Adults 3 2 0 
In-Group 2 3 0 
Local Females 1 4 0 
Local Male Peers 0 6 2 
Local Male Adults 0 6 0 
Non-Local Adults 0 6 0 
Totals 10 
I 
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Rank 
4.5 
4.5 
4.5 
4-5 
1 
4.5 
4.5 
TA.BLE B-8 
ORIENTA.TIONS W LOWER CLASS, MIDDLE CUSS, AND AI:OLESCENT 
BEHAVIOR BY 1HE JUNIORS: CONFERRING MODE, SEVEN" TARGETS 
Type o:f 
Behavior 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
:Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Junior 
Bandits 
Junior 
Outlaws 
In-Group as Targets 
N = 45 
11.1% 
82.2 
N = 72 
. 32.0% 
65.2 
2.8 
Local Male Peers 
N = 11 
21·3 
72.7 
o.o 
6.7 
as Targets 
Worker as Target 
.N =55 
25·5 
70.9 
3·6 
Local Male Adults 
N • 15 
33~3 
53·4 
13.3 
Local Females as 
N: 12 
8.3 
91.7 
o.o 
as Targets 
N: 3 
o.o 
100.0 
o.o 
Targets 
N • 3 
o.o 
100.0 
o.o 
Non-Local Peers as Targets 
N : 13 
3Q.8 
69.2 
o.o 
Non-Local Adults 
N = ];Q 
4o.o 
6o.o 
o.o 
N:O 
as Targets 
N = 7 
o.o 
100.0 
o.o 
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TABLE B-9 
ORIENTATIONS ID LOWER ClASS, MIDDLE CLASS_, AND ADOLESCENT 
BEHAVIOR BY THE JUNIORS: DENYING MODE, SEVEN TARGETS 
Type of' 
Behavior 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lo"Wer Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Glass 
Junior 
Bandits 
Junior 
Outlaws 
In-Group as Targets 
Local Male Peers 
N : 19 
36.8 
63.2 
o.o 
as Targets 
Worker as Target 
N = 6 N :·12 
16.7 16.7 
66.6 75·0 
16.7 8.3 
Local Male Adults as Targets 
N = 19 
21.0 
79·0 
o.o 
Local Females as Targets 
N ::: 15 
86.7 
13·3 
o.o 
Non-Local Peers as 
N • 15 
4o.o 
6o.o 
o.o 
Non-Local Adults 
N = 39 
_30.8 
69.2 
o.o 
N :: 5 
4o.o 
6o.o 
o.o 
Targets 
as Targets 
N : 18 
22•2 
72·3 
5•5 
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TABLE B-10 
ORIENTATIONS TO LOWER CLASS, MIDDLE CLASS., AND ADOLESCENT 
BEHAVIOR BY THE JUNIORS:: SEEKING MODE, SEVEN TARGETS 
Type of 
Behavior 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
:Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Llorwer Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Mi.ddle Glass 
Junior 
Ba.ndi ts 
Junior 
Outlaws 
In-Group as Targets 
N • 37 
35.1% 
62~2 
2.7 
Local Male Peers as 
N•4 
75.0 
25!0 
o.o 
N ::: 61 
39·3% 
55-8 
4.9 
Targets 
N = 8 
12.5 
75·0 
12~5 
Worker as Target 
N = 13 ¥.2 
53~8 
o.o 
N = 19 
_36.8 
51·9 
5·3 
Local Male Adults as Targets 
N=4 
75.0 
~.o 
o.o 
N::: 0 
Local Fe.males as Targets 
N:o N=O 
Non-Local Peers as 
N: 0 
Non-Local Adults as 
N .. m 1 
q.o 
100.0 
o.o 
Targets 
N: 3 
. 66.7 
33·3 
o.o 
Targets 
N • 5 
ro.o 
60.0 
. 2).0 
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TABLE .B-11 
ORHNTATIONS TO LOWER CLA.SS 5 MIDDLE CLA.SS, .AND ADJLESCENT 
BEHA. VIOR BY TffE JUNIORS~ ACCEPTING MODE~ SEVEN TlillGETS 
Type o£ 
Behavior 
Lower Class ' 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class -
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
Junior 
Bandits 
In-Group 
N: 2 
o.o.% 
100.0 
o.o 
Junior 
Outlaws 
as Sources 
N=O 
Local Male Peers as Sources 
N:o N a 2 
50·0 
50.0 
o.o 
Worker as Source 
N=4 N=O 
o.o 
100.0 
o.o 
Local Male Adults as Sources 
N•O N=O 
Local 
N: 2 
o.o 
100.0 
o.o 
Females as Sources 
N = 0 
Non-Local Peers as Sources 
N:o N=o 
Non-Local.Adults as Sources 
N=4 N=O 
o.o 
100.0 --~-
o.o 
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TA.BLE B-12 
RANKINGS OF ADOLESCENT BEHAVIOR BY TilE JUNIORS 
WHEN ACCEPTI~G PRESTIGE, ALL TARGETS 
Junior .Bandits Junior Outlaws 
Number of: Number of: 
Behavior .·; Orientations Rank Behavior Orientations 
Club and Club and 
Athletics 8 1 Athletics 1 
Entertai.nm.ent 2 2 
Dancing 1 3·5 
Money 1 3·5 
Totals 12 1 
193 
Rank 
1 
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TABLE B-13 
ORIENTATIONS TO PERSONAL QUALITIES BY TffE SENIORS: 
Type o~ Characteristic 
Individual 
Group Solidarity 
Totals 
ALL MODES .AND TARGETS 
Senior Bandits 
N • 233 
67.8% 
32.2 
1oo.o% 
TABLE B-J.4 
Percentages 
Senior Outlaws 
N : 190 
32.1 
100.0% 
ORIENTATIONS TO PERSONAL QUALITIES BY lliE JUNIORS: 
Type of Characteristic 
Individual 
Group Solidarity 
Totals 
ALL MODES .AND TARGETS 
,_ '...: • J 
Junior Bandits 
N = 22) 
46 .. 8% 
53·2 
100.0% 
Percentages 
Junior Outlaws 
N = 183 
lOO.O% 
·.· 
TABLE B-15 
STATISTICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THREE BEHAVIOR A.R.EA.S:. 
Behavior 
Areas 
Lower Class 
Adolescent 
Middle Class 
CONFERRING AND DENYING MODES, ALL TARGETS 
Senior 
Bandits 
Junior 
Bandits 
Senior 
Outlaws 
'z Scores 
··46 
.21 .66 
TABLE B-16 
Junior 
Outlaws 
.85 
STATISTICAL DIFFERENCES BETWKEN THREE .BEH.AVIOR AREAS: 
CONFERRING AND SEEKING MODES, ALL TARGETS 
Behavior Senior Junior Senior 
Areas Bandits Bandits Outlaws 
z Scores 
Lower Class 1.12 2.17* 
Adolescent 
·35 '1.93 
Middle Class 
*Significant beyond the .05 level. 
**Significant beyond the .01 level. 
.07 
.6:; 
1.23 
Junior 
Outlaws 
3·73** 
3·74** 
1.37 
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TABLE B-17 
BEHAVIOR CATEGOIU ES DEFT NED AS LOWER CLA.SS 
Descriptive Term 
Be longingne s s 
Jobs 
Unauthorized Absence 
Drinking 
Fighting 
Vandalism 
Creating a Disturbance 
Games 
TA.BLE .B-18 
Descriptive Term 
General Violating Behavior 
Ranging 
Informing 
Profarii ty 
Sexual Behavior 
'Iheft 
Trespassing 
Tattoos 
BEHAVIOR CATEGORIES DEFINED AS MIDDLE CLA.SS 
Desoripti ve Term 
Domesticity 
Handicrafts 
Achievement 
Family Solidarity 
Future Ori an. ta tion 
Descriptive Term 
Individual Responsibility 
Bodily Solioi tude 
Education 
Accumulation of Goods 
Moral Respectability 
TABLE B-19 
BEHAVIOR CATE.[}ORIES DEFINED AS A:OOLESCENT 
Descriptive Term 
All Club and Athletic Categories 
Area Office 
Automobiles 
Ceremonies 
Dancing 
Entertainment 
Exchanges (Gift Giving) 
Mating 
Money 
Descriptive Ter.m 
Music 
Mutual Affection 
Mutual :Hostility 
Parties 
Playing Facilities 
Purchases 
Racing 
Smoking 
Touring 
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In order to determine differential bases of prestige, this study 
compared two age segments of a highly delinquent street-comer group 
Vii th two corresponding age segments of a moderately delingp.ent street-
corner group. The corresponding age segments were m.s.t_ched for age, 
ethnicity, and religion• There were 116 boys in all. 
Tile data were obtained from the process records of '"detached 
social ~rkers6 Who observed the groups for periods averaging 18 months. 
These field data were subjected to a. standardized content analysis sys-
tem formulated 'VIi thin the cul tura.l anthropological framework. A 19 per 
oent random sample of prestige-oriented acts from this universe constituted 
the study population_. 
IBM procedure was utilized to obtain tabulations of interaction 
with reference to cultural practices (drinking .. fighting), sports .and 
club activities, end worker functions. Cul turs.l practices and sports-
club activities were classified into those reflecting lower class, mid-
dle class, and adolescent behavior. lliis was supplemented by scanning 
the qualitative data. 
Tile findings showed that high delinquency was associated with 
lower social class, lack of father figures, high commitment to lower class 
behavior, and low in-volvement in age-linked adolescent activities. lliere 
was a noticeable lack of concern wi tb. middle class behavior. Conversely, 
moderate delinquenqy was related to someWhat higher social class, presence 
of father figures, less involvement in lower class behavior, and high 
commitment to adolescent supported behavior. This group also showed a 
negligible involvement in middle class behavior. 
ro6 
Analysis showed that frequency and intensity of interaction 
determined the selection of prestige targets. The groups were most in-
-volved with their OWl In-Group. The Worker was ranked second but only 
after he had accepted their lo~r class position. Other targets were 
less important. 
The more delin<p.ent groups were found to be more cohesive and 
solidary. They were able to give and take strong emotional outbursts of 
hostilitywithout disrupting group consciousness. The less delinquent 
groups engaged in more frequent but less intense outbursts of hostility. 
It was concluded __ mat the primary functions of the street-comer 
groups were in provide masculine :S~Jl.'o.role-models and generalized training 
for adult occup~tional roles. Each group had a set of well-established 
standards and patterns of behavior regarding accepted masculine behavior. 
The more delinquent groups supported more law-violating behavior while 
the-less delin~ent groups supported athletic skill as indices of mas-
culinity. 
The most delin~ent group provided training for adult criminality 
and the nclassic 0 lower class adult role; the less delinquent groups 
provided models for the law-abiding lower class adult role. Those who ad-
hered to the nclassic~ lower class role gave high priority to regular 
weekend drinking vvith bar cronies~ supported voluntary unemployment, got 
into 0 trouble, 0 and gave low priority to home and familial responsibilities. 
Adherents of the law-abiding lower class position gave high priority to 
steady employment, drank moderately, avoided ~trouble,~ and gave higher 
priority tO home and familial res]?onsibilities. 
It was apparent from the data that differential group functions 
reflected differential social organization and acculturation. The func-
tions performed by the groups were related to aspects of lower class 
subculture. The greater involvement in lower class culture~ by the more 
delinquent groups, indicated that the etiology of delinquency can be better 
understood by further investigating that subculture. 
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